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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
COREY DALE YOUNG, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 44464 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
HONORABLE LYNN G. NORTON 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
LAWRENCEG. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
000002
ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-FE-2012-14200 








Location: Ada County District Court 
Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G. 
Corey Dale Young 
Offense 
Filed on: 09/26/2012 
Case Number History: 
Police Reference Number: -663456954 
-663456951 
CASE INFORMATION 
Date Case Type: Criminal 








09/25/2012 Case Flags: No Contact Order Outstanding 
TCN: 1110170936 




Filed As: Theft-Grand 
4. Theft-Grand 
TCN: 1110170936 
Filed As: Officer-Flee or Attempt to Elude a Police FEL 
Officer in a Motor Vehicle 

























State of Idaho 
Young, Corey Dale 
CR-FE-2012-14200 
Ada County District Court 
10/19/2012 
Norton, Lynn G. 
PARTY INFORMATIO:\' 
RECOVERYPARTNERSLLC 
TREPAGNIER, SCOTT FREDRICK 
EVENTS & ORDERS OF THE C0t:RT 
New Case Filed - Felony 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
New Case Filed - Felony 
Prosecutor Assigned 
PAGE l OF 11 
Lead Attorneys 
Vogt, James E., Jr 
Retained 
208-287-7700(W) 





















ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-FE-2012-14200 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Prosecutor assigned Ada County Prosecutor 
Criminal Complaint 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Criminal Complaint 
Hearing Scheduled 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing Scheduled (Video Arraignment 09/26/2012 OJ: 30 PM) 
Motion 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Motion to Consol 
Order 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Order to Consol WI FE-12-14199 
Order 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Order 
Arraignment 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing result/or Video Arraignment scheduled on 09/26/2012 01:30 PM: Arraignment I 
First Appearance 
Change Assigned Judge: Administrative 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Judge Change: Administrative 
Order Appointing Public Defender 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Order Appointing Public Defender Ada County Public Defender 
Hearing Scheduled 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 10/10/2012 08:30 AM) 
Bond Set 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
BOND SET: at 1000000.00- (118-6501 Robbery) 
No Contact Order 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
No Contact Order: Criminal No Contact Order Filed Comment: DR# 12-005958 
No Exceptions Expiration Days: 730 Expiration Date: 9/26/2014 
Order Appointing Public Defender 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Order Appointing Public Defender 
Video Arraignment (1:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Cawthon/Irby, Judge) 
Notification of Subsequent/Enhanced Penalties 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Notification of Penalties/or Escape 
Motion for Bond Reduction 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
















ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-FE-2012-14200 
Motion For Bond Reduction 
Notice of Hearing 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Notice Of Hearing 
Request for Discovery 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Defendant's Request for Discovery 
Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Discovery 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Preliminary Hearing Response to Request/or Discovery and Objections 
Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Discovery 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Preliminary Hearing Response to Request/or Discovery and Objections 
I First Supplemental 
Notice of Appearance 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Notice Of Appearance/ taber 
Request for Discovery 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Defendant's Request for Discovery 
Notice 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Notice of Association of Counsel 
Continued 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Continued (Preliminary I 0/ 19/20 I 2 09: 30 AM) 
Notice of Hearing 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Notice Of Hearing 
Order for Delivery of Medical Records 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Order For Delivery of Medical Records x4 
Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Discovery 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Preliminary Hearing Response to Request/or Discovery and Objections 
I Second Supplemental 
Hearing Waived 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing result/or Preliminary scheduled on 10/19/2012 09:30 AM· Hearing Waived 
Hearing Scheduled 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 10/19/2012 08:30 AM) 
Preliminary Hearing Waived (Bound Over) 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on 10/19/2012 08: 30 AM: Preliminary Hearing 
Waived (bound Over) 

















ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-FE-2012-14200 
Hearing Scheduled 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 10/25/2012 09:00 AM) 
Charge Reduced Or Amended 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Charge Reduced Or Amended (118-1401 Burglary) 
Charge Reduced Or Amended 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Charge Reduced Or Amended (118-2403(1) {F} Theft-Grand) 
Amended Complaint Filed 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Amended Complaint Filed 
Order for Commitment 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Commitment 
Notice of Hearing 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Notice Of Hearing 
CANCELED Preliminary Hearing (9:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Swain, Kevin) 
Vacated 
CANCELED Preliminary Hearing (8:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Swain, Kevin) 
Vacated 
Information Filed 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Information 
DC Arraignment: Court Reporter:# of Pages: 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on 10/25/2012 09:00 AM· District Court 
Arraignment- Court Reporter: Penny Tardiff 
Number of Pages: Less than JOO 
Hearing Scheduled 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing Scheduled (Entry of Plea 11/29/2012 11 :00 AM) 
Arraignment (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.) 
DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages: 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing result for Entry of Plea scheduled on 11/29/2012 11:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held . 
Court Reporter: Penny Tardiff 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing Scheduled 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference Olli 0/2013 09:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 02/07/2013 08:45 AM) 

















ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUlVIMARY 
CASE No. CR-FE-2012-14200 
Hearing Scheduled 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 02/25/2013 08:30 AM) 3 days 
A Plea is entered for Charge:* 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
A Plea is entered for charge: -NG (118-6501 Robbery) 
A Plea is entered for Charge:* 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
A Plea is entered/or charge: - NG (118-2603 {F} Evidence-Destruction, Alteration or 
Concealment) 
A Plea is entered for Charge:* 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
A Plea is entered for charge: -NG (118-1401 Burglary) 
A Plea is entered for Charge:* 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-2403(1) {F} Theft-Grand) 
A Plea is entered for Charge:* 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
A Plea is entered/or charge: - NG (149-1404(2) Officer-Flee or Attempt to Elude a Police 
Officer in a Motor Vehicle) 
Notice of Jury Trial & Scheduling Order 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Notice Of Jury Trial And Scheduling Order 






2. Evidence-Destruction, Alteration or Concealment 
Not Guilty 
TCN: 1110170936 : 
Notice 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Notice of Intent to File Information, Part 2 
Motion 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Motion for Leave to File Information Part II 
Notice of Hearing 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Notice Of Hearing 
Notice of Appearance 
· Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Notice Of Appearance I Martens 
Request for Discovery 
















ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-FE-2012-14200 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Defendant's Request for Discovery 
Notice of Substitution of Counsel 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Notice O/Substitution O/Counsel/ Martens 
DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages: 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing result/or Status Conference scheduled on 01/10/2013 09:00 AM- District Court 
Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Penny Tardiff 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing Scheduled 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 01/17/2013 09:00 AM) 
Status Conference (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.) 
DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages: 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing result/or Status Conference scheduled on 01/17/2013 09:00 AM· District Court 
Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Patty Terry 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing Vacated 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing result/or Pretrial Conference scheduled on 02/07/2013 08:45 AM- Hearing Vacated 
Hearing Vacated 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing result/or Jury Trial scheduled on 02/25/2013 08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 3 days 
Hearing Scheduled 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 02/28/2013 10:00 AM) 
Order Dismissing Charges on Motion of Prosecutor 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Dismissed on Motion of the Prosecutor (118-6501 Robbery) 
Order Dismissing Charges on Motion of Prosecutor 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Dismissed on Motion of the Prosecutor (118-2603 {F} Evidence-Destruction, Alteration or 
Concealment) 
A Plea is entered for Charge:* 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
A Plea is entered/or charge: - GT (118-1401 Burglary) 
A Plea is entered for Charge:* 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
A Plea is entered/or charge: - GT (118-2403(1) {F} Theft-Grand) 
A Plea is entered for Charge:* 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
A Plea is entered/or charge: - GT (/49-1404(2) Officer-Flee or Attempt to Elude a Police 
Officer in a Motor Vehicle) 
Guilty Plea Advisory 














ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-FE-2012-14200 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Guilty Plea Advisory 
Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Order for Presentence Investigation Report and Substance Abuse Assessment 
Status Conference (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.) 
Disposition 
I. Robbery 
Dismissed on Motion of Prosecutor 
TCN: 1110170936 : 
Disposition 
2. Evidence-Destruction, Alteration or Concealment 











5. Officer-Flee or Attempt to Elude a Police Officer in a Motor Vehicle 
Guilty 
TCN: 1110170936 : 
CANCELED Pre-trial Conference (8:45 AM) (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.) 
Vacated 
CANCELED Jury Trial (8:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.) 
Vacated 
3 days Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 02/25/2013 08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Interest Ordered 
Int Start Dt: 03/06/2013 
DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages: 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 02/28/2013 I 0:00 AM· District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Penny Tardiff 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than I 00 
No Contact Order 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
No Contact Order: Criminal No Contact Order Filed Comment: No Exceptions 
CR# Bl 2003194 Expiration Days: 7304 Expiration Date: 2/27/2033 
















ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-FE-2012-14200 
Finding of Guilty 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Finding of Guilty (JJB-1401 Burglary) 
Sentenced to Jail or Detention 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Sentenced to Jail or Detention (JJB-1401 Burglary) Confinement terms: Penitentiary 
determinate: 4 years. 
Sentenced to Pay Fine 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Sentenced To Pay Fine 240.50 charge: JJB-1401 Burglary 
Finding of Guilty 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Finding of Guilty (JJB-2403(1) {F} Theft-Grand) 
Sentenced to Jail or Detention 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Sentenced to Jail or Detention (JJB-2403(1) {F} Theft-Grand) Confinement terms: 
Penitentiary determinate: I year. Penitentiary indeterminate: I 3 years. 
Concurrent Sentencing 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Concurrent Sentencing (Il 8-2403(1) {F} Theft-Grand) Consecutive Sentence: With Count 3 
Concurrent with: 
Sentenced to Pay Fine 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Sentenced To Pay Fine 240.50 charge: JJB-2403(1) {F} Theft-Grand 
Finding of Guilty 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Finding of Guilty (149-1404(2) Officer-Flee or Attempt to Elude a Police Officer in a Motor 
Vehicle) 
Sentenced to Jail or Detention 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Sentenced to Jail or Detention (149-1404(2) Officer-Flee or Attempt to Elude a Police Officer 
in a Motor Vehicle) Confinement terms: Penitentiary indeterminate: 2 years. 
Concurrent Sentencing 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Concurrent Sentencing (149-1404(2) Officer-Flee or Attempt to Elude a Police Officer in a 
Motor Vehicle) Consecutive Sentence: with Count 4 Concurrent with: 
Status Changed 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action 
Sentenced to Pay Fine 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Sentenced To Pay Fine 240.50 charge: 149-1404(2) Officer-Flee or Attempt to Elude a Police 
Officer in a Motor Vehicle 
Order Suspending Driving Privileges (docl5) 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Order Suspending Drivers License Driver License 3 Years 
Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor's Office 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor's office. 500.00 victim# I 











ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-FE-2012-14200 
Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor's Office 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor's office. 25140. 70 victim # 2 










5. Officer-Flee or Attempt to Elude a Police Officer in a Motor Vehicle 
Guilty 
TCN: 1110170936 : 




Type: State Prison 
Facility: Idaho Department of Corrections 
Effective Date: 02/28/2013 
Determinate: 4 Years 




Type: State Prison 
Facility: Idaho Department of Corrections 
Effective Date: 02/28/2013 
Determinate: I Year 
Indeterminate: 13 Years 
Consecutive with case 
Sentence (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.) 
5. Officer-Flee or Attempt to Elude a Police Officer in a Motor Vehicle 
Felony Sentence 
Confinement 
Type: State Prison 
Facility: Idaho Department of Corrections 
Effective Date: 02/28/2013 
Indeterminate: 2 Years 
Consecutive with case 
License Suspension 
Type: Driver's License 
Duration: 3 Years 
Suspension Date: 02/28/2013 
Judgment of Conviction & Order of Commitment 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Judgment & Commitment 


















ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-FE-2012-14200 
Order 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Order for Restitution and Judgment 
Notice of Appearance 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Notice Of Appearance I Maloney 
Motion 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Rule 35 Motion 
Opposition to 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
State's Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Correction or Reduction of Sentence, /CR 35 
Order 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Order Denying Motion for Reduction of Sentence 
Motion 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Motion for Credit for Time Served Rule 35 sub (c) 
Affidavit 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Affidavit of Defendant 
Opposition to 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
State's Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Correction or Reduction of Sentence, /CR 35 
Order 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Order Denying Motion/or Credit for Time Served 
Order 
Party: Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Corrected Order Denying Motion for Credit for Time Served 
ffl Notice of Appeal 
Appeal Filed in Supreme Court 
~ Motion & Affidavit 
in Support for Appointment of Counsel 
ffl Motion & Affidavit 
for Permission to Proceed on Partial Payment of Court Fees (prisoner) 
fflorder 
Granting Motion for Appointment of Counsel (SAPD) 
Defendant Young, Corey Dale 
Total Charges 
Total Payments and Credits 
Balance Due as of 10/27/2016 
FINANCIAL INFOR!\IATION 




Printed on 10/27/2016 at 10:37 AM 
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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-FE-2012-14200 





GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Kari L Higbee 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 





A.M.11'{':"":ll,jt,~---· ..,~~lri1-,-~~ ....... .,.,., ·--· . .,....... .._. -
SEP 2 6 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By STORMY McCORMAC!< 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 


















f p(' PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this ~ay of September 2012, Kari L 
lfr.rz- Higbee, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who, 
~ P""t.J, being first duly sworn, complains and says: that CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day 
of September, 2012, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crimes of.[; 
ROBBERY, FELONY, I.C. §18-6501, 6502, 18-204 if.)DESTRUCTION, ALTERATION 
OR CONCEALMENT OF EVIDENCE, FELONY, I.C. §18-2603, 18-204 (Jlf) GRAND 
THEFT, FELONY, I.C. §18-2403(1), 2407(l)(b), 2409 and IV:~ ELUDING A PEACE 
OFFICER, FELONY, I.C. §49-1404(2)(a)(b)(c) as follows: 
COMPLAINT (YOUNG), Page 1 
000014
COUNT! 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did, along with another, intentionally and by means of 
force and/or fear take from the possession and/or from the immediate presence of A.R. 
certain personal property, to-wit: a 40 inch flat screen television, the property of J.J., which 
was accomplished against the will of A.R., where Brian Timothy Mack pointed a handgun 
at A.R., while unhooking and removing the television. 
COUNT II \ 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did, along with another, willfully destroy, alter, and/or 
conceal a handgun knowing that the handgun was about to be produced, used or discovered 
as evidence in a felony investigation and with the intent to prevent it from being so 
produced, used or discovered. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take a 2011 silver Dodge pickup truck 
of a value in excess of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) lawful money of the United 
States from the owner, Scott Trepagnier, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain 
property of another. 
COUNT IV 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did operate a motor vehicle, to-wit: a 2011 silver 
Dodge pickup truck at or about Cherry Lane and willfully fled and/or eluded a pursuing 
police vehicle after being given a visual signal and/or audible signal to stop, and in so doing 
traveled in excess of thirty (30) miles per hour above the posted speed limit, and/or caused 
damage to the property of another or bodily injury to another, and/or drove his vehicle in a 
manner as to endanger or be likely to endanger the property of another or the person of 
another, to-wit: by recklessly driving at a high rate of speed up to one hundred (100) miles 
per hour in a residential area before losing control of the vehicle and crashing the truck. 
COMPLAINT (YOUNG), Page 2 
000015
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecutor 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this2.i6day of September 2012. 
Magi~~ 
COMPLAINT (YOUNG), Page 3 
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• 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
STATE OF IDAHO 
PROSECUTOR ~, Bi ~bef, 
COMPLAINING WITNESS __________ _ 
JUDGE 
D BERECZ D MacGREGOR-IRBY 
D BIETER D MANWEILER 
D CAWTHON D McDANIEL 
D COMSTOCK D MINDER 
D DAY D OTHS 
D GARDUNIA D REARDON 
D HARRIGFELD D STECKEL 
D HAWLEY D SWAIN 
D HICKS D WATKINS 
)rl ~ 8Y ±tu.'>\'1 
D 
COMMENTS 
0 AGENT'S WARRANT 
0 RULE 5(8) 
0 FUGITIVE 
ps MOTION & ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
CASE NO. m: dO\A l ~ 
CLERK \--\ , f!o..n \kt 
DATE 9 / d '2 / 201'2. TIME tDlt1 
CASE ID. \:b~ Lk, CA;}ob BEG. l\)lt~I{) 
COURTROOM c:ktf END I D<;;£gr7 
STATUS 




AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED 
0 AFFIDAVIT SIGNED 
0 JUDICIAL NOTICE TAKEN 
0 NO PC FOUND 0 EXONERATE BO __ N_D ______ _ 
0 SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED 
0 WARRANTISSUED 
0 BOND SET$ ________ _ 
0 NOCONTACT 
D.R.# ____________ _ 





GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Kari L. Higbee 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
SEP 2 6 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By STORMY McCORMACK 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 














Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014199 
CR-FE-2012-0014200 
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE 
COMES NOW, Kari L. Higbee, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the State 
of Idaho, County of Ada, and hereby moves this Honorable Court in the above entitled 
matter for an Order pursuant to Rule 13 of the Idaho Criminal Rules of Practice and 
Procedure consolidating criminal case CR-FE-2012-0014199 with criminal case CR-FE-
2012-0014200 on the grounds and for the reasons that the facts, evidence and 
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE (Mack.Young), Page 1 
000018
witnesses are the same in each case. An Order of consolidation would save witness and jury 
time and the expense for a separate and later trial. 
DATED this~ of September, 2012. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
i'!Mee 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE (Mack.Young), Page 2 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Kari L. Higbee 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
C.J I i,g};- Fl~~.M , ___ _ 
SEP 2 6 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By STORMY McCORMACK 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 











Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014199 
CR-FE-2012-0014200 
ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE 
This Motion for Consolidation having come before me and good cause being shown, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER that the Motion to 
Consolidate be granted. 
DATED this _ day of September, 2012. 
Judge 
ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE (Mack.Young) Page 1 
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2012 WED 12:52 FAX id!004/005 
- Plea.fa~~ack to 31~7, 0 n~ SEP 2 6 2012 
~ CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE _......____JUDICIAL DISTRI1tcAMILLE MITCHELL 












REQUEST TO OBTAIN 
APPROVAL TO VIDEO 
RECORD, BROADCAST OR 
PHOTOGRAPH A COURT 
PROCEEDING 
I hereby request approval to: 
~deo record [ ~roadcast [~graph the following court proceeding: 
Case No.: ce- fe - 20\J. - ao \-4,200 
Date: 
Time: \:· 30 
Location: 
Presiding Judge: 
I have read Rule 45 of the Idaho Court Administrative Rules permitting cameras in the 
courtroom, and will comply in all respects with the provisions of that rule, and will also make 
certain that all other persons from my organization participating in video or audio recording or 
broadcasting or photographing of the court proceedings have read Rule 45 of the Idaho Court 
Administrative Rules and will comply in all respects with the provisions of that rule. 




pfV B- TV ·01--1 ~ CS{o t4 
News Organization Represented Phone Number 
Request for Approval and Order - Page l 
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/2012 WED 12:52 FAX -
ORDER 
THE COURT, having considered the above Request for Approval under Rule 45 of the Idaho 
Court Administrative Rules, hereby orders that permission to video record the above hearing is: 
[ RANTED under the following restrictions in addition to those set forth in Rule 45 of the Idaho 
ourt Administrative Rules: / M"-_.,- ~ 
~ou C..Vt/,,c.,,. u/ V1k-o--; l,<.Q, 
THE COURT, having considered the above Request for Approval under Rule 45 of the Idaho 
Court Administrative Rules, hereby orders that permission to broadcast the above hearing is: 
] GRANTED under the following restrictions in addition to those set forth in Rule 45 of the Idaho 
Court Administrative Rules: 
( ] DENIED. 
THE COURT, having considered the above Request for Approval under Rule 45 of the Idaho 
Court Administrative Rules, hereby orders that permission to photograph the above hearing is: 
f ] GRANTED under the following restrictions in addition to those set forth in Rule 45 of the Idaho 
Court Administrative Rules: 
J DENIED. 
DATED this '2_ (p day of f5Q../J;, dc>/'"2_ 
~~ ~7Y-




ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 
Cory Dale Young CR-FE-2012-0014200 DOB:
Scheduled Event: Video Arraignment Wednesday, September 26, 2012 01 :30 PM 
Judge: Cawthon/ Irby Clerk: ~ Interpreter:---~------
Prosecuting Agency:~ _BC _EA _GC _MC Pros: ~ · ~~ 
@Attorney NN Y:\ 
• 1 118-6501 Robbery F 
• 2 118-2603 F Evidence-Destruction, Alteration or Concealment F 
• 3 118-2407(1) Theft-Grand F 
rj1.Jdq Case Called Defendant: ~resent --""""""=--'--I....! ~ustody 
-¥?Advised of Rights ___ Waived Right ~=====~ __ Waived Attorney 
__ Guilty Plea / PV Admit __ N/G Plea __ Advise Subsequent Penalty 
'{Jsond $ iovo ObO -- ROR -- Pay/ Stay -- Payment Agreement 
__ In Chambers , ___ PT Memo __ Written Guilty Plea ___ No Contact Order 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL Dl§jlj~~OPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF A~CAMILLEMITCHELL 

















NO CONTACT ORDER 
D AMENDED 
DR# 12-005958 
(gj Ada D Boise 
The above-entitled matter having come before the Court, and good cause appearing therefor, 
DEPUTY 
CRFE20120014200 
D GC D Meridian 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named defendant shall not contact (including: in person or through another person, 
or in writing or e-mail, or by telephone, pager, or facsimile) or attempt to contact, harass, follow, communicate with, or 
knowingly remain within 100 feet of: TREPAGNIER SCOTT F, RITCHIE ALYCIA ANN, JACKCI JENNIFER LOTTIE 
~ no exceptions 
Excep~· re: 
to contact by telephone between____ .m. and _____ .m. on ___________ _ 
_______ for the following purposes: ______________________ _ 
D to participate in counseling/mediation 
D to provide for the exchange of children between the parties through _______________ _ 
D to retrieve personal necessities from the residence/protected address through ___________ _ 
D to meet with or through attorneys and/or during legal proceedings 
D to respond to emergencies involving the natural or adopted children of both parties 
D other: --------------------------------------
1 T IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant named herein shall not go within 300 yards of the above-named person's 
residence or workplace as set forth below (provide this information only if requested by prosecution): 
4998 WHITECAP LN APT 103 MERIDIAN ID83646 
Residence Address Work Address 
A VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER IS A SEPARATE CRIME under Idaho Code § 18-920, for which no bail will be set until an 
appearance before a judge. A first and second conviction for the crime of violation of a no contact order is a misdemeanor 
and is punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000) or by imprisonment in the county jail not to exceed 
one (1) year, or both. A third conviction for violation of a no contact order within five (5) years is a felony and is punishable 
by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000) or by imprisonment in the state prison not to exceed five (5) years, or 
both. Further, any such violation of this order may result in the increase, revocation, or modification of the bond set in the 
underlying charge for which this no contact order was imposed. 
If there is more than one domestic violence protection order in place, the most restrictive provision will control any 
conflicting terms of any other civil or criminal protection order. 
This order may subject you to Federal prosecution under 18 U.S. Code § 922 if you possess, receive, or transport a firearm. 
Defendant Date Date 
Served by: _______________ _ 
NO CONTACT ORDER 0 FILE 0 ACSO 0 PROSECUTOR [REV 6-201 OJ 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
- :~·-.. _-_:-_ -_ -_:-_ -._F=:ILE::::t---t-,{!r""')~~~iz~'· 
SEP 2 6 2012 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF81"Hft~~H JUDICIAL Dl§jlj~OPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADkAMILLE MITCHELL 
DEPUTY 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
Case No. ________ __,;C:.R~FE=2:,;0:..1:.::2_0,...0..,14_2""'0:.;;.0 
Plaintiff, Reference No. ______________ _ 
VS. 
) 
_Y~O~U~N~G~C~O~R~Y _____________ ,) 





NO CONTACT ORDER 
D AMENDED 
DR# 12•005958 
r2] Ada D Boise 
The above-entitled matter having come before the Court, and good cause appearing therefor, 
D GC D Meridian 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named defendant shall not contact (Including: in person or through another person, 
or In writing or e-mail, or by telephone, pager, or facglmlle) or attempt to contact, harass, follow, communicate with, or 
knowingly remain within 100 feet of: TREPAGNIER SCOTT F, RITCHIE ALYCIA ANN, JACKCI JENNIFER LOTTIE 
no exceptions 
Excep~· re: 
to contact by telephone between ______ .m. and _____ .m. on ___________ _ 
_______ for the following purposes: ______________________ _ 
D to participate in counseling/mediation 
D to provide for the exchange of children between the parties through _______________ _ 
0 to retrlevo personal necessities from the residence/protected address through ___________ _ 
D to meet with or through attorneys and/or during legal proceedings 
D to respond to emergencies involving the natural or adopted chlldren of both parties D other. ____________________________________ _ 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant named herein shall not go within 300 yards of the above-named person's 
residence or workplace as set forth below (provide this Information only if requested by prosecution): 
4998 WHITECAP LN APT 103 MERIDIAN ID83646 
Residence Address Work Address 
A VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER IS A SEPARATE CRIME under Idaho Coda§ 18-920, for which no ball wlll be set until an 
appearance before a judge. A first and second conviction for the crime of violation of a no contact order is a misdemeanor 
and is punishable by a fino not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000) or by imprisonment In the county jail not to exceed 
one (1) year, or both. A third conviction for violation of a no contact order within five (S) yearJJ is a felony and is punishable 
by a flno not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000) or by Imprisonment in the state prison not to exceed five (5) years, or 
both. Further, any such violation of this order may result in the increase, revocation, or modification of the bond set In the 
underlying charge for which this no contact order was imposed. 
If there is more than one domestic violence protection order in place, the most restrictive provision will control any 
conflicting terms of any other civil or criminal protection order. 
This order may subject you to Federal prosecution under 18 U.S. Code § 922 if you possess, receive, or transport a firearm. 
THIS ORDER CAN BE MODIFIED QNbX BY A J.UDGE AND WILL EXPIRE AT 11:59 p.m. o~~~::;~~--,;.~~/z_ __ ~ 
OR UPON DISMISSAL OF THIS CASE, WHICHEVER FIRST OCCURS. 
Defendant Date 
NO CONTACT ORDER 
~-'J-9'71---
D FILE: 0 ACSO 0 PROSECUTOR [REV 6-201 OJ 
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- ~J -~-----"%, t;2 : SEP 21 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By JACKIE BROWN 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
DEPUTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 




~ Case No: CR-FE-2012-0014200 
) NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Cory Dale Young ) AND SETTING CASE FOR HEARING 
704 50w ) V. A 
Blackfoot, ID 83221 ) ~da D Boise D Eagle D Garden City D Meridian 
Defendant. ) ---------------------
TO: Ada County Public Defender 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you are appointed to represent the defendant in this cause, or in the District 
Court until relieved by court order. The case is continued for: 
Preliminary .... Wednesday, October 10, 2012 .... 08:30 AM 
Judge: Kevin Swain 
BONDAMOUNT: ____ _ The Defendant is: D In Custody D Released on Bail D ROR 
TO: The above named defendant 
IT HAS BEEN ORDERED BY THIS COURT that the defendant is to contact the Ada County Public Defender's 
Office at 200 W. Front Street, Room 1107, Boise, Idaho 83702. Telephone: (208) 287-7400. If the defendant is unable to 
post bond and obtain his/her release from jail, that the proper authorities allow the defendant to make a phone call to the 
Ada County Public Defender. 
IT HAS BEEN FURTHER ORDERED: That the parties, prior to the pre-trial conference, complete and comply with 
Rule 16 I.C.R. and THAT THE DEFENDANT BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT BOTH THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE 
AND/ OR THE JURY TRIAL: FAILURE TO APPEAR AT EITHER THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE OR THE JURY 
TRIAL WILL RESULT IN A BENCH WARRANT FOR THE DEFENDANT'S ARREST. 
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were serv~s follows on this date Wedn 
Defendant: Mailed ___ Hand Delivered__ ~~-------.::::::~~~~_x_ 
Phone~(-~) ___________ _ 
Clerk/ date q/" fr 1 ~ 
Prosecutor: Interdepartmental Mail L 
Public Defender: Interdepartmental Mail ~ 
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• 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, 
CLERK F THE DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY 








SSN: XXX-XX- ) ='-'-'--=-=-=--==---------------
CASE NO. Ee- r 2---rc..,2-CTO 
NOTIFICATION OF CONSEQUENCES AND 
PENALTIES FOR ESCAPE PURSUANT TO 
J.C. §§ 18-2505, 2506 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED AS FOLLOWS: 
J.C. § 18-2505 (1) Every prisoner charged with, convicted of, or on probation for a felony who is confined in any 
correctional facility, as defined in section 18-l0lA, Idaho Code, including any private correctional facility, or who while 
outside the walls of such correctional facility in the proper custody of any officer or person, or while in any factory, farm 
or other place without the walls of such correctional facility, who escapes or attempts to escape from such officer or 
person, or from such correctional facility, or from such factory, farm or other place without the walls of such correctional 
facility, shall be guilty of a felony. and upon conviction thereof, any such second term of imprisonment shall commence 
at the time he would otherwise have been discharged. A felony is punishable by fine not exceeding fifty thousand 
dollars ($50,000.00) or imprisonment in the state prison not to exceed five (5) years or both. 
J.C. § 18-2506 (l)(a) Every prisoner charged with or convicted of a misdemeanor who is confined in any county jail or 
other place or who is engaged in any county work outside of such jail or other place, or who is in the lawful custody of 
any officer or person, who escapes or attempts to escape therefrom, is guilty of a misdemeanor. A misdemeanor is 
punishable by fine not exceeding $1000.00 or by imprisonment in the county jail not to exceed one (1) year or both. 
(b) In cases involving escape or attempted escape by use of threat, intimidation, force, violence, injury to person or 
property other than that of the prisoner, or wherein the escape or attempted escape was perpetrated by use or possession of 
any weapon, tool, instrument or other substance, the prisoner shall be guilty of a felony. 
Escape shall be deemed to include abandonment of a job site or work assignment without the permission of an 
employment supervisor or officer. Escape includes the intentional act of leaving the area of restriction set forth in a court 
• 
order admitting a person to bail or release on a person's own recognizance with electronic or global positioning system 
tracking, monitoring and detention or the area of restriction set forth in a sentencing order, except for leaving the area of 
restriction for the purpose of obtaining emergency medical care. 
I ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF EN NOTICE. 
~DEFENDANT 
0NOTIFICATION OF PENALTIES- ESCAPE 
h 9-U--72 -DATE 
[REV 11-2010) 
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-ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
F1L1=0 
No. ___ -iITTr'i-l~I---
A.M. ____ P.M _______ _ 
SEP 2 7 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN 
OEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
CORY DALE YOUNG, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014200 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
COMES NOW, CORY DALE YOUNG, the above-named defendant, by and through 
counsel STEVEN A BOTIMER, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this Court for 
its ORDER reducing bond in the above-entitled matter upon the grounds that the bond is so 
unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an indigent person without funds, cannot post such 
a bond, and for the reason that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied their right to 
bail. 
DATED, Thursday, September 27, 2012. 
STEVEN A BOTIMER 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Thursday, September 27, 2012, I mailed a true and 
correct copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
000028
-
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 




AM. FILED l ~ 
. . -P.M._ _ "+----
SEP 2 7 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D: RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
CORY DALE YOUNG, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014200 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR: 
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby notified that the defendant will call for a 
hearing on MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION, now on file in the above-entitled matter, on 
Wednesday, October 10, 2012, at the hour of 08:30 AM, in the courtroom of the above-entitled 
court, or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
DATED, Thursday, September 27, 2012. 
STEVEN A BOTIMER 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Thursday, September 27, 2012, I mailed a true and 
correct copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
000029
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC .FENDER 




A.M. __ .......,,,___P.M_, ·---t ---
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 SEP 2 7 2012 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014200 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY vs. 
CORY DALE YOUNG, 
Defendant. 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned, pursuant to ICR 16, requests discovery 
and photocopies of the following information, evidence, and materials: 
1) All unredacted material or information within the prosecutor's possession or 
control, or which thereafter comes into his possession or control, which tends to 
negate the guilt of the accused or tends to reduce the punishment thereof. ICR 
16(a). 
2) Any unredacted, relevant written or recorded statements made by the defendant, 
or copies thereof, within the possession, custody or control of the state, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the 
exercise of due diligence; and also the substance of any relevant, oral statement 
made by the defendant whether before or after arrest to a peace officer, 
prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agent; and the recorded 
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which relates to the offense 
charged. 
3) Any unredacted, written or recorded statements of a co-defendant; and the 
substance of any relevant oral statement made by a co-defendant whether before 
or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by the co-
defendant to be a peace office or agent of the prosecuting attorney. 
4) Any prior criminal record of the defendant and co-defendant, if any. 
5) All unredacted documents and tangible objects as defined by ICR 16(b)(4) in the 
possession or control of the prosecutor, which are material to the defense, 
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained from or belonging to the defendant 
or co-defendant. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 1 
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6) All reports of lysical or mental examinations an~f scientific tests or 
experiments within the possession, control, or knowledge of the prosecutor, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecutor by the exercise of 
due diligence. 
7) A written list of the names, addresses, records of prior felony convictions, and 
written or recorded statements of all persons having knowledge of facts of the 
case known to the prosecutor and his agents or any official involved in the 
investigatory process of the case. 
8) A written summary or report of any testimony that the state intends to introduce 
pursuant to rules 702, 703, or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or 
hearing; including the witness' opinions, the facts and data for those opinions, and 
the witness' qualifications. 
9) All reports or memoranda made by police officers or investigators in connection 
with the investigation or prosecution of the case, including what are commonly 
referred to as "ticket notes." 
10) Any writing or object that may be used to refresh the memory of all persons who 
may be called as witnesses, pursuant to IRE 612. 
11) Any and all audio and/or video recordings made by law enforcement officials 
during the course of their investigation. 
12) Any evidence, documents, or witnesses that the state discovers or could discover 
with due diligence after complying with this request. 
The undersigned further requests written compliance within 14 days of service of the 
within instrument. 
DATED, Thursday, September 27, 2012. 
STEVEN A BOTIMER 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Thursday, September 27, 2012, I mailed a true and 
correct copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 2 
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-
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Bryce B. Ellsworth 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5954 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
a 0·-----;::Fl~LED;:::--f~l:J----
A.M ____ ..,-,,M.-::l~~---
GCT - 5 2012 
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
CEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 













Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014200 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY AND OBJECTIONS 
___________ ) 
COMES NOW, Bryce B. Ellsworth, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of 
Ada, State of Idaho, and submits the following Preliminary Hearing Response to the Request for 
Discovery and Objections and informs the Court that the State has complied with the Defendant's 
Request for Discovery as outlined below. 
I. DISCLOSURES 
16-A Brady-Agurs Disclosure: The prosecution is unaware of any evidence that is 
exculpatory on its face relating to the offense charged. 
With regard to evidence that may be exculpatory as used or interpreted, the prosecution 
requests that the defense counsel submit, in writing, the defense· to be asserted in this case so the 
prosecution can review its file to determine if any facts, evidence or witnesses may be material to 
the preparation of that defense. In the alternative, the prosecution offers to defense counsel an open 
PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
OBJECTIONS (YOUNG), Page 1 
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file policy to review those documents in the control and possession of the prosecution that may be 
exculpatory in some manner to the offense charged. 
16-B Stipulation - Request Disclosure: 
1. Statement of Defendant: The State has complied with discovery by providing the 
known statements of the Defendant that are contained in documents and items the State currently 
has in its possession and will comply with discovery as more information becomes available, as 
follows: 
a. Audio Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists 
b. Video Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists 
c. Written Confession/Statement, if any exists 
d. As reflected in Police Reports 
e. As reflected in booking sheets 
2. Statement of Co-Defendant: See disclosed police reports for statements of Co-
Defendant, if any exists. 
3. Defendant's Prior Record: The Defendant's prior record disclosed in the following: 
a. NCIC report 
4A. Documents and Tangible Objects: Police Reports, Witness Statements, Medical 
records and/or other tangible documents in possession of the Ada County Prosecutor's Office as of 
the date of filing of this document disclosed as State's pages 1 through 124. Pursuant to I.C.R. 
16( d), the State has provided an unredacted discovery packet for defense counsel and a redacted 
packet of discovery for the defendant. The unredacted packet of discovery is not to be disclosed to 
the defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the 
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. 
i. Audio/video recordings: The State will provide audio and/or video recordings 
when they are received, if any exists, in this case. The State will provide unredacted audio and/or 
video to defense counsel marked "Confidential," which are not to be shared with the defendant or 
the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the prosecuting attorney or 
an order of the court upon a showing of need. At the preliminary hearing level, upon request, the 
State will provide redacted audio/video to defense counsel so that redacted audio/video may be 
shared with the defendant. 
B. Photographs: The State will comply with such request as it receives photographs, maps, 
charts or diagrams, if any exist, in this case. 
PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
OBJECTIONS (YOUNG), Page 2 
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5. Reports of Examinations and Tests: 
~ The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and 
tests, if any exist, in this case. 
~ These documents are specifically identified in subsection 4A above. 
6. Witnesses: A list of names identifying witnesses and protected contact information has 
been provided to defense counsel in a letter under separate cover, which is not to be disclosed to the 
defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the 
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. The State has provided to 
defense counsel a separate redacted witness list excluding protected information that can be shared 
with the defendant. 
7. · Expert Witnesses: The State will comply with such request as it identifies expert 
witnesses, if any exist, in this case. 
~ The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and 
tests, if any exist, in this case. 
~hese witnesses have been identified in a letter to defense counsel as described 
above in subparagraph 6 above. 
8. Police Reports: The State possesses police reports, witness statements and other 
documents which are available upon request. These documents are specifically identified in 
subparagraph 4(A) above. 
II. OBJECTIONS 
A. The State has excluded the identity of the Confidential Informant from this Discovery 
Response. The grounds for this objection is/are as follows. Pursuant to I.C.R. 16(g)(2) and I.RE. 
509, the identity of a Confidential Informant is excluded unless said Informant is to be produced as 
a witness at a hearing or trial, subject to any protective order under I.C.R. 16(1) or a disclosure order 
under Rule 16(b )(9). 
B. The State objects to any items in the defendant's request for discovery that would be in violation 
of state or federal law as follows and requests that if this Court rules that disclosure is required, that 
this Court also issue a protective order pursuant to I.C.R. 16(1): 
IX! NCIC criminal history for all witnesses. The State is not permitted to use NCIC for this 
purpose pursuant to federal law and hereby objects to providing this material. 
PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
OBJECTIONS (YOUNG), Page 3 
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[8] A police officer(s)' internal affairs files and/or other personnel documents. Personnel 
documents are confidential matters pursuant to State law. The State hereby objects to 
providing this material. 
0 Other 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this __!:/lb_day of October 2012. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this S day of October 2012, I caused to be served, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Discovery and 
Objections upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Steven Botimer, Ada County Public Defender, 200 W. Front St. Rm. 1107, Boise, Idaho 83702 
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
fl By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By hand delivering copies of the same to defense counsel. 
o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at 
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
OBJECTIONS (YOUNG), Page 4 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Bryce B. Ellsworth 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702-5954 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
-NO·----:=~j;:::---FILED ' A.M. ____ ..r ..M ______ _ 
OCT - 9 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 













Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014200 
FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY AND OBJECTIONS 
________________ ) 
COMES NOW, Bryce B. Ellsworth, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of 
Ada, State of Idaho, and submits the following Preliminary Hearing Response to the Request for 
Discovery and Objections and informs the Court that the State has complied with the Defendant's 
Request for Discovery as outlined below. 
I. DISCLOSURES 
16-A Brady-Agurs Disclosure: The prosecution is unaware of any evidence that is 
exculpatory on its face relating to the offense charged. 
With regard to evidence that may be exculpatory as used or interpreted, the prosecution 
requests that the defense counsel submit, in writing, the defense to be asserted in this case so the 
prosecution can review its file to determine if any facts, evidence or witnesses may be material to 
the preparation of that defense. In the alternative, the prosecution offers to defense counsel an open 
FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY AND OBJECTIONS (YOUNG), Page 1 
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file policy to review those documents in the control and possession of the prosecution that may be 
exculpatory in some manner to the offense charged. 
16-B Stipulation - Request Disclosure: 
1. Statement of Defendant: The State has complied with discovery by providing the 
known statements of the Defendant that are contained in documents and items the State currently 
has in its possession and will comply with discovery as more information becomes available, as 
follows: 
a. Audio Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists 
b. Video Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists 
c. Written Confession/Statement, if any exists 
d. As reflected in Police Reports 
e. As reflected in booking sheets 
2. Statement of Co-Defendant: See disclosed police reports for statements of Co-
Defendant, if any exists. 
3. Defendant's Prior Record: The Defendant's prior record disclosed in the following: 
a. NCIC report 
4A. Documents and Tangible Objects: Police Reports, Witness Statements, Medical 
records and/or other tangible documents in possession of the Ada County Prosecutor's Office as of 
the date of filing of this document disclosed as State's pages 125 through 177. Pursuant to I.C.R. 
16( d), the State has provided an unredacted discovery packet for defense counsel and a redacted 
packet of discovery for the defendant. The unredacted packet of discovery is not to be disclosed to 
the defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the 
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. 
i. Audio/video recordings: The State will provide audio and/or video recordings 
when they are received, if any exists, in this case. The State will provide unredacted audio and/or 
video to defense counsel marked "Confidential," which are not to be shared with the defendant or 
the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the prosecuting attorney or 
an order of the court upon a showing of need. At the preliminary hearing level, upon request, the 
State will provide redacted audio/video to defense counsel so that redacted audio/video may be 
shared with the defendant. 
B. Photographs: The State will comply with such request as it receives photographs, maps, 
charts or diagrams, if any exist, in this case. 
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5. Reports of Examinations and Tests: 
,R_ The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and 
tests, if any exist, in this case. 
~ These documents are specifically identified in subsection 4A above. 
6. Witnesses: A list of names identifying witnesses and protected contact information has 
been provided to defense counsel in a letter under separate cover, which is not to be disclosed to the 
defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the 
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. The State has provided to 
defense counsel a separate redacted witness list excluding protected information that can be shared 
with the defendant. 
7. Expert Witnesses: The State will comply with such request as it identifies expert 
witnesses, if any exist, in this case. 
~ The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and 
tests, if any exist, in this case. 
~ These witnesses have been identified in a letter to defense counsel as described 
above in subparagraph 6 above. 
8. Police Reports: The State possesses police reports, witness statements and other 
documents which are available upon request. These documents are specifically identified in 
subparagraph 4(A) above. 
II. OBJECTIONS 
A. The State has excluded the identity of the Confidential Informant from this Discovery 
Response. The grounds for this objection is/are as follows. Pursuant to I.C.R. 16(g)(2) and I.RE. 
509, the identity of a Confidential Informant is excluded unless said Informant is to be produced as 
a witness at a hearing or trial, subject to any protective order under I.C.R. 16(1) or a disclosure order 
under Rule 16(b )(9). 
B. The State objects to any items in the defendant's request for discovery that would be in violation 
of state or federal law as follows and requests that if this Court rules that disclosure is required, that 
this Court also issue a protective order pursuant to I.C.R. 16(1): 
[ID NCIC criminal history for all witnesses. The State is not permitted to use NCIC for this 
purpose pursuant to federal law and hereby objects to providing this material. 
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[&] A police officer(s)' internal affairs files and/or other personnel documents. Personnel 
documents are confidential matters pursuant to State law. The State hereby objects to 
providing this material. 
0 Other 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this ..1fb_day of October 2012. 
GREG ~- BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Bry 
De uty Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 0\ day of October 2012, I caused to be served, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Discovery and 
Objections upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Steven Botimer, Ada County Public Defender, 200 W. Front St. Rm. 1107, Boise, Idaho 83702 
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. * By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By hand delivering copies of the same to defense counsel. 
o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at 
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
. 
~ Ct,.~ 
FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 




Paul Taber ill 
Attorney at Law 
200 North 4th Street, Suite 302 
Boise, Idaho 83702-60q3 
Telephone (208) 343w6300 
Facsimile (208) 429-1100 
Idaho State Bar No. 4560 
Attorney for Defendant 
OCT O 9 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D, RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN 
DEPurv 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
vs. 
' 













. Case No. CR MD 2012-14200 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
TO: THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT AND ALL PARTIES: 
YOU AND EACH OF YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Paul R Taber ill, 
pursuant to I.R.C.P .• as attorney ofrecord for CORY DALE YOUNG, Defendant in the above-
entitled matter. All further pleadings and correspondence should be sent to the address indicated 
above. 
DATED this _!1__ day of October, 2012. 
By ___________ _ 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE- l 
Paul R. Taber m 
Attorney for Defendant 
000040
14:13 P.003 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the_!}__ day of October, 2012, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Ada County Prosecutor [ ] U.S.MAIL 
200 W. Front St., Rm. 3191 [ l HAND DELIVERED 
Boise, ID 83 702 [ ] FACSIMILE 
r 1 OVERNIGHT MAIL 
Ada County Public Defender [ ] U.S.MAIL 
200 W. Front St., Rm. 1107 [ ] HAND DELIVERED 
Boise, ID 83702 [ ] FACSIMILE 
[ 1 OVERNIGHT MAIL 
By ~-Legal Assistant 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE- 2 
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14:13 -c··! 
PAUL R. TABER ID (ISBN 4560) 
JOLENE C. MALONEY (ISBN 6852) 
Conflict Counsel for Ada County Public Defender 
200 North 4th Street, Suite 302 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 343-6300 
Facsimile: (208) 429-1100 
Attorneys for Defendant 
aif~ P.005 
• NO.---~FIILELEDO -·q~1)0.,.,-
( ·.. A.M.- _p.M-;;..-~·-· 
OCl O 9 20\2 
CHRISTOPHER D. RiCH, Cler', 
B KATRINA CKF\ISTENSEN y Of.PlifY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF fflE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 











Case No. CR FE 2012-14200 
NOTICE OF ASSOCIATION 
OFCOUNSEL 
Paul R. Taber Ill, Attorney at Law, hereby infonns the Court that he will be associating with 
Jolene C. Maloney for Cory Dale Young for all further proceedings in the above-entitled action. 
DATED Th.is __ ~~~~-
DATEDThis ~ 
Attorney for Defendant 
day of October, 2012. 
NOTICE OF ASSOCIATION OF COUNSEL--P. 1 
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(~\ c-·_·) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this~ day of Octoberi 20121 I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing Notice of Association of Counsel to: 
Ada County Prosecutor 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
NOTICE OF ASSOCIATION OF COUNSEL-P. 2 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ U.S.Mail 
__ Federal Express 








Paul Taber III 
Attorney at Law 
-(', 
200 North 4th Street, Suite 302 
Boise, Idaho 83 702-6003 
Telephone (208) 343-6300 
Facsimile (208) 429-1100 
Idaho State Bar No. 4560 
Conflict Counsel for Defendant 
CH~!STOPHER D. RICH, (;!,.~,fr 
#. "rf:>ff\l,.. ,-., ., •. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATllOF IDAH01 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











Case No. CR FE 2012-14200 
DISCOVERY REQUEST 
____________ ) 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho 
Criminal Rules requests discovery and inspection of the following infonnation, evidence and 
materials: 
1. All materials or information within the prosecutor's possession or control, or 
which thereafter comes into his possession or control, which tends to negate the 
guilt of the accused or tends to reduce the punishment therefore. !.C.R. 16(a). 
2. All written or recorded statements or oral admission of the defendant within the 
possession, custody, control or knowledge of the State. 
3. All written or recorded statements or oral admission of any co-defendant within 
the possession, custody, control or knowledge of the State. 
4. Any prior criminal record of the defendant and co-defendant, if any. 




5. All documents and tangible objects as defined by I.C.R. 16(b)(4) in the possession 
or control of the prosecutor which are material to the defense, intended for use by 
the prosecutor or obtained from or belonging to the defendant or co-defendant. 
6. All reports or physical or mental examinations and of scientific tests or 
experiments within the possession, control or knowledge of the prosecutor, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecutor by the exercise of 
due diligence. 
7. A written list of the names, addresses, records or prior felony convictions, and 
written or recorded statements of all persons having knowledge of facts of the 
case kno'Wll to the prosecutor and his agents or any official involved in the 
investigatory process of the case. 
8. All reports or memoranda made by police officers or investigators in connection 
with the investigation or prosecution of the case, including what are commonly 
referred to as "ticket notes". 
9. Any writing object that may be used to refresh the memory of all persons who 
may be called as witnesses, pursuant to I.R,E. 612. 
The undersigned further requests written compliance pursuant to I.C.R. 16, within 14 
DATED this_?_ day of October, 2012. 
By _____________ _ 
Paul R. Taber III 
Conflict Counsel for Defendant 
DISCOVERY REQUEST - 2 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _J_ day of October, 2012, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Ada County Prosecutor [ 1 U.S.MAIL 
200 W. Front St., Rm. 3191 [ 1 HAND DELIVERED 
Boise, ID 83 702 [ ] FACSIMILE 
[ ] OVERNIGHf MAIL 
By Legal~ 





CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
BY ~ 
~puty 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
21:) lf:]ndant 
PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/ MINUTE SHEET 
-~ 
CaseNumber ~ d()\~ IL/;x:p 
CaseCalled Su~ 9105\o 
jKDAda D Special ~ ~v---1\-.> ~ 
{§), Attornel S , T a.ba.r (:S, ff'<.c.~ ~ J 
Defendant: 'fJ Present D Not Present FJ)I n Custody ______ D PD Appointed D Waived Attorney 
D Advised of Rights D Waived Rights D In Chambers D Interpreter _____________ _ 
D Bond $.,.----- D Motion for Bond Reduction Denied / Granted ____________ _ 
l,oa::>,'eo) 
D Amended Complaint Filed D Complaint Amended by lnterlineation D Reading of Complaint Waived 
~ State I Qefen~e / Mutual Request for Continuance ____________________ _ 
DO~ I Defense Objactio,, / No Objection to Continuance __________________ _ 
9 :.3i) 
~ Case continued to \ 0 \ \ q\ l'Z- at 5 ;3; > @fps;R for -~~H:~--------
D Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing D Hearing Held D Commitment Signed 
D Case Bound Over to Judge ____________ on _______ at _____ am/pm 
D Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion D Release Defendant, This Case Only 
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest. 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court 
DATED \a ho\VL By: ~ 
[)eputyrk 






D Hand Delivered 
D Hand Delivered 
-r'.JHand Delivered 
PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/MINUTE SHEET 
Clerk )Q_._ Date 
[REV 12-2010] 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Bryce B. Ellsworth 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5954 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
OCT f 8 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RiCH, Clark 
By ELAINE TONG 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 













Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014200 
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY AND OBJECTIONS 
________________ ) 
COMES NOW, Bryce B. Ellsworth, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of 
Ada, State of Idaho, and submits the following Preliminary Hearing Response to the Request for 
Discovery and Objections and informs the Court that the State has complied with the Defendant's 
Request for Discovery as outlined below. 
I. DISCLOSURES 
16-A Brady-Agurs Disclosure: The prosecution is unaware of any evidence that is 
exculpatory on its face relating to the offense charged. 
With regard to evidence that may be exculpatory as used or interpreted, the prosecution 
requests that the defense counsel submit, in writing, the defense to be asserted in this case so the 
prosecution can review its file to determine if any facts, evidence or witnesses may be material to 
the preparation of that defense. In the alternative, the prosecution offers to defense counsel an open 
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST 
FOR DISCOVERY AND OBJECTIONS (YOUNG), Page 1 
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file policy to review those documents in the control and possession of the prosecution that may be 
exculpatory in some manner to the offense charged. 
16-B Stipulation - Request Disclosure: 
1. Statement of Defendant: The State has complied with discovery by providing the 
known statements of the Defendant that are contained in documents and items the State currently 
has in its possession and will comply with discovery as more information becomes available, as 
follows: 
a. Audio Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists 
b. Video Taped Confession/Statement, if any exists 
c. Written Confession/Statement, if any exists 
d. As reflected in Police Reports 
e. As reflected in booking sheets 
2. Statement of Co-Defendant: See disclosed police reports for statements of Co-
Defendant, if any exists. 
3. Defendant's Prior Record: The Defendant's prior record disclosed in the following: 
a. NCIC report 
4A. Documents and Tangible Objects: Police Reports, Witness Statements, Medical 
records and/or other tangible documents in possession of the Ada County Prosecutor's Office as of 
the date of filing of this document disclosed as State's pages 178 through 221. Pursuant to I.C.R. 
16( d), the State has provided an unredacted discovery packet for defense counsel and a redacted 
packet of discovery for the defendant. The unredacted packet of discovery is not to be disclosed to 
the defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the 
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. 
i. Audio/video recordings: The State will provide audio and/or video recordings 
when they are received, if any exists, in this case. The State will provide unredacted audio and/or 
video to defense counsel marked "Confidential," which are not to be shared with the defendant or 
the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the prosecuting attorney or 
an order of the court upon a showing of need. At the preliminary hearing level, upon request, the 
State will provide redacted audio/video to defense counsel so that redacted audio/video may be 
shared with the defendant. 
B. Photographs: The State will comply with such request as it receives photographs, maps, 
charts or diagrams, if any exist, in this case. 
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST 
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5. Reports of Examinations and Tests: 
~ The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and 
tests, if any exist, in this case. 
D These documents are specifically identified in subsection 4A above. 
6. Witnesses: A list of names identifying witnesses and protected contact information has 
been provided to defense counsel in a letter under separate cover, which is not to be disclosed to the 
defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the 
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. The State has provided to 
defense counsel a separate redacted witness list excluding protected information that can be shared 
with the defendant. 
7. Expert Witnesses: The State will comply with such request as it identifies expert 
witnesses, if any exist, in this case. 
~ The State will comply with such request as it receives reports of examinations and 
tests, if any exist, in this case. 
D These witnesses have been identified in a letter to defense counsel as described 
above in subparagraph 6 above. 
8. Police Reports: The State possesses police reports, witness statements and other 
documents which are available upon request. These documents are specifically identified in 
subparagraph 4(A) above. 
II. OBJECTIONS 
A. The State has excluded the identity of the Confidential Informant from this Discovery 
Response. The grounds for this objection is/are as follows. Pursuant to I.C.R. 16(g)(2) and I.R.E. 
509, the identity of a Confidential Informant is excluded unless said Informant is to be produced as 
a witness at a hearing or trial, subject to any protective order under I.C.R. 16(1) or a disclosure order 
under Rule 16(b )(9). 
B. The State objects to any items in the defendant's request for discovery that would be in violation 
of state or federal law as follows and requests that if this Court rules that disclosure is required, that 
this Court also issue a protective order pursuant to I.C.R. 16(1): 
[8] NCIC criminal history for all witnesses. The State is not permitted to use NCIC for this 
purpose pursuant to federal law and hereby objects to providing this material. 
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST 
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[8] A police officer(s)' internal affairs files and/or other personnel documents. Personnel 
documents are confidential matters pursuant to State law. The State hereby objects to 
providing this material. 
D Other 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this t-8 day of October 2012. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \ 'b day of October 2012, I caused to be served, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Discovery and 
Objections upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Paul Taber, Attorney at Law, 200 North 4th Street, Ste. 302, Boise, Idaho 83702 
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
o By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By hand delivering copies of the same to defense counsel. 
i, By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at 
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attorney( s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Bryce B. Ellsworth 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
FILED P.M. ___ _ 
OCT 1 9 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By HEIDI MANLEY 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 



















PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this J.:i_ day of October 2012, Bryce B. 
Ellsworth, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who, 
being first duly sworn, complains and says: that CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day 
of September, 2012, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crimes of: I. 
ROBBERY, FELONY, LC. §18-6501, 6502, 18-204, II. DESTRUCTION, ALTERATION 
OR CONCEALMENT OF EVIDENCE, FELONY, LC. §18-2603, 18-204, III. 
BURGLARY, FELONY, LC. §18-1401, IV. GRAND THEFT, FELONY, LC. §18-
AMENDED COMPLAINT (YOUNG), Page 1 
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2403(1), 2407(1)(b), 2409, and V. ELUDING A PEACE OFFICER, FELONY, I.C. §49-
1404(2)(a)(b)(c) as follows: 
COUNT! 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did, along with another, intentionally and by means of 
force and/or fear take from the possession and/or from the immediate presence of A.R. 
certain personal property, to-wit: a 40 inch flat screen television, the property of J.J., which 
was accomplished against the will of A.R., in that the Defendant and another removed the 
television and/or it's components after A.R. was threatened with a gun. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did, along with another, willfully destroy, alter, and/or 
conceal a handgun knowing that the handgun was about to be produced, used or discovered 
as evidence in a felony investigation and with the intent to prevent it from being so 
produced, used or discovered. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did enter into a certain vehicle, to-wit: a 2011 silver 
Dodge pickup truck, the property of Scott Trepagnier located on N.W. 11th Avenue, 
Meridian with the intent to commit the crime of theft. 
COUNT IV 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take a 2011 silver Dodge pickup truck 
of a value in excess of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) lawful money of the United 
States from the owner, Scott Trepagnier, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain 
property of another. 
COUNTY 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did operate a motor vehicle, to-wit: a 2011 silver 
AMENDED COMPLAINT (YOUNG), Page 2 
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Dodge pickup truck at or about Cherry Lane and willfully fled and/or eluded a pursuing 
police vehicle after being given a visual signal and/or audible signal to stop, and in so doing 
traveled in excess of thirty (30) miles per hour above the posted speed limit, and/or caused 
damage to the property of another or bodily injury to another, and/or drove his vehicle in a 
manner as to endanger or be likely to endanger the property of another or the person of 
another, to-wit: by recklessly driving at a high rate of speed up to one hundred (100) miles 
per hour in a residential area before losing control of the vehicle and crashing the truck. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecutor 
B~ e B. Ellsworth 
D puty Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this~ day of October 2012 . 
. \ 
Magistrate 
AMENDED COMPLAINT (YOUNG), Page 3 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Bryce B. Ellsworth 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
FILED P.M. ___ _ 
OCT 1 9 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By HEIDI MANLEY 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 



















THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT, CORY YOUNG, having. been brought 
before this Court for a Preliminary Examination on the Jg_ day of -0 d .,, , 2012, 
on a charge that the Defendant on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, in the County 
of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crime(s) of: I. ROBBERY, FELONY, LC. §18-
6501, 6502, 18-204, II. DESTRUCTION, ALTERATION OR CONCEALMENT OF 
EVIDENCE, FELONY, LC. §18-2603, 18-204, III. BURGLARY, FELONY, LC. §18-
COMMITMENT (YOUNG), Page 1 
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1401, IV. GRAND THEFT, FELONY, LC. §18-2403(1), 2407(1)(b), 2409, and V. 
ELUDING A PEACE OFFICER, FELONY, LC. §49-1404(2)(a)(b)(c) as follows: 
COUNTI 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did, along with another, intentionally and by means of 
force and/or fear take from the possession and/or from the immediate presence of A.R. 
certain personal property, to-wit: a 40 inch flat screen television, the property of J.J., which 
was accomplished against the will of A.R., in that the Defendant and another removed the 
television and/or it's components after A.R. was threatened with a gun. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did, along with another, willfully destroy, alter, and/or 
conceal a handgun knowing that the handgun was about to be produced, used or discovered 
as evidence in a felony investigation and with the intent to prevent it from being so 
produced, used or discovered. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did enter into a certain vehicle, to-wit: a 2011 silver 
Dodge pickup truck, the property of Scott Trepagnier located on N.W. 11th Avenue, 
Meridian with the intent to commit the crime of theft. 
COUNT IV 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take a 2011 silver Dodge pickup truck 
of a value in excess of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) lawful money of the United 
States from the owner, Scott Trepagnier, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain 
property of another. 




That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did operate a motor vehicle, to-wit: a 2011 silver 
Dodge pickup truck at or about Cherry Lane and willfully fled and/or eluded a pursuing 
police vehicle after being given a visual signal and/or audible signal to stop, and in so doing 
traveled in excess of thirty (30) miles per hour above the posted speed limit, and/or caused 
damage to the property of another or bodily injury to another, and/or drove his vehicle in a 
manner as to endanger or be likely to endanger the property of another or the person of 
another, to-wit: by recklessly driving at a high rate of speed up to one hundred (100) miles 
per hour in a residential area before losing control of the vehicle and crashing the truck. 
The Defendant having so appeared and having had/having waived preliminary 
examination, the Court sitting as a Committing Magistrate finds that the offense charged as 
set forth has been committed in Ada County, Idaho, and that there is sufficient cause to 
believe that the Defendant is guilty of committing the offense as charged. 
WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant be held to answer to the 
District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Ada, to the charge herein set forth. Bail is set in the sum of$ () 000 ) ITO 0 
DATED this l:j day of f2 u+.., , 2012. 
~~c--~ 
MAGISTRATE 




CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) PRELIMINARY.HEARING NOTICE/ MINUTE SHEET 
Plaintiff, ) 
Case Number ~J;;;i }l/d()O ) 
~~ 
) 9433q l l OO&L{'j ) Case Called 
) 'B.~IJ.-Ct-lw ) ~Ada D Special 
Defendant. ) ~ .Ta-bu' Js.frr.J~~ ) PD / Attorney 
Defendant: , Present D Not Present ' In Custody _____ _ D PD Appointed D Waived Attorney 
D Advised of Rights D Waived Rights D In Chambers D Interpreter _____________ _ 
D Bond $-,------ D Motion for Bond Reduction Denied / Granted ____________ _ 
\,000,000 fJ Amended Complaint Filed D Complaint Amended by lnterlineation D Reading of Complaint Waived 
D State/ Defense/ Mutual Request for Continuance ___________________ _ 
D State/ Defense Objection / No Objection to Continuance _________________ _ 
D Case continued to _________ at ____ am/pm for ___________ _ 
~Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing D Hearing Held 1J Commitment Signed 
~ Case Bound Over to Judge )...\oc:-\-an on LD( :l-5/rZ- at 9 ;"o @t~ 
D Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion D Release Defendant, This Case Only 
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest. 
DATED_\D~l\"-q"-+'Jt~Z...~---
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court 
By:_...,...liro;...........___0~, ------
I hereby certify that copies of this notice were served as follows: 






D Hand Delivered 
~and Delivered 
D Hand Delivered 
,J:JJ"land Delivered 
PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/MINUTE SHEET 
} . 
Signature _;_'--1,..a~~-~~~~~~7--+£..~~ 




GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
OCT 2 2 2012 
CHR:STOPHER D. RICH Cl k 
81 Kr1TRINP1 CHHISTENSEN er 
DEPU(Y 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 














) __________ ) 




GREG H. BOWER, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes in its behalf, comes 
now into District Court of the County of Ada, and states that CORY YOUNG is accused by 
this Information ofthe crime(s) of: I. ROBBERY, FELONY, I.C. §18-6501, 6502, 18-204, 
II. DESTRUCTION, AL TERA TION OR CONCEALMENT OF EVIDENCE, FELONY, 
LC. §18-2603, 18-204, III. BURGLARY, FELONY, LC. §18-1401, IV. GRAND THEFT, 
FELONY, LC. §18-2403(1), 2407(l)(b), 2409, and V. ELUDING A PEACE OFFICER, 
FELONY, LC. §49-1404(2)(a)(b)(c) which crime(s) was/were committed as follows: 




That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did, along with another, intentionally and by means of 
force and/or fear take from the possession and/or from the immediate presence of A.R. 
certain personal property, to-wit: a 40 inch flat screen television, the property of J.J., which 
was accomplished against the will of A.R., in that the Defendant and another removed the 
television and/or it's components after A.R. was threatened with a gun. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did, along with another, willfully destroy, alter, and/or 
conceal a handgun knowing that the handgun was about to be produced, used or discovered 
as evidence in a felony investigation and with the intent to prevent it from being so 
produced, used or discovered. 
COUNT III -
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did enter into a certain vehicle, to-wit: a 2011 silver 
Dodge pickup truck, the property of Scott Trepagnier located on N.W. 11th Avenue, 
Meridian with the intent to commit the crime of theft. 
COUNT IV 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take a 2011 silver Dodge pickup truck 
of a value in excess of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) lawful money of the United 
States from the owner, Scott Trepagnier, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain 
property of another. 
COUNTY 
That the Defendant, CORY YOUNG, on or about the 25th day of September, 2012, 
in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did operate a motor vehicle, to-wit: a 2011 silver 
Dodge pickup truck at or about Cherry Lane and willfully fled and/or eluded a pursuing 
INFORMATION (YOUNG), Page 2 
000060
-
police vehicle after being given a visual signal and/or audible signal to stop, and in so doing 
traveled in excess of thirty (30) miles per hour above the posted speed limit, and/or caused 
damage to the property of another or bodily injury to another, and/or drove his vehicle in a 
manner as to endanger or be likely to endanger the property of another or the person of 
another, to-wit: by recklessly driving at a high rate of speed up to one hundred (100) miles 
per hour in a residential area before losing control of the vehicle and crashing the truck. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State ofldaho. 
~ 4iw~ t;RE(; H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
INFORMATION (YOUNG), Page 3 
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Ada County Mugshot - Prosecutor's Office 
User: PRCURTKI 
Photo Taken: 201 2-09-25 18:52:00 
Thursday, October 4, 2012 
Name: YOUNG, CORY DALE 
Case#: CR-FE-2012-0014200 
LE Number: 117847 DOB: SSN:
Weight: 140 Height: 602 
Drivers License Number: Drivers License State: 






Judge Norton 102512 Ja.Korsen Penny Tardiff - Courtroom504 Time Speaker Note 
09:25:51 AM St. v. Cory Young 
CRFE 12-14200 
:• Arraignment Cust 
09:25:53 AM Defendant Defendant is present in custody and 
_previouslv advised of his riohts. 
09:25:56 AM State Attorney - Jim Vogt ................................................... 
09:25:58 AM Personal Attorney - Jolene Maloney 
09:26:04 AM Judge Norton inquires if she is conflict PD in this case. 
09:26:15 AM Personal Attorney - advises she is and she is associating with 
Paul Taber in this case also. 
09:26:31 AM Judge Norton True Copy of Information. Waive Reading. 
True Name is Corev Young. 
09:27:24 AM State Attorney - moves to amend the Information by 
: interlineation. 
• 09:27:30 AM Judge Norton amends the Information by interlineation. 
09:27:57 AM Judge Norton Ct reviews the file. Ct advises Def of the 
_possible oenalties. 
09:32:59 AM Personal Attorney - requests a three weeks set over and advises 
she is here at 11 :00 on Nov. 29th already. 
09:33:36 AM Judge Norton continues the matter to Nov. 29 at 11 :00 for 
an entrv of olea. -
10/25/2012 1 of 1 
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Judge Norton 112912 Jan.orsen Penny Tardiff - Courtroom504 
Time Speaker Note 
11:57:56 AM St. v. Corey Young 
CRFE12-14200 Entry of 
Plea Cust 
11:57:58 AM Defendant Defendant is present in custody. 
11:58:03 AM State Attorney - Jim Vogt .... . ............. 
11:58:06 AM Personal Attorney - Jolene Maloney 
11:58:30 AM Judge Norton inquires. ..... 
11:58:32 AM Personal Attorney - enters a not guilty plea and requests a status 
conference be set in 4-5 weeks. 
11:58:55 AM Judge Norton inquires how much time he needs for trial. 
11:59:08 AM State Att~rney - requests 12 weeks and advises it will be a 3 
dav trial. ................... 
11:59:24 AM Judge Norton comments and continues the matter to Feb. 
25 at 8:30 for a 3 day JT and to Feb. 7 at 
8:45 for a PTC and to Jan 18 for discovery 
cutoff date. Ct sets a status conference for 
Jan. 10 at 9:00. 



























• NOV 2 9 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, ,lerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT~rN~~:u~;'RSEN 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR f:£/ 2 -( 'f20D 
NOTICE OF JURY TRIAL 
AND ORDER GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS 
Appearances: 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Public Defender 0UniMILYY}:z'°14-lf 
Counsel for the State 
Counsel for Defendant 
THIS IS YOUR NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
THE ABOVE ENTITL_E_Q MATTER HAS BEEN SET FOR TRIAL BEFORE THE COURT 
AND A JURY ON Fel2 I 25 I 201~ TO COMMENCE AT THE HOUR OF 8:30 A.M. 
THIS TRIAL WILL CONTINUE DAILY THrREAFTER UNTIL COMPLETED, SKIPPING 
THURSDAYS. ~,L/£ 
A PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE IS SET FOR [k.k'] , 201,3 AT~A.M. THE 
DEFENDANT WILL BE AVAILABLE PERSONALLY WIT COUNSEL AT THIS PRE-T L 
CONFERENCE UNLESS EXCUSED BY THE COURT~. ~.ZI..IL;lJ.c~~-UJ,d.J.J,~..J4.J......-.Uf" 
A mutual discovery compliance date is ordered on or before 0t{ V]A,Jaf1 f.( ri I 2013 
File all pretrial motions governed by I.C.R. 12 no later than 14 days after tlie compliance date set for 
discovery or otherwise show good cause, upon formal motion, why such time limits should be 
enlarged. Motions in limine shall be in writing and filed 5 days prior to the pretrial conference. 
Ju instructions, exhibit and witness lists must be submitted to the Court 
Hon. Dennis Goff Hon. Geor e R. Reinhart, Ill 
Hon. Daniel C Hurlbutt, Jr Hon. Gerald Schroeder 
Hon. James Judd Hon. Kath n A. Sticklen 
Hon. Peter McDermott Hon. Linda Trout 
Hon. Duff McKee Hon. Bar Wood 
Hon. W.H. Woodland 
Hon. Darla Williamson 
Copies hand-delivered in court to above oounSe~~ 
L ~ORTO , Di rict ~odge ----
Notice of Trial 
000065
--
FILED P.M, ___ _ 
DEC - 6 2012 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
James E. Vogt 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room #3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
Fax: (208) 287-7709 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
Df!PUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 






) Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014200 
) 
) NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE 




TO: Corey Young and his Attorney of Record, you will please take notice of the 
State's intent to file an Information, Part II based on two (2) prior felonies in the State of 
Idaho. Upon receipt of the relevant judgments, the State will file a Motion for Information, 
Part II. 
DATED, this -~~ dayof Yet..e~ 2012. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ad 
eputy Prosecutmg 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE INFORMATI NP ART II (YOUNG), Page 1 
000066
/ CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5 day of December 2012, a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing Notice of Intent to File Information, Part II was served to: 
Paul Taber, Attorney at Law, 200 N 4th St. Ste 302, Boise, ID 83702, in the manner 
noted below: 
,..-e:( By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
o By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By informing the office of said above-referenced Defense Attomey(s) that said copies 
were available for pickup at the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the facsimile number: 
o By Hand Delivery 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE INFORMATION PART II (YOUNG), Page 2 
000067
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
James E. Vogt 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 





DEC 21 2012 
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH C 
By MAURA 0LSoN , lark 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 







) Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014200 
) 
) MOTION FOR LEA VE TO FILE 




COMES NOW, James E. Vogt, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the 
County of Ada, State of Idaho and moves this Court for its order to file an Information, 
Part II, in the above-matter based on what the State believes is the defendant's prior 
record as set out below. 
That the defendant was convicted of the crime of BURGLARY, FELONY, on or 
about the 10th day of April 1998, case # CR-97-2817, in Bingham County, Idaho, 
and/or; 
MOTION FOR LEA VE TO FILE INFORMATION PART II (YOUNG), Page 1 
000068
-
That the defendant was convicted of the crime of GRAND THEFT, FELONY, on 
or about the 12th day of February 1996, case # CR-95-4260, in Twin Falls County, 
Idaho, and/or; 
That the defendant was convicted of the crime of BURGLARY, GRAND THEFT 
BY POSSESSION, and ESCAPE, FELONIES, on or about the 11th day of January 
1996, case# CR-95-1569 D, in Cassia County, Idaho. 
The State's information as to the defendant's prior record is based on a state 
and/ or national records check. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this l °\ day of December 2012. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
By: 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE INFORMATION PART II (YOUNG), Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this '9.0 day of December 2012, a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing Motion for Leave to File Information, Part II was served to: 
Paul Taber, Attorney at Law, 200 N 4th St. Ste 302, Boise, ID 83702 , in the manner 
noted below: 
.a/4y depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
o By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By informing the office of said above-referenced Defense Attomey(s) that said copies 
were available for pickup at the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the facsimile number: 
o By hand delivery 
MOTION FOR LEA VE TO FILE INFORMATION PART II (YOUNG), Page 3 
000070
/ • 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
James E. Vogt 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: (208) 287-7700 
Fax: (208) 287-7707 
- NO /~ 
AM n Fl~ I - .M ___ _ 
DEC 21 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MAURA OLSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 















Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014200 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO: Paul Taber, Attorney of Record, please take notice that the above case has been 
set in the Courtroom at the Ada County Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, Idaho, in 
front of Judge Lynn Norton, on the 10th day of January 2013, at 9:00 a.m. for the Hearing 
on Motion to File Information Part II. 
DATED this ~day of December 2012. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
. Vogt 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
NOTICE OF HEARING (YOUNG), Page 1 
000071
/ • 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a copy of the above Notice was mailed, hand delivered, or faxed to the 
following persons, this BD day of December 2012: 
Hand Delivered 
/Mailed Postage Prepaid --
-- Interdepartmental Mail 
Via Facsimile --
Paul Taber 
Attorney at Law 
200 N. 4th St. Ste 302 
Boise, ID 83702 
Laurel Thomas 
Legal Assistant to James Vogt 














MARTENS LAW OFFICE, P.C. 
JARED B. MARTENS 
1615 West Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 344-0994 
Facsimile: (208) 322-3360 
ISB#6399 
Attorney for Defendant 
NO. I~ 
A.fvl _____ FIL~~-- = 
DEC 2 1 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Cl k 
Sy KA·,,-,,,, ~ . ., er 
, ., "A '-'HRISTENs·- , 
O"cPur· c:.N 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STA TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
COREY DALE YOUNG, 
Defendant (s ). 
Case No. CR-FE-2012-14200 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that JARED B. MAR1ENS of MARTENS 
LAW OFFICE, P.C., hereby enters an appeanmce as attorney of record for the Defendant in the 
above-entitled action. 
DATED this 21st day of December, 2012. 
J 
COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT 










CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
J HEREBY CERTIFY that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to 
be delivered to the following by the method indicated: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR L) Via Hand Delivery 
LJ Via U.S. Mail 
Lx_) Via Facsimile: (208) 287-7709 
DATED this 21 st day of December, 2012. 
~~= IA .MARTENS 
COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT 






































MARTENS LAW OFFICE, P.C. 
JARED B. MARTENS 
1615 West Hays Street 
:Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 344-0994 
Fae.simile; (208) 322 .. 3360 
ISB#6399 
Attorney for Defendant 
---~FILE~O IiD-r--x-r-
A.M-----~r:,_M.-4 ____ _ 
DEC 2 1 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. R!CH, C!erk 
By KATRli\:A CHRISTENSEN 
:X:F'\~T~' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
COREY DALE YOUNG, 
Defendant (s). 
Case No. CR~FE~2012-14200 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
The Defendant in the above-captioned matter hereby submits his Discovery 
Requests under Rule 16 of the Idaho Rules of Criminal Procedure, the Constitution of the 
United States, Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), and Jencks v. United States, 353 
U.S. 657 (1957), and other applicable law. The Defendant respectfully requests that the 
State produce the following documents, recordings, or other information, or that it make 
the same available for copying or viewing at a reasonable time and cost and sufficiently 
before the trial of this matter to enable further discovery and investigation related thereto. 
l. 
INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
The words "State," "you," "your," our "yours" shall be deemed to include the 
state of Idaho, and/or any attorney, law enforcement officer. agent, informant, or 
any other employee or agent of the state of Idaho. 



















2. When a particular document, tangible thing, identity, or piece of information is 
requested, you are to produce all such things that are in your possession, control, 
or available to you. 





With respect to a document, video, audio, or electronic recording, 
photograph, or thing, the date of its creation, the identity of the custodian 
thereof, a description of the contents thereof, and a copy thereof, or the 
thing itself, should be made available for viewing and/or copying at a 
reasonable time and place, and at a time sufficiently in advance of trail to 
enable further discovery and investigation thereof. 
With respect to a person or entity, the name, address, telephone numbers, 
email addresses, and any other information at the disposal of the State that 
would enable the Defense to contact and communicate with the person or 
entity and to distinguish the person or entity from other persons or entities. 
The words •;in the possession of,'' ''available to," "in the custody of," "at the 
disposal of' the State shall be deemed to include any availability to the State 
whatsoever, whether it be in the possession of the State or any of its agencies, 
and/or any agents, officers, informants, employees, or contractors, whether or not 
involved in law enforcement, or that may by the exercise of due diligence become 
known to the State. 
The word "produc,l' shall be deemed to include providing copies or making 
originals available for inspection, viewing, copying and non-destructive testing at 
a reasonable time and place, and at a time sufficiently prior to trial to allow 
further discovery and investigation of the thing produced. 
DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
Please produce the following: 
1. Any and all statements of the Defendant, any codef end.ant, or any witness, 






















including, but not limited to, any and all written and recorded statements in 
whatever form they may have been created or preserved, and including the 
original form, whether they are audio, video, or electronic recordings, field notes, 
rough notes, reports, or other memormda from which statements were 
transformed through secondary transcription. 
Any and all oral statements that may have been made by the Defendant or any 
codefendant or witness that are in the custody, control or availability of the State, 
including any statements made to or overheard by government agents, employees, 
informants, jailers, law enforcement officials or persons in confinement with the 
Defendant that may bear in any way on the facts, allegations, or defenses of this 
case, regardless of how preserved. 
3. Copies of all documents related to the criminal record of the Defendant, any 
codefendant, or witness, if any. 
4. A description, summary. and/or listing of any or all "bad acts'' or occurrences of a 
"bad act" nature that the State intends to introduce, or is considering introducing, 
as reflective upon the character, truthfulness, past conduct, habit, or routine 
practice of the Defendant or any witness or codefendant, or such occurrences that 
the State may use for purposes of cross examination or as rebuttal to chantcter 
evidence introduced by the Defendant or his or her witnesses. 
5. The identities of all witnesses intended or considered by the State to be called at 
the trial of this matter. 
6. The identities of any witnesses who were present at the scene of the alleged 
crime(s) charged in this case. 
7. Any and all statements, recordings, written accounts, memoranda or other written 
or oral thing setting forth, summarizing, or preserving the recollection or 
statement of any and all witnesses considered to be called by the State in this 
matter, or witnesses to any acts or occurrences bearing upon the Defendant's 
guilt, innocence or punishment in this case. 




































A summary ret1ecting all arrest and conviction records, if any, of the Defendant, 
any codefendant, and of all witnesses to be introduped by the prosecution, or the 
actual documents reflecting such records. 
Copies of all written statements signed or otheiwise approved by a witness, and 
all written material that has been or will be reviewed by the witness prior to 
providing testimony, including disclosure of all written statements taken by the 
police or any other law enforcement official from any witness. 
All results and reports of physical, mental or medical examinations, scientific 
and/or laboratory tests or experiments made in connection with this case. 
All books, papers, documents, tangible objects, tangible evidence, depictions or 
plans of buildings, rooms, or places, or any portions thereof that are material to 
this case, and that are either in the possession, custody or control of the State. 
A listingi summary, and brief description of all exhibits to be introduced at trial. 
All copies, transcripts, material or other evidence resulting from or a product of 
any eavesdropping, including but not limited to, tape recordings, communication 
wiretaps, video recordings, and any other aural, video or electronic interceptions. 
14. Copies of all law enforcement agency reports related to, bearing upon. or relevant 
to the facts or charges of this case, including but not limited to, the Ada County 
Sheriff's Department, the Boise City Police Department, the Idaho State Police, 
the Idaho Department of Corrections, or any other federal or state law 
enforcement agency. 
15. All material, evidence, documents, tangible things, statements, recordings, or 
infonnation of any type or source, whether admissible or inadmissible, in 
possession or control of the State, that may be favorable to the Defendant, or may 
tend to infer that he did not in fact commit the acts and/or crimes alleged against 
him, or that may tend to be material to either the guilt or punishment of the 
Defendant. or could reasonable weaken the effect of the State's evidence, or that 
is relevant to the subject matter of this case, or that may in any manner aid the 





















Defendant in ascertaining the truth. Such evidence should include, but not be 




Identities and statements of all persons who have been interviewed by an 
agent of the prosecution, or any law enforcement officer in connection 
with the subject matter of this case and whom the State does not presently 
intend to call as a witness at trial. 
Any and all exhibits or information in the possession, control, or 
availability of rhe State that may be introduced as evidence at the time of 
trial or that may be exculpatory in nature to the Defendant, but is not a part 
of the State's attorney's file in this matter, and therefore, would not 
ordinarily be disclosed under Brady and Jencks or under Rule 16 of the 
Idaho Criminal Rules. 
All memoranda, summaries, recordings, or any other recorded account of 
any statement, oral or written, made to any law entorcement officer, 
informant, agent, or attomey by any person in connection with any of the 
facts of this case, whether or not such statements have been signed or 
approved by the declarants thereof. 
16. Please identify each witness whom the State is conside1ing calling as an expert at 
the trial of" this matter, or is considering questions that call for an expert opinion, 
for any purpose, including the following: 
a. 
b. 
The witness's name, address, telephone number, email address, and any 
other information that may enable the Defense to contact the witness. 
The education, training, experience, and any other qualifications that 
would tend to qualify the person as an expert. 
c. The subject matter on which the witness is expected to testify. 
d. The substance of the facts of which the witness is expected to testify or on 
which the witness is expected to rely. 









e. The substance of the opinions of which the witness is expected to give or 
testify. 
f. A summary of the factual, scientific, or knowledge-based grounds on 
which the witness's opinions are based. 
17. If there was any form of chemical test, blood test, urine test, breath sample test, 
DNA test or other form of identification test conducted in this case, please 
provide the following: 
a. The identity of any person involved in conducting such testing. 
b. The qualifications of each such person. 
c. The name, address, and phone number of the manufacturer of any machine 
or equipment used in such testing, along with the model numbers, serial 
numbers, date of manufacture, date of purchase, and calibration methods 
of any such :machine or equipment used in such testing. 
d. Copies of all manuals, brochures, pamphlets, and other writings pertaining 
to the capabilities, calibration, and use of any such machine or equipment. 
e. All maintenance and repair schedules of any such machine or equipment. 
f. All warranty clauns for such machine or equipment 
g. All parts manuals for such machine or equipment. 
18. Any and all transcripts of any grand jury proceedings investigating or considering 
the Defendant or any other person suspected of, or investigated regarding, 
committing, panicipating in, or being an accomplice to, any of the acts or crimes 
alleged against the Defendanr. 
19. Any video tapes, audio tapes, or any other recordings of any type recorded by or 
at the direction of any of the law enforcement officers, or any agents, informants 
or empJoyees of the State, made of any person(s) who is(are) or was a witness, 
suspect, infonnant, Defendant or codefendant in this case, whether made at the 
























arrest or at any other time, and all such recordings of any of the facts related to 
this case. 
20. The complete personnel file. official records, and all reprimands, citations, 
warnings, disciplinary actions, complaints, or criticisms, oral or written, regarding 
the performance of duties of any person involved in investigating the alleged 
crimes raised in this case or conducting any interviews of any witness, Defendant 
or codefendant, or in conducting the arrest of the Defendant or any codefendant. 
21. Any documents received by, produced at the request of, or available to the Seate 
that may constitute certifications by any toxicologist or other expert of any 
substance or thing identified, found, or investigated with respect to the facts of 







The date of any certification or creation thereof. 
The form number of the document. 
The subject matter of the document. 
Copies of any such document. 
The identity of each person involved in the testing or other protocol that 
led to the creation of the documents. 
The protocol that led to the testing and documents produced as a result 
thereof. 
22. Copies of all computer p1int-outs and documents from the Idaho Department of 
Transportacion, the Idaho Department of Health & Welfare, the Idaho Department 
of Law Enforcement, or any other state, county, city, or federal law enforcement 
agency regarding the Defendant or any codefendant or previous suspect in the acts 
or crimes alleged in this case that may bear upon the Defendant's guilt or 
punishment for the crimes alleged. 












DATED this 21$1 day of December, 2012. 
,,~4t~?J;; 
JAtRED B. MARTENS 
COUNSEL FOR. DEFENDANT 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document to be delivered to the following by the method indicated: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR U Via Hand Delivery 
LJ Via U.S. MaiJ 
(_x_) Via Facsimile: (208) 287-7709 
DATEDthls2l"dayofDecember,2012. cl±~ 
JARED B. MARTENS 
COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT 































J.\iIARTENS l.,A W OFFICE, PLLC 
JARED B. MAR.TENS 
1615 West Hays Sn-eet 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 344--0994 
Facsimile: (208)322~3360 
.Atoomey :t'or Defendant 
NO-- FILED __ i;.../--~-r-·, A.M ____ P.M-




IN nm DISffiCT COURT OF THE FOURTH .TUD!Cl'.AL DISTRICT OP THE 
STATE OP :WAHO, lN AND '.00'.R THBCOUNTY OF ADA 
STATEO'.FlDAHO, ) CASB NO, Cf<. .. pg.2012~14200 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) NOTICE 0))' SUBSTITUTION 
vs. . ) OFCOUN6EL 
) 
COMY bAL6 YOUNO. ) 
) 
Detondmrt. ) 
NOTICE l'S HEREBY GIVEN That Ada County Pnhlic Oefendert attorney for the 
Defendanti hereby witbdra.ws as defense counsel in the above,.entitlecl matter. 
11" JS FURTBE:R stipulated that J!lred :S, Martcns, Attorney at Law, Martens Law 
Office., enters his appearance h$rein u attomey of reoord for tlu, defendant in the il.bov~tled 
action. 





Ii· ;II t .. !' I" 
i'.· I 


































MAR'li.ENS LAW CJ.rlf.ICE, PLLC 
JAruID B. MARTENS 
1615 WestHaysStteet 
Boise~ Idaho 83702 
T~ephone: (208) 344-0994 
Facaimile: (208) 322-3360 
Attamay fur ~t 
1·" ·. 
\ I 
IN THE DISTRICT COlFR'.'.!l"OF nlE FOl'JR.TH JlJDICJAt DISTRICl'OP't'HE 
STATE OPlDAfiO.. JN AN'D FOR '11.HB COONTY OF ADA 
STA.TBOPlOAJiO, 
) 
CASl3 NO. CR~FBw20J2w l 7734 
. ) Plaimifi, ) 
) 
NOT.ICE OF BUBSTl1'UTION \IS, ) 




NO'.l'lCE IS lfERl!By GlVRN ThotAd,i l.'!ouoty l'ublic tlofendet, at!Qrqcy fu, tho 
Defeodai,~ Mreby wllbdraws as dof.,,,., - DI the obovo-oottded lllaitllr. 
lT IS F!JR'l'BEII. SliJJala!Qd 1hat 1are<i B. M..,,..., Attoro.y •t Law, Marton, Law 
Oifieo, °"'""' his ~ horoin ., attomoy of """"d lbr the defendilnt lo the nbove-ontitl,d aettou. 
DA'r.an this21'1 dayof Dcoember, 2012 . 
P,003 
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Judge Norton 011013 Jani Korsen Penny Tardiff • Courtroom508 Time Speaker Note 
09:10:36 AM 1 St. v. Corey Young CRFE12-14200 
Status Conference Cust 
09:10:40 AM St. v. Corey Young CRFE12-17734 
Entry of Plea Cust 
09:11:04 AM Defendant Defendant is present in custody . ............................................................ 
09:11:10 AM State Attorney - Jim Vogt .. ···················•··••·••·•························•· 
09:11:13 AM Personal Attorney - Jared Martens 
................... .. ......... 
09:11 :28 AM Judge Norton will take up the status conference first and 
inquires if objection to the Info Part II. 
09:11:48 AM State Attorney - advises he will ask for a one week set over 
for an entrv of olea. 
09:12:06 AM Personal Attorney - advises they are not ready to enter a plea 
todav. 
09:12:34 AM Judge Norton inquires if the Info Part II might be dismissed 
then. 
09:12:49 AM State Attorney - advises it might. ....................... . .... 
09:12:52 AM Judge Norton will continue that then and will not enter it 
todav. 
09:13:06 AM Judge Norton continues both cases over to Jan. 17 at 9:00 
for an entrv of olea. 
09:13:40 AM Personal Attorney - comments and has another hearing before 
Judge Hansen then at 9:00 so he will be 
back and forth. 
09:13:54 AM Judge Norton is fine with that. 
1/10/2013 1 of 1 
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Judge Norton 011713 Jan.Korsen Patty Terry - Courtroom508 
Time Speaker Note 
09:34:21 AM St. v. Corey Young CRFE12-14200 
Status Conference Cust 
09:34:24AM : St. v. Corey Young CRFE12-17734 
Entry of Plea Cust 
09:34:26 AM Defendant Defendant is present in custody. 
09:34:31 AM State Attorney - Jim Vogt 
09:34:33 AM Personal Attorney - Jared Martens .............................. 
09:36:23 AM Personal Attorney - advises his client is going to plead guilty. 
09:36:50 AM Judge Norton advises he will plead in the 17734 case to 
Ct's 1, 2, 5 & 6, and in the 14200 case, to 
Ct's 3 4 & 5. 
09:41:24 AM Judge Norton questions the Def and Counsel for the Def 
regarding the plea & the plea agreement. 
09:42:14 AM State Attorney - advises the State will recommend 5 + 15 in 
each case, for a total aggregate in both 
cases, each case will run concurrent to each 
oher, Ct 3, 5+5 and the grand theft 0+5 
consecutive to that Burglary. The counts in 
each separate case number will run 
concurrent to each other and the counts 
within each case number will run consecutive 
to each other. St will not file Info Part II, 
restitution on admitted and dismissed 
conduct, Defense can argue for less, and 
cooperate with PSI and evaluations and no 
FT A's and other standard conditions, and 
open fine,. 
09:47:24 AM Judge Norton questions the Def regarding the plea & the 
_plea .. aareement. 
09:47:51 AM Defendant is sworn by the Clerk. ......................... . 
09:48:16 AM Judge Norton questions the Defendant regarding the guilty 
_plea form. 
09:54:51 AM Judge Norton reviews the elements of the offenses with the 
Defendant. 
10:04:23 AM Defendant pleads guilty to the charges. 
10:04:27 AM Judge Norton finds factual basis and accepts the 
. Defendant's ouilty_ plea. 
10:05:13 AM Judge Norton orders an updated PSI. 
·································· 
10:05:19 AM Personal Attorney - requests a substance abuse evaluation. ............ 
10:05:30 AM Judge Norton orders a substance abuse evaluation 
pursuant to 19-2524, subject to 
reimbursement. 
10:06:15 AM Judge Norton continues the matter to Feb. 28 at 10:00 for 
sentencina. 
10:06:49 AM Personal Attorney - inquires if he can get his bond lowered so his 
status gets chanced in the iail. 
10:07:06 AM Judge Norton advises he needs to notice up a bond 
hearina if he wants to do that. 




A.M. ,t-CJ...Ll,__P.M ___ _ 
JAN 1 7 2013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICF~?W. D. RiCH, Clerk 
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAH5 r-. o~~u~~RSEN 
GUILTY PLEA ADVISORY AND FORM (JUDGE LYNN NORTON) 
TO BE FILLED OUT BY THE DEFENDANT 
Defendant's Name: C,21 j ¼,,/ Signature ~£,,,~ 
Date: 1/9/, >-- Case Nwnber: C It' - f ;;,:-777 'I r C ,e f' F- - ,:i- - I'( U>o 
7 
Age: 3 7 Date of Birth: 
Minimum & Maximum Possible Penalty: 
0 - 'itJ 
STATEMENT OF RIGHTS & EXPLANATION OF WAIVERS BY PLEA OF GUILTY 
(PLEASE INITIAL EACH RESPONSE) 
1. You have the right to remain silent. You do not have to say anything about the 
crime(s) you are accused of committing. If you choose to have a trial, the State 
cannot require you to testify. If you do decide to testify, however, the State will be 
permitted to ask you questions on cross examination and anything you say can be 
used as evidence against you in court. 
I understand ct~ teading guilty I am waiving my right to remain silent before and 
during trial. 1 L • 
2. The waiver of your · ght to remain silent only applies to your plea of guilty to the 
crime(s) in this case. Even after pleading guilty, you will still have the right to refuse 
to answer any question or to provide any information that might tend to show you 
committed some other crime(s). You can also refuse to answer or provide any 
information that might tend to increase the punishment for the crime(s) to which you 
are pleading guilty. 
I understand that by pleading guilty to the crime(s) in this case, I still have the right to 
remain silent with respect to any other crime(s) and with respect to answering 
questions or providing infonnation· that may increase my sentence.~-. 




3. You have the right to be represented by an attorney. If you want an attorney and 
cannot pay for one, you can ask the judge for an attorney who will be paid by the 
county. (}tJ 1_/ 
I 
4. You are presumed to be innocent. You would be found guilty if: 1) you plead guilty 
in front of the judge, or 2) you are found guilty at a jury trial. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to be presumed innocent. 
flJf-· 
S. You have the right to a speedy and public jury trial. A jury trial is a court hearing to 
detennine whether you are guilty or not guilty of the charge(s) brought against you. 
In a jury trial, you have the right to present evidence in your defense and to testify in 
your own defense. The state must convince each and every one of the jurors of your 
guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to a speedy and public jury 
trial. C (Jc/ 
I 
6. You have the right to confront the witnesses called against you. This occurs during a 
jury trial where the state must prove its case by calling witnesses to testify under oath · 
in front of you, the jury, and your attorney. Your attorney co1:1ld then cross-examine 
( question) each witness. You could also call your own witnesses of your choosing to 
testify concerning your guilt or innocence. If you do not have the funds to bring 
those witnesses to court, the state will pay the cost of bringing your witnesses to 
court. 
I understand that by pleading guilty, I am waiving my right to confront the witnesses 
against me, to present witnesses on my own behalf and to present evidence in my 
defense. {'IJ<./ 
I 
7. The State has the burden of proving you guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. 
I understand that by pleading guilty, I am waiving my right to require the State to 
prove my guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. VO ( . 
QUESTIONS REGARDING PLEA 
(Please answer every question. If you do not understand a question consult your 
attorney before answering.) 
1. Do you read and write the English language? 
If not, have you been provided with an interpreter to 
help you fill out this fonn? 
Norton Guilty Plea Form 
PLEASE CIRCLE ONE 
(Xis)No 





2. What is your true and legal name? 6£.R--f fbu f lt.A:J 
3. What was the highest grade you completed? 4z f7lZ> . 
If you did not complete high school, have you received either a GED or HSE? 
@ NO NIA 
4. Are you currently under the care of a mental health professional? YES ~ 
If you answered "yes," what is the mental health professional's name? ____ _ 
5. Have you ever been diagnosed with a mental health disorder? YES~ 
If you answered "yes," what was t_he diagnosis and when was it made? 
6. Are you currently prescribed any medication? YES~ 
If you answered "yes," what medications are your taking at this time? ____ _ 
If you answered "yes," have you taken your prescription medication during the past 
24 hours? YES NO NIA 
7. In the last 24 hours, have you taken any medications or drugs, INCLUDING over the 
counter drugs, or drunk any alcoholic beverages? 
YES gJ 
If ''yes," what have you taken? _________________ _ 
Do you believe this affects your ability to understand these questions, and make a 
reasoned and informed decision in this case? YES NO NIA 
8. Is there any other reason that you would be unable to make a reasoned ~rmed 
decision in this case? YES ~ 
If "yes," what is the reason? __________________ _ 
9. ls your guilty plea the result of a plea agreement? @ NO 
If you answered ''yes,'' what are the terms of that plea agreement? (If available, a 
written plea agreement should be attached as "Addendum 'A"') 5/4& AH'//' a 6-l-
r:g~ 7 r;kt/ 4,. r1 h~;;±,/:!!;~1:tZL/~11 ~:':zc-e 
/4 /4, C0 /1(0,u,ea;b- / be< c/4,·J c>tc?J«kf' G::c,. (e5 S: /2h-e ,{jgs//f. cJ ~ A(/ 
{tis.<_ #-jtj,zo° Co¼rXs 3,A{-~ Ct:<"iL t±- /773<../ 1---z.-J-L P,t..c,( {k 
~ """"'''v\,t.,,_s -
Norton Guilty Plea Form · Page 3 of 8 
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10. There are two types of plea agreements. Please initial the ONE paragraph below 
which describes the type of plea you are entering: 
a I understand that the court is NOT bound by the plea agreement or any 
sentencing recommendations, and may impose any sentence 
authorized by law, including the maximum sentence stated above. 
Because the court is not bound by the agreement, if the district court 
chooses not to follow the agreement, I will not have the right to 
withdraw my guilty plea. Cf) f . 
b. I understand that my plea agreement is a binding plea agreement. This 
means that if the district court does not impose the specific sentence as 
recommended by both parties, I will be allowed to withdraw my plea 
of guilty pursuant to Rule 1 I(d)(4) of the Idaho Criminal Rules and 
proceed to a jury trial. ___ _ 
11. As a tenn of your plea agreement, are you pleading guilty tom~ one crime? 
~ NO 
If you answered ''yes," do you understand that your sentence for each crime could be 
ordered to be served either concurrently ( at the same time) or consecutively ( one after 
the other)? @ ·No N/A 
12. Is this a conditional guilty plea in which you are reserving your right to ~E_eal,_any 
pre-trial issues? · YES ~~-
If you answered "yes," on which issue are you reserving the right to appeal? 
13. Have you waived your right to appeal your judgment of conviction as p~your 
plea agreement? YES ~ 
14. Have any other promises been made to you which have influenced your ~~n to 
plead guilty? YES eV 
If you answered ''yes," what are those promises? 
15. Do you feel you have had sufficient time to discuss your case with~ attorney? 
~ NO 
16. Have you told your attorney everything you know about the cnm® NO 




17. Is there anything you have requested your attorney to do that has not been done? 
YES <E§) 
If you answered "yes,'' please explain. _______________ _ 
18. Your attorney can get various items from the prosecutor relating to your case. This 
may include police reports, witness statements, tape recordings, photographs, reports 
of scientific testing, etc. This is called discovery. Have you reviewed the evidence 
provided to your attorney during discovery? YES ~ 
19. Are there any witnesses who could show your innocence? YES~ 
If you answered "yes,U have you told your attorney who those witnesses are? 
YES NO NIA 
20. Do you understand that by pleading guilty you waive any defenses, both factual and 
legal, that you believe you may have in this case? ~ NO 
21. Are there any motions or other requests for relief that you believe should still be filed 
in this case? YES @) 
If you answered "yes," what motions or requests? ___________ _ 
22. Do you understand that if you enter an unconditional guilty plea in this case you will 
not be able to challenge any rulings that came before the guilty plea including: 
1) any searches or seizures that occurred in your case, 
2) . any issues concerning the method or manner of your arrest, and 
3) any issues about any statements you may have made t~nforcement? 
~ NO 
23. Do you understand that when you plead guilty, you are admitting the truth of each 
and every allegation contained in the charge(s) to which you plead guilty? 
@ NO 
24. Are you currently on probation or parole? YES @ 
If you answered ''yes," do you understand that a plea of guilty in this case could be 
the basis of a violation of that probation or parole and additional punishment? 
Norton Guilty Plea Form ; 
YES NO NIA 




25. As a result of your plea in this case. have you been advised that you may be required 
pay restitution to any victim in this case pursuant to LC. §19-530~ 
~ NO 
If "yes;• to whom? ,4/1 1d rJ DI v--<,o(, 
26. As a result of your plea in this case, have you been advised that you may be required 
to pay restitution to any other party as a condition of your plea agreement? ~~ 
YES ~ 
If"yes:• to whom? ____________________ _ 
27. As a result of your plea in this case. will you be required to pay the _co_~ of 
prosecution and investigation? (LC. § 37-2732(k)) YES ~ 
28. As a result of your plea in this case. will you be required to submit a DNA sample 
and a right thumbprint impression to the state? (I.C. § 19-5506) 
YES~ 
29. As a result of your plea in this case, can the court impose a fine for a crime of 
violence ofup to $5,000, payable to the victim of the crime? (LC.§ 19-5307)___-------
. YES <NQ/ 
30. As a result of your plea in this case, is there a mandatory driver'__§, license 
suspension? YES ~ 
If "yes.'' for how long must your license be suspended? _______ _ 
31. As a result of your plea in this case, is there a mandatory domestic violence, 
substance abuse, or alcohol evaluation? (I.C. §§ 18-918(7)(a), 18-8005(11), 37-
2738(2)) 
YES~ 
32. As a result of your plea in this case, may the court order a psychosexual evaluation? 
(I.C. §§ 18-8316, 18-8318) YES ~ 
33. As a result of your plea in this case. may the court order a substance abuse or mental 
health assessment and treatment pursuant to that assessment? (I.C. § 19-2524) 
~NO 
34. As a result of your plea in this case, will you be required to register as a sex offender? 
(I.C. § 18-8304) YES (@:) 
If you answered ''yes" to this question, do you understand that if you are found guilty 
or plead guilty to another charge that requires you to register as a sex offender in the 
future, you could be charged in the new crime under I.C. § 19-25200 requiring a 
mandatory sentence of fifteen ( 15) years to run consecutive to any other sentence 
imposed by the court? YES NO NIA 
35. Have you discussed with your attorney the fact the Court may order a pre-sentence 
investigation. psychosexual evaluation, anger evaluation and/or domestic violence 




evaluation and that anything you say during any of those examin~ may be used 
against you in sentencing? (yEs=:, NO 
Has your attorney explained that you have a constitutional right to remain silent 
during that examination but that you may give up that right and participate in that 
examination? 
@NO 
Did your attorney explain that only you can make the decision to 3~ that right to 
remain silent during that examination? Y NO 
36. Do you understand that if the Court orders a presentence investigation report you 
shall be ordered to pay an amount to be determined by the Department of Correction 
not to exceed $100? (LC. § 19-2516) CiE.s) NO 
37. Do you understand that by pleading guilty to a felony, you run the risk that if you 
have new felony charges in the future, you could be charged as a Persistent Violator? 
(LC.§ 19-2514) CfiS) NO 
Do you understand that if you are convicted as a Persistent Violator, the court in that 
new case could sentence you to an enhanced sentence which~ include life 
imprisonment? c..xES> NO 
38. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, you will lose your right to vote 
in Idaho during the period of your sentence? (Io. CONST. art. 6, §~ 
~ NO 
39. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, you will lose your right to hold 
public office in Idaho during the period of your sentence? (Io. Co~art. 6, § 3) 
E NO 
40. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, you will lose your right to 
perform jury service in Idaho during the period of your sentenc3 CONST. art. 6, 
§ 3) Y NO 
41. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony you will lose your right to 
purchase, possess, or carry firearms? (LC. § 18-310) ~ NO 
42. Do you understand that no one, including your attorney, can force you to plead guilty 
in this case? CYEi NO 
43. Are you pleading guilty freely and voluntarily? dis:>NO 
44. Are you pleading guilty because you committed the acts alleged in ~nfonnation or 
indictment? CYEP NO 
45. If you were provided with an interpreter to help you fill out this form, have youjiad,.__ 
any trouble understanding your interpreter? YES NO CNlA....) 




46. Has any person (including a law enforcement officer or police office) threatened you 
or done anything to make you enter this plea against your will? 
YES 
If your answer is "yes," what threats have been made and by whom? 
47. Other than in the plea agreement, has any person promised you that you will 
receive any special sentence, reward, favorable treatment, or leniency wi~_g___ard to 
the plea you are about to enter? YES ~ 
If your answer is "yes," what promises have been made and by whom? 
48. Do you understand that the only person who can promise what sentence you will 
actually receive is the Judge? ~ NO 
49. Are you satisfied with your attorney? @s' NO 
SO. Have you answered all questions on this Questionnaire truthfully and of your own 
free will? (nS NO 
51. Have you had any trouble answering any of the questions in this form which you 
could not work out by discussing the issue with your attorney? YES <No) 
52. IF YOU ARE NOT A CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES, do you understand 
that by pleading guilty you could be deported or removed from the United States, lose 
your ability to obtain legal status in the United States, or be denied an applicati~ 
United States citizenship? YES NO ~ 
53. Do you swear under penalty of perjury that your answers to t~_uestions are 
true and correct? aES-J NO 
I have answered the questions on pages 1-8 of this Guilty Plea Advisory form truthfully. I 
understand all of the questions and answers herein, have discussed each question and answer 
with my attorney, and have completed this form freely and voluntarily. Furthermore, no one 
has threatened me to do so. 
Dated this /S::: day of ;tadury ,201~ 
~/4,U¼w; 
DEFEN ~N'T I . 
I hereby acknowledge that I have discussed, in detail, the foregoing questions and answers 
with my client. 
Page 8 of8 
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Judge Norton 022813 line Korsen Penny Tardiff • Courtroom508 
Time Speaker Note 
10:25:03 AM i,, :St. v. Corey Young 
! ·CRFE12~14200/CRFE12-17734 
I ! Sentendng Cust 
10:36:25 AM !Defendant !Defendant is present in custody. 
10:36:41 AM !State Attorney- Jim Vogt ! 
10:36:44 AM :Personal Attorney- Jared : 
!Martens ! 
10:37:03 AM l Judge Norton f reviews the file and the updated PSI and a 
! ! letter she just received from the Defendant 
i Jand will append that letter to the PSI. 
10:40:24 AM l Judge Norton f inquires as to the restitution amounts of 
: J$25;640:-:-70·on·the·14200:case and 
! !$14,796.16on the 17734 case. 
10:41 :02 AM jstate Attorney- jadvises the $25,640.70 is correct and the 
! ! 17734 case restitution is another $650 on 
! !top of the $14,796.16 and they can 
! !stipulate to that amount. 
10:41 :46 AM l Judge Norton f questions the Defendant regarding that 
: :extra amount of restitution. 
10:42:21 AM 1Defendant f agrees with that amount of restitution. 
10 :42: 32 AM ! Personal Attorney - ! has no objection to those amounts of 
: : restitution . 
................................................ .; ................................................................................................... i .............................................................................................................................................. . 
10:43:24 AM !Judge Norton !comments. 
10:43:25 AM istate Attorney - :argues sentencing, recommending as to 
i !14200, on Ct's 3, 5+0, on Ct 4, 0+10 
: :consecutive, and on Ct 5, 0+5, consecutive 
! !so for an aggregate of 5+15. As to the 
! ! 17734 case, on Ct 1, 5+0, on Ct's 2, 5 & 6, 
! ! 0+5 consecutive to each other, so for an 
! !agregate of 5+15 for 20. And the 14200 & 
! !the 17734 case run concurrent to each 
I !other. 
10:45:11 AMiJudge Norton [advises she can't do that because the 
! !property crimes have a minimum of one 
................................................ ! ................................................................................................... ! year. that .. she .. has .. to .. order ......................................................... . 
10:46: 13 AM :Judge Norton : Pass Case to figure out a new sentencing 
i !recommendation. 
tr - ]ff: JJl 1l 
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Judge Norton 022813 Jlne Korsen Penny Tardiff • Courtroom508 
Time Speaker Note 
11:10:31 AM:.:,. 1st. v. Corey Young 
1 CRFE 12-14200/CRFE 12-17734 
j j Sentencing Cust 
11: 10: 33 AM 1 Defendant 1 Defendant is present in custody. 
11: 10:36 AM jstate Attorney - Jim Vogt j 
11: 10:38 AM j Personal Attorney - Jared j 
:Martens : 
................................................ .;. ...........................................................................•................................ ,>-···························································································································································· 
11: 10:42 AM I Judge Norton /ecalls this case. 
11: 11 :42 AM istate Attorney - jcontinues arguing sentencin, recommending in 
lthe 14200 case, on Ct 3, 4+0, Ct 4, 1+13 to run 
lconsecutive and on the Elude, 0+2 to run 
iconsecutive, to get to 5+15. On 17734 case, 
1Ct1, 1+0,Ct2, 1+8,Ct5, 1+7, andCt6,2+0 
lthat adds up to 5+15. ine in Ct's discretion, 
1 restituion in the 17734 case totals out to 
. 1$15,446.16. 
11 :18:44 AM I Personal Attorney- !argues sentencing, requesting 2+3 and either a 
! !Therapeutic Community rider or a Therapeutic 
! I Community at the prison. 
11 :25:48 AM jDefendant jmakes a statement on his own behalf. 
11 : 35: 11 AM I State Attorney - 1 submits No Contact Orders to the Court and 
I I has no objection to the letters going to the 
! !victims that he just received from the 
................................................ l... .......................................................................................................... [ Defendant. ........................................................................................................................ . 
11 :35:43 AM IJudge Norton lwill order a No Contact Order but will allow him 
: Ito give the letters to the victims through the 
. iVictim Witness Coordinator. 
11 :36:03 AM :Judge Norton :comments and imposes a JOC in the:Hl-200> 
i icase;-on-Ct'3;-4~0, on CC4,-1i·13.ccinsecuti~e, 
2/28/2013 
i iip~Ct 5, 0+2 consecutive,,so for a total of 5+15f 
120;:-ln Cr5, 33ears absolute drive(s·license., 
:suspension·& ct costs on each-count On the 
I 17734 case, on Ct 1, 1 +0, Ct 2, 1 +8, 
lconsecutive, on Ct 5, 1+7, consecutive, Ct 6, 2 
:+0, also consecutive, court costs on each count. 
i1nthe-142b·o case orders restiuttion $25:640.70 
Jand in the 17734-case orders-$15~446~16"in- -
: restitution. Waive PD reimbursement, waive 
! PSI costs and waive any fines. Ct orders NCO 
jwith Scott Fredrick Trepagnier, Alycia Ann 
! Ritchie, Jackci Jennifer Lottie, Jacob Allen 
!Bittick, Jon Whipple, Krista Lloyd, Tessa 
IO'Donnell, Amy Champ, Megan Whipple, & 
iSam O'Donnell with no exceptions until Feb. 27, 
12033. 
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/2dge Norton 022813 line Korsen 
11 :44:01 AM Judge Norton 
2/28/2013 
Penny Tardiff • Courtroom508 
advises the Def of the right to appeal within 42 
days. 
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NO. ___ , .... .,rir:L!:l = 
• - A.M . .,,.. - P,M.-... ----FEB 2~ 2013 
r.1..~.P-!o'J:O!:!.!:!.ER D RICH, Cieri( 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL'-.:m:>Tt(JY..~tNE KORSEN 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA DEPUTY 















NO CONTACT ORDER 
D AMENDED 
DR# B12003194 
D Ada D Boise 
The above-entitled matter having come before the Court, and good cause appearing therefor, 
D GC D Meridian 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named defendant shall not contact (including: in person or through another person, 
or in writing or e-mail, or by telephone, pager, or facsimile) or attempt to contact, harass, follow, communicate with, or 
knowingly remain within 100 feet of: TREPAGNIER SCOTT FREDRICK) RITCHIE ALYCIA ANN~ JACKCI JENNIFER LOTTIE, 
BITTICK JACOB ALLEN 
Exceptio~ are: 
129- no exceptions 
D to contact by telephone between____ .m. and _____ .m. on ___________ _ 
_______ for the following purposes: ______________________ _ 
D to participate in counseling/mediation 
D to provide for the exchange of children between the parties through _______________ _ 
D to retrieve personal necessities from the residence/protected address through ___________ _ 
D to meet with or through attorneys and/or during legal proceedings 
D to respond to emergencies involving the natural or adopted children of both parties 
D other:--------------------------------------
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant named herein shall not go within 300 yards of the above-named person's 
residence or workplace as set forth below (provide this information only if requested by prosecution): 
Residence Address Work Address 
A VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER IS A SEPARATE CRIME under Idaho Code § 18-920, for which no bail will be set until an 
appearance before a judge. A first and second conviction for the crime of violation of a no contact order is a misdemeanor 
and is punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000) or by imprisonment in the county jail not to exceed 
one (1) year, or both. A third conviction for violation of a no contact order within five (5) years is a felony and is punishable 
by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000) or by imprisonment in the state prison not to exceed five (5) years, or 
both. Further, any such violation of this order may result in the increase, revocation, or modification of the bond set in the 
underlying charge for which this no contact order was imposed. 
If there is more than one domestic violence protection order in place, the most restrictive provision will control any 
conflicting terms of any other civil or criminal protection order. 









NO,, _________ _ 
U. FILE~.M. Sf•() 7 
• MAR . 0~-5 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MARTHA lYKE 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014200 
























On the 28th day of February, 2013, before the Honorable Lynn G. Norton, District 
Judge, personally appeared James Vogt, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County of Ada, 
State of Idaho, and the Defendant with his attorney, Jared Martens, for the pronouncement of 
judgment in this case. 
The Defendant has been convicted upon a plea of guilty to the offenses of COUNT 
III: BURGLARY, FELONY, I.C. §18-1401; COUNT IV: GRAND THEFT, FELONY, LC. 
§§18-2403(1), 18-2407(1)(b) and 18-2409; and COUNT V: ELUDING A PEACE 
OFFICER, FELONY, I.C. §49-1404(2)(a)(b)(c) of the Information (Counts I and II having 
been previously dismissed pursuant to plea agreement). The Court asked the Defendant if he 
had any legal cause to show why judgment should not be pronounced against him. No 
































IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED that the Defendant is guilty as charged and convicted; 
that the offense for which the Defendant is adjudged guilty herein was committed on or about 
September 25, 2012. 
IT IS ADJUDGED that the Defendant is sentenced, pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ 19-2513, to the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction to be held and incarcerated 
by said Board in a suitable place for a period of time as follows: 
COUNT III: For a minimum fixed and determinate period of confinement of four ( 4) 
years; with the fixed minimum period followed by an indeterminate period of custody of up 
to zero (0) years, for a total term not to exceed four (4) years. 
COUNT IV: For a minimum fixed and determinate period of confinement of one (1) 
year; with the fixed minimum period followed by an indeterminate period of custody of up to 
thirteen (13) years, for a total term not to exceed fourteen (14) years, to run consecutive to 
Counts III and V. 
COUNT V: For a minimum fixed and determinate period of confinement of zero (0) 
years; with the fixed minimum period followed by an indeterminate period of custody of up 
to two (2) years, for a total term not to exceed two (2) years, to run consecutive to Counts Ill 
and IV. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, on Count V, the Defendant's driving privileges are 
absolutely suspended for a period of three (3) years, upon release from incarceration. DURING 
THIS TIME PERIOD, DEFENDANT MAY NOT DRIVE AT ALL FOR ANY REASON 
WHATSOEVER. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code §18-309, the Defendant shall be given credit for the time 































IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant shall pay restitution in the amount of 
twenty-five thousand six hundred forty and 70/100 dollars ($25,640.70), and shall remit court 
costs (per count) of seventeen dollars fifty cents ($17.50); Criminal Justice Fee of ten dollars 
($10.00); P.O.S.T. Fee of fifteen dollars ($15.00); Victim Notification Fee (VINE), pursuant 
to LC. §31-3204, in the amount of ten dollars ($10.00); !STARS Fee of ten dollars ($ 10.00); 
Peace Officer Temporary Disability Fee of three dollars ($3.00); Victim's Compensation Fund 
in the amount of seventy-five dollars ($75.00); and Emergency Surcharge Fee of one hundred 
dollars ($ 100.00). 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant be committed to the custody of the 
Sheriff of Ada County, Idaho, for delivery forthwith to the custody of the Idaho State Board 
of Correction at the Idaho State Penitentiary or other facility within the state designated by 
the State Board of Correction. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this Judgment 
and Commitment to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of the Defendant. 









CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
~ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this S day of March, 2013, I mailed (served) a true 
and correct copy of the within instrument to: 










JARED B. MARTENS( )1_;,.,,u 3/,/1.3) 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1615 W HAYS STREET 
BOISE ID 83702 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA-EMAIL 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
VIA-EMAIL 
14 CCD SENTENCING TEAM-DOC 















PROBATION & PAROLE-PSI DEPARTMENT 
VIA-EMAIL 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
ATTN DRIVERS SERVICES 
VIA-EMAIL 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
By:~·~ 
Deputy Court 1erk 
4 
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Ada County Mugshot - Prosecutor's Office 
User: PRCURTKI 
Photo Taken: 2012-09-25 18:52:00 
Thursday, October 4, 2012 
Name: YOUNG, CORY DALE 
Case#: CR-FE-2012-0014200 
LE Number: 117847 DOB: SSN: 
Weight: 140 Height: 602 
-
Drivers License Number: Drivers License State: 




R E\INSTALLS\lnHouse\Crystal\Analyst4\Sheri SHF MugshotProsecutor.rpt 
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• 
Greg H. Bower, 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
James E. Vogt 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 




MAR O 6 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By JANINE KOHSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE'DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDA.HO, 
P\aintiff, 
vs. 











Case No. CRFE20120014200 
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION 
AND JUDGMENT 
WHE~AS, on the ~y of tehtw'zf= 7al3, , a Judgment of 
Conviction was. entered against the Defendant, Corey Dale Young, and therefore pursuant 
to Idaho Code § 19-5304 and based on evidence presented to this Court, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the Defendant, Corey Dale Young, shall make 
restitution to the: victim(s) and/or law enforcement agency(ies) in the following amounts: 
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION AND JUDGMENT 










Post judgment interest on said restitution amount will accrue from the date of this 
Order and Judgment at the rate specified in Idaho Code §28-22-104. 
Restitution in the amount of $25,640.70 is to be paid joint and several with co-
defendant: Brian Timothy Mack, Case No. CR-FE-2012-0015190. 
FURTHER, pursuant to LC. §19-5305, this Order may be recorded as a judgment 
r 
against the Defendant, Corey Dale Young, and the listed victim(s) may execute as provided 
by law for civil judgments. 
FURTH;ER, it is the responsibility of the Defendant to notify the Restitution 
Department (208-287-7700) if at any time a victim collects by means of the civil judgment. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION AND JUDGMENT 





Jolene C. Maloney 
MALONEY LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
200 North 4th Street, Suite 302 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Tel. No. (208)~336-5544 
Fax. No. (208)-429-1100 
Idaho State Bar No. 6852 




MAY 2 Q,.2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA \ 
STA TE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
Vs 
COREY DALE YOUNG, 
Defendant. 
.., - -
Case No. CR-FE-2012-17734; .CR-FE-
(.20f2-f4200 -
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
TO: THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE .. ENTITLED COURT AND ALL PARTIES: 
EACH OF YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Jolene C. Maloney hereby 
enters her appearance as attorney of record for COREY DALE YOUNG, Defendant in the above-
entitled matter. All further pleadings and correspondence should be sent to the address indicated 
above. 
DATED this 2Q_ day of May, 2013 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - l 
000106
13:59 • P.003 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE ·' 
TilE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY CERTIFIES that on this ~Q day of May, 2013, I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing legal document to be served upon the individual 
named below in the manner so indicated: 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Facsimile: 208-287-7709 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 2 
CJ MAILED 
Cl HAND DELIVERED 
D OVERNIGHT DELIVERY 
P{_F ACSJMILE TRANSMISSION 
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• Jolene C. Maloney 
MALONEL Y LAW OFFICE 
200 North 4th Street, Suite 302 
Boise, Idaho 83702-6003 
Telephone (208) 336-5544 
Facsimile (208) 429-1100 
Idaho State Bar No. 6852 
Attorney for Defendant 
• NO.---~Fl-;-;;Li;:;--°ui 7)7. ~:-.. ?il2:~~~-A.M.----' ·-e,'-
JUN 11 2013 
CHAISiOPHEA o. RICH, Clerk 
By F:LJ\INE TONG 
Ol!PIJTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR FE 2012-17734 
CR FE 2012-14200 
RULE 35 MOTION 
COMES NOW the Defendant, Corey Dale Young, by and through his attorney ofrecord, 
Jolene C. Maloney, and hereby moves this Court pursuant to Rule 35 of the Idaho Criminal 
Rules to reconsider and reduce the sentence imposed. 
The Defendant does not allege that the sentence imposed was illegal; the Defendant's 
Motion is a request for leniency. The basis for this Motion is set forth in the attached Exhibits A 
through G. 
DATED this /0 day of June, 2013. 
MALONEY LAW OFFICE 
RULE 35 MOTION - Page I [J ORIGINAL 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _u)_ day of June, 2013, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Ada County Prosecutor 
200 W. Front St:, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
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Norma J. Petross 
718 6th ave. south 
Payette.ID 83661 
In regards to the character of Corey Dale Young 
Sir Your Honor, 
If I may I would like to say a few words on behalf of my good friend 
Corey Young. I realize the crimes he is charged with are very ~erious 
and if convicted there will be punishment. I think before you make 
your decision it's important to know who Corey is as a whole person. 
Not just the drug addled ex-con. The Corey that I know is one of the 
kindest most compassionate young men I have ever met. My Name 
is Norma Petross I'm 65 years old. My mate and I met Corey shortly 
after he was released from Prison. He and his girl moved in next 
door. Corey is one of the most up beat positive persons. We totally 
admired his straight forwardness and honesty. We became fast 
friends. He visited us in our home often. We grew to look on him as 
part of our family. He was actually very much closer to us than our 
children. Always there when we needed him. About 18 months ago 
my mate passed away suddenly. At this point in tir:ne he considered 
Corey his best friend~ He told me some time before he passed he 
thought Corey wasn't just our friend, but was our guardian angel. 
Someone especially sent here to watch over and care for us. I 
believe that. My mate and I were in a 33 year relationship. When he 
passed I was lost for a long time. Corey was there from the very first. 
Talking to me encouraging me, bringing me food, entertaining me, 
helping me with anything I needed. Most importantly caring about 
me, letting me know I wasn't alone. He did all this for me while 
carrying the burden of losing his beloved brother to an accident. I 
don't remember Corey ever coming to or leaving my house,( and he 
has been here a lot), that we weren't both smiling. I think Corey is a 
very important person. I truly believe he saved my life. With out his 
encouragement. I don't think I would have went on. Please have 
mercy your Honor. This man has a kind and good heart. It would be 
such a waste to lock him away for a long time. He has made so many 
friends out here that love him. That terrible drug made him do these 
bad things. He would have never done any of these things if his brain 
wasn't effected by this drug. Can you help him? : . · 
Sincerly with respect for you your Honor and the court,- -





- Ken Curtis -
Licensed Professional Counselor & Independent Licensed Social Worker 
A&A Consulting Services 
Post Office Box 6471 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Cell Phone: 208 284-8827 
Email: ken67 43 @ hotmail.com 
To: The Honorable Judge Lynn Norton 
Re: Corey Young 
15 April 2013 
By way of introduction, my name is Ken Curtis and I am a Licensed Professional 
Counselor and Licensed Independent Social Worker (Idaho License Numbers LPC-
4819 and LSWl-27227). I'm on my third career. My first career as an Air Force 
paralegal ended after 23 years in 1995. My second career with Idaho Department of 
Correction (IDOC), most as a counselor at Idaho's maximum-security prison ended after 
1 O years in 2008. I earned a bachelor's degree in Social Work from Boise State 
University and a master's degree in Marriage and Family Counseling from Northwest 
Nazarene University. Part of my 10 year IDOC career included two and one-half years 
as a Parole Hearing Officer with Idaho's Parole Commission. 
I met Corey during my first couple of years at IMSI. Due to high security needs 
programming at IMSI was very limited and Corey was only offered Breaking Barriers 
which I facilitated and Cage Your Rage, an anger management program. He also 
received some individual counseling from me. I was very pleased to learn that with only 
the tools from these two programs and some limited counseling Corey stayed out of 
trouble for 16 years. When Corey got out of prison he failed to follow up on stay current 
on his programming needs. He was not equipped when he suffered some very heavy 
grief and loss due to the death of his brother to whom he was very close. Instead, he 
relapsed into drug use as a dysfunctional way to deal with the emotional pain. That he 
did so well with just limited counseling and limited programs it is my professional opinion 
that he is a prime candidate for further programs. Corey looked me up and reached out 
to me after 16 years because what he received from me must have made a deep impact 
on him. With additional programs, I believe he will be able to functionally cope with 
heavy stressors that are a natural part of modem life and the next time be a 
permanently productive member of society. 
If I can be of further assistance please contact me by mail, email, or phone. 
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October 3, 2012 
Judge of Ada County 
Hearing Date: October 10, 2012 
RE: Corey Young 
Your Honor, . 
We ~sh to show our support for Corey Young, and plead the Court 
to give Corey a chance to tum his life around. 
. ' 
W.e: ~ve knovvn Corey for about four years now, and he has been a 
~t~4. friend and neighbor. I have spent countless hours with 
Corey on the river, cat fishing. We have talked about his past and 
Jti,~ _hopes foi:- tQ.eJuture; about his mistakes and his desires not to 
tep~~t'tb,em~\ _ _' ..; .. , ,, .. '. ·; · .'::-., .. ' , :, -;;,:,,'., ::._. . · . ,,, L··. ; '.: :· .·~::;. ·, ·. ·. i ''., 
VP up.tilJl feW,}no.ntlls.ago, C::9rey,was.cioing_this. He would travel 
~f:()~s .$.~ state to help.his family when they needed him; while ·· 
trying_tp_ ~~ta}?lish his bµsines~ _hereJn Payette .. He; was. ah\Tays 
lteretob.eip mewh~ney~~(neededhelp.: .~ ;,·.:. ,;,,,· : ·. '.', ,·. ,., 
:·.:, ~- .·. - - ·; /~'~.: 1.: .:·-: --~ ... ·: ,.;:~t, :.: 1·:·_ .. -, --:-~ :~hr·:· _1.·:! / ·: ·• .-:; 
Ab~ut a year ago, we were in my boat on the river. Corey told me 
that he had sold his car,· and the man who bought it had contacts 
~ith ~eal ~state p~op1~- }fe,to,\d. Cor~y he ·wollld s~nd some work 
in labor and.m~tenance ,his way._ This was. good news; as it ... ; ' ' 
W~tµQ:b.e~p ,with:J-µ~ _fuco~~ ~hil~ he "788. buµding.-his:drain ·.' 1 . • .b . . ·, . . · 
~-e~g, ,-µ~~es~. L· ... :. ': .. _··-"'.,::::. ::.\;,,; ;.-:- , ... ;:.:,., ;'.'< i_:Y · · .·.: ... .-.. :. ·. 
We had leaqied tha~ in._tl,-e last few weeks, instead of job·,. --._. · 
opportunities, Corey was re~troduced tQ the ·4irty world of lies and 
drugs! ; With some· bad decisions and more mistakes, his life 
qt,tl9kly~~piraj_ed0Qtofc9ntrot. .. r·~·:·i .· .. .-,,. :-'_.,_. i·, 












Al: ~.~b:9~ ~e,::CC>r,ey .. 1Q$t;~Y~cything he worked so hard to 
~~pi.eye.,.·.:_.;..:.:., : : '., .. :· .. : ,··:,· .. .. . -.'.·:·.·: · ·: .. ·.,, 
;): . .:-· ... :.·:.~ ;·r;_:·-~:··~ . .-·.::i · · ::_:~·--=~~/. ::.·_~·:·'? ·~\·;~i;.::_:.:"_·=···.·.-:·-:::~·: .:-.: .::.: ---!·;,_:· ·. ~:·i:).·,;·,';.: r-.. , ~?- ·: -:.- :.··· 
rw. a 65 ye~ old .Marine. CQrp~,. veteran. rv~:.-m.own a lot of 
. young men; sonie good and some bad .. Believe me when I say 
~f?!~ J~;~Jqt ,P,9.f~ good in Corey than bad. He lost the decade of 
·. hl~ tw.en.tles. jn_ prison,. w:h~n he should have been learning 
impprtant l.ife. ~kills, learning from hi~ mistakes. like. all young men 
dq~ Instead he WllS learning to,survive in prison. When Corey got 
out, he ha~ t<> .learn on the fly. . . . " · - · · , .. · 
;: _··:··-: -.· ____ : .: . ::· >.· .. <~- ..... ;. -·:; , .. .'. -:"· . ~~ .. -.. _. _. : '. ·._/. ~~ - ~. _ .. '. . -_- ._:.:·:::.:._.-~:- ··- . ..:~· ~- .. · ______ ·--'~-- .. :_ -~-. 
Right now, Corey needs professional and spiritual guidance: We·· 
have a l.o~ of fajth in what he can. ac~eve. With God's help and 
wi~ r~habilitatio.n, .4e,canbecome a·good.9itizen and:contribute 
good things to our society. We also fear that a lQt ofhard.th.ne will 
set him back so far tliat he may never recover. . . . . . :,, . ; '.. '. :. : . .. 
• •• -, .'. : ! •• ·•.. •• • •• _.·· ·... • . • • .. • 
.- ):n.~ YP\l,.Yo~ .. Honor. We appreciate your consideration in.the 
case ofCoreyyo~g. . · , ,,. i ,, '.., ·,· .. · , _ ... · · , ·., . 
. ~. . .· . ·.-: ;_ : . ·: . . 
: ~ .. ': .. :· ·.'. ··.·:- . :·, .· : ~ ··, .. .' ~ . . . ' .. '.' 
. : . ; ;_~ f : •... 
··:.··._. 
P~y~tt~, I~ho 
.. ' . \ 
. -:' .. 
. . .' .. ) :· : : ~ '.' - . . · .. ~ : _..., . ( ·_. :-.· .· :· .·.·· ! ~.· ··.· ·.• •. •·. ·.• .. :.-_',·· .- ·.· .. · .. ·· '·, ·_.,·. ·:·· .. ; . . ~ . : : . '· ·- ( .•. :- : ... ·: •; : . . 
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To Whom It May Concern, 
My name Is Diana Clover. I am the President of a small business out In the Fruitland Idaho 
area. We currently employ 54 people and most of the work we do is office-clerical type work. 
Fortunately and unfortunately we have a beautiful facility which sits on about 30 acres of grass. 
Th"°ugh colleagues and our massive lawn I had the opportunity to get to know Corey Young. 
,~ . ~ -
Corey came to work for our company about 3 summers ago on a part time basis. His main 
job was building maintenance with a focus on our lawn care. He was always very reliable, hard 
working, and a pleasure to work with. On the days when we had to mow the lawn Corey was here 
early and would leave long after everyone else had gone home. He never complained about the Job 
he was doing and always showed sratltude for the opportunity to have the Job. When we had an 
employee In our billing department need to take a leave of absence because of a shoulder injury 
Corey stepped in and volunteered to help and spent a few months working Inside the office. 
Even though the road Corey has traveled has not been the easiest his attitude toward life 
and making hl"'self better was Impressive. In the spring of the third year he wor:ked for us he came 
. . . . . . . . ' -·· . . . . . : 
to me and asked for a loan to buy some equipment to start his own Roter-Rooter type business. 
Corey had a business plan all mapped out and a way to repay the money he was going to borrow 
. and_ make his business successful._ After examlr1lng his plar:11 believed he could do It a,id he did. He 
paid us back the money he borrowed In the time frame he said he would and went out and started 
and o~rated his own succes~ul business. 
The Corey I know Is ~arlng, loving, hard w~rl<ing,. and ~n: ~sset to our community. He values 
hts'friendships· and his rep~atfo'n. I hoi>~-thls lett:Jt has offered some insight to the person he is 
and the person he can be. If I can be of any more help plea$e feel free to contact me. 
Diana Clover 
88S-7n-5543 ext 5002 office 
Diana@dsfac:tors·:com. 
208-965-0179 cell 








Dear Judge Norton, 
I thank you, so much, for taking the time to read the letters that people have written on 
Corey's behalf. These letters come from people that have gotten to know Corey very well 
over the years. They are people that came to me and offered to write a statement about 
the person they know Corey as. When all of his trouble transpired this last summer, 
anyone close to him was very shocked. The most common thing, that I heard from 
people, was the same phrase, which was, "he is such a good guy". We were all dismayed 
by his actions. 
I've known Corey for almost 7 years now. We met through a mutual fiiend while he 
was still in the Boise prison. Through letters, phone conversations, and visits, he revealed 
someone that was the total opposite of the person that I imagined him to be. He was 
honest from day one; never held anything back, never tried to hide anything. I found him 
to be a genuine, caring, honest person. Corey had a desire to succeed and was determined 
to start a life for himself and never go back to jail again. He was on the right track for so 
many years. I've been told a lot of stories from when he was younger and from when he 
was in prison. When he would tell me these stories, it was almost like he was talking 
about somebody else because it was hard for me to visualize him being that person. It 
surely didn't sound like the man that I was living with! 
Corey has already spent so much of his life in prison; years that were beneficial for him 
to be learning life lessons. When he was released, it was like a whole new world to him. I 
know this, because I was there, trying to help guide him when he needed it. Even though 
that hurdle was there, he was able to overcome it, make some pretty big accomplishments, 
and also have a positive impact in numerous people's lives. He started his own business 
in 20 I 0, we purchased a home together in 2011. Corey was so ecstatic about having his 
Action Rooter Service company. Always wanting his phone to ring so he could go out 
and clean somebody's drain! He took so much pride in his work and it was amazing to 
. , :watch him gleam like that. Corey is always someone that people know they can go to 
when they need help with anything. On more than one occasion, when his family in 
Blackfoot needed help with their Rooter business, he immediately went to their rescue! At 
the drop of a hat, Corey is someone that can be counted on for anything. That's how he's 
. always been since I've known him. . · · • , , · .· ·. · · · :, ;.., 
In 2011, ~orey's youngest brother was killed in a car accident and this had a very hard 
. impact on him. '.fhis was the first time he had ever lost sonieorie tlui.f was vety close to him 
. and he didn'~ kno\Y _how_to deal with it. Depi:ession is a very dark and scary place to be .. 
· aµd I suggested that maybe he should se~ help: Being ashamed and embarrassed about 
it, it ·wasn't an option for him. He started drinking alcohol for about 6 months and one ·· 
_day he ju~t stopped. Sometime after that, he started doing metll I wasn'feveri:aware he 
was doing it at first, I knew something was going on, but I never thought itto be meth . 
because he~.s always talk~. so ~&4.about it an4 he knows how he gets when he's .. oiJ. it: 
. Wh~.I did find out, I_lcic~ed him o-qi° of our home and hejust nose-dived into it.· I didn't '· 
· r~alizethat meth ~ould.co~pletely change a person }!ke that. I couldn't understand why 
he wo1:1ldn't just stop and why he was willing to give up everything he had and continue to 
· hurt the people that loved ~ ·th~ most. ,I've since read aboutmeth and watched a lot of 
. shows about it and so I understand a little more now.: He was a totally different person 
. '. ·. . . . ' . . ~ . ~ . 
_·_;·-, 
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when he was on that. It,s scary ... 
Since Corey has been in the Ada County Jail, rve noticed some positive changes in 
him. He aclmowledges that he does need some type of rehabilitation program for his 
problem and I think he.may even need to either spend time with either a grievance 
counselor or-a therapist to help .him deal with problematic issues that he has. Corey has 
sp~t ~ Ip~ Qf µm~ µi pr;iso~. l!Ad h:e k;n,~ws th~tJ:i.~s~n ~9 the ~e., ,;ButJ1e.knnws·,that 
111~~ 4~ ;'Ypu.l~ '.J1,Y~:i~:. ~~ge,i~~ .a P.~,OQ, fot :the:wotse;, ,to:.be· ~le: tt> adapt back to the 
P~9.?}~£;e. C~~g ·tq ~¢. ~~!e,to StµVive .in prison for a.long period oftime would:atso· · 
put. him at risk c;,f notJ>.etng able to get the help .that-he now knows. he needs.· He ·--• ·' · . • · 
aclmo~-~ges )iis mis\~~s-~d,)q1ow:s he ne~s to be:punished. He-truly w.ants to right the 
~ongs_ ~~: has done, iµid h~ feeJs terrible for the tJtlngs he clicL If Corey is put back into 
pnsonJ<>r the y~,that h~Js_.looking at, he will ·surely regress in life again and it Vlill be a 
9ti:uggle °f9r. ~ ,t9Jcee,p;µp, with _spcietywhen· he:is released:-·I ,knoW··whafhe did1s"a ·:;' 
repe~t. pf,~~ p~st; _bµt,it wasn!_t lµs· plan.-:, -~he }Vere a :m:elll!,Ce :to-society; ·:he :would ;liave 
dqµ,~ ~~Je:>hg ~efore now:;. I ju~t--~Qw-Gorey ·so~well; and this:isjust' iiot the pets-Sn 'that 
_h_e, :~~Y-.~!J ~ai;td. ~esid~ llim,to~y,i even,.after··all the1chaotic>sfress' and h_~:~~he iit: 
put m,~~ough; becauseltruly.knQw,tbathe didn'tdeh'betatety·gcfthisrotite. ·This'_, .. ·:·' 
wasn_'t t~e. i;ea.J. CQrey Y: oung .. ~e-honestly is -a very· good 'person and he· needs 'seine help. 
I just ask that you. take irito consideration the lett~rs that have been written, and help put 
him-somewhere where.he can benefit froni;· ·) · · :,,.::·/; ( '·: · ; :'. _,· :·,:,. · >-'· : ::,. · · 
. ! . ::· .• ·::.: .. '-· 
• •• ~ •• • : • :· ,' : -.: :-_ ~- i '. ·.,; ' .-• •. __ ; .. .' :: : __ :· : -· •. , . · . . ·' . ·.,· ;,, · .. ,·;·.:.: -.· .. ' ":·: · ... 
Thank.y~n1;.-·' ~ .. ,,: .. ·_,, 
Tambi Carrillo:-· : : ; · · · 
. ~ ; : : . ' . 
. :·· :_:-,: ,·:•. 
·.·). 
_:_..· ; ;,,_ 
··. ~ : ~: .. •• • ~ • • f ' • • • • • ' :•• .- :·,: 
•!": •· .•: .• -
,; ,) t• :;i:•: :: I,• 
· .. ·:: :···-~-, ~:-;_.-.-:~·- <· -...... -··. 
'.- .: ·. -: 
. .. -~ : . ·. ·, .. ·.· 
·:·-:·.:.-. 
·' . : ~ . ' ·,; ·-;, ._:_., 
.. , : ... : . ·:."- ;~ . " 
: ( . .:::· .. 
, •: : ~ • •. : I •• ~ • • . 
:· .. .'. . : ;'. ' . : ':.;. :_: ~ :· ,- . . ' • • l . • . • •. • : ,: •• • •• ; ~ :· .... ·. ,~:·. :~·~·.:. '·':J\,·~ .' 
. : ·,; i .. :•: >: . :.:. ;: : ; . :·.-.::.= .. ;:· f; · .. ·. . . ·.- .. . :·: ~ .. ··. · .. ..: . . ·: ,;, . :·( .. ·. ,:.-( . . . , ... 
. . :. ·, : . ~-- :.. : . .. ~ . . ·."; , .. ·,:• . : ;: -::.,:'i . 
·,;:. 
: : . : ... :. \: ~~-. . ~-· .. .. :~ :: : .. 
. . : .I.~ ; ', 
.... ' . . . ,.~. .. :,: .· . ·.: ; 
:··-.. : ... :" _.:;·, .:·, .:. 
. ·: •':,'·:· .'., ! ... 
: _:,. ·; .:. ·. ~-. : . : ·= · ... • ..• ,7: -: ... -.... : ,' . ·.:., i_, , ··= .:·. r. 
. ·1 .< .. -:. __ . .. ·.-:·::• ' ~ ·.: . 
= ... :· ---~ ·.:: t. : . : .. ! . 
.{., 
,. ·i •• .-
:.-.,,,.·· ··,·:.!· .:·,·: r.:·-· .;:: '. · .. _.,,;- . ' :~ ' : . . ' . . . : . : : . . .




To Whom It May Concern, 
My mµne i~ Stephen Van Patten; .I ~1 currently a junio}'. ~t the University Qf Id~o studying 
',:: '. . ·• : .• : ·. ·:-:, •• •. · •. :_,J :, . ,, ··-Y·:··, .1:·: .. ··<· _, :~.' '.:: . . :. !; ,'.; ;_; ,:· ···-;-· .f,, ... : 
ip.~chanical e.ngine~ring. I 8:11'.1. writing this letterqn the behalf of,myfri~n4' s true 9µ~~ct~r. lf~rst 
• _'~ k ; , ; .' , : ,, ' •• ; ' - • ', • , , : , - ' ' • ,' '. : • • • : • , • I • • , • • : , • • ' - ' ~ '· ., • : , -' - :· - ' : , • • ' • •• , ' ' 
came to know Corey Young by.working thrQughmy job at D&S Factors. I got the job there.as a 
{•-~ ,-:_·~:: ._: :,_.::. ,, _.· i'·-~ ;--:. ·- ._;;•. •. .· . ;!'. ,::.·;··· ' ;•_::- '·!. ;;, ···: ~--~ ~- ·-- ,' _r-. . -·~ .. ·-· ·': ··- ., 
young, Fruitland .High .School stµdent just }ooltjng to ea,m som~ money ~>Ver the. suµuner .. I had 
. ~ -,~::; •;.'. ~---:. :.-:,) '. • '7' _., ;~ ,·.}·,·: :_~ .· ... -_._~·: :_ . ,.' , '; ! ··> · •. • .• ··, ; .• • '·. ·. ,·· :·' ,,_ : ;:· 
never had a real job up.to this point except fQr working on the fap:rily farm. I had put off getting a 
_:_·,-·.:.;:-. :, _.,:· :: . ::. :.1:·. -~· .. -._:;_. _; ' ;,r_;_: _; .:·. '. , •. '.i ·, ;. , •:: ~-- . •. '!I: > f,", '.· .. ' ·,. ·! .;, ' .... :.·. 
job, by ~e~p!11g b.usy ~n .~tivities. s~ch. as. h~gh school_ bask~baU,. B.'1S,iness Pr.ofes,sionals ,of 
-~. •, . • ·. . . ' .. ; ' • . : . ! ; . } . . . . ' . ,' •... ·.: • . . '-! . . . . ,•. \ \ .. • '·. ; . . ., .· .. ~ ' - . . . • • 
America, Associated Student Body, Boy Scouts, and keeping µiy V al~dictorian worthy grades. 
• • • _,, : ; t'; .', : ' . ; : 1 : • • •• • • , •: • • ,-' • ,' 1· •• : ." 1 : ,; , '. , ; • ~ '. • ; : ' : ~ /.1 : ! 1 • ! , . ,: ,•, , . .- . . ; ' , : · . ; l ; / ; • • : • . • , • 
~en I h.ad.hearq that in my ~rstjob (would~~ ,"'W~g;w.ith ~,m~ thatµad ~~~ i11)l~~,9n for 
• • \ • ;• :' ; I ; l ' ' ' , I ~ ~ ' ; ; , ~ • ,, : • ,• ." , ·· : '. f ·. • . • • • • • · " . -, • ' • • ' '. ,', ' ' • • ' • • ' > 
quit~ so!l:1e time, I w~n't sure what ~o expe.c!, Qµe of our firs.t projects was ;working .out in the 
';~:·, :..·• ;,•:~,.,• .::.;, '.J'; •.",/: •'.,: '•: ;:,, ::·.";"J;,, ,:.!f, i:-,: ,; ,•',~ 1 _;•,)• ••{,1 '~"·•
1
•', : ;.1. ,.· .. •' ,, I 
fields s~arting up a raspberry. field; and after a ~e~k of workip.g with h~m, th~ ,onJy way. I had the 
·;;···-.~~· .::,:·: ·-~ •. ·:,.:::1,,., ,·. ,~··.···~·:·:-: '..:.':\·;·:--~.·, ;·.).···~..!-<'•.·•·.:~ .. }_,_,.,_ 1,•.-; ···. _1 .. ·· '·. 
~li~t~~~ ~unc~ h~ ~~ ,~e~r. in. ptj;sqn w~, Aec~us~ ~ f~w P.~C>pJ~ '.~~ !~?ld !11~. s.9·. G<?!~ bee~~'. a 
. ' . .. . ' ·.· ... ··· ' ... ,. . . . ' . '. . . ,, . 
g~e>4 fri.end ~f mine tlµ'o,ugh all, of the. hard days' .w<>* we pu~ irlto th~ .:tn.any projec~. ~e were 
. " ... ' ... _ . . . . . . ' : . . .. . .. ; ~ ; .: ' ; . ·. . . . : . . ; . . ' . : . . ... . .. ··. .. .... . . . ' . ' . . : 
giv~n. ,'o/o~kin~ ~ar~. \V~il~ g.t?tting t<?)q10\V ~or~Y, (?Il,th,~job inad~ ,the wo~~ .~a)'~ ~.Jt wasn't 
: ' : ' ' • '..: ; • • • ' j • • : ' • • • • • '. ~, ... > ' , • : • • ~ ' • •• : • • ·' • .. • ; •• ', ·' ' • ; ' • • • •• • • • • •• • ; •• ~ > • ,:,, • 
just. small talk that, .we. engaged in to g~t .through the day; it w~ 1alk. about life .and jo~ng ~o~d 
• • •' ,: ' • •• • ' • • • ~ . ' • ~ : • \ ,' ; ! . • .; ' • ; •. • ' • • • I • ) •, ' :,, ·, I ~: ' • • • • ' ~ • : • •; • • • : ' ' • ' • • • " ' • ' ' • • ' ' ' : 
as you would picture friends doing. Some.of my high school friends couldn't.grasp that I worked :=-·,::·,:: ;· .. ''. i'· .. ;·~-.· .. ;r.:_:;;~· ...... :-:;_:·:: .. <~_,.·:.-·: .:~!J:·1: ,.··· ·-:·,··';: ; ".' ·_. ,:~ : .... -.: 
The next summer I was saddened to learn that we had completed many of the one-time projects 
: •· .. :. ,;:;~!J. ·:: ·.' ,,·. ;-~---~~· .. :·· :'..:: .. -;; .;,!, ~.!' ··: .. ·, ,: ' .. ;.': ···! •.• •\! ;.•' : '.( .... ,·. 1,. '- :::·-·· ·, 
~~ ~at ~ ~xtra._f41l, ti~r _P,?~iti°.~ ou~t~e,~~ po ,l?~~er n.r~~e~. ~~t A ~l ,ti.me p9si.~<>~ µi~ide 
• ! ', ' • • • ' • , . ' •• • 
the 1?~I4µig "'3$.needed to be.fille~., So.1:he:~ununer ~egan_ \\Tith Corer,\Vor~gout~ide and me 
,: ·:q;, : . ... :.: ., ' ·:.. . . . ·- . ... • .. ' ' • ' '. ' ~' ', ... '.' ! • ' .. ' '.' t ' • : - .' • •'' ; • • : • '. ; ••• '. • : • 
working inside; although, this didn't keep us from hanging out outside of lunchtime every day at 
: ' ·,. '· :':::_··~·:_ ... l :.- • : \.·' ',: ··:·~.l~' :.:-:~::~: :,.<·: : i· >· ·: .. ·. ·--~ ._:'. ,.· :.; ~ ! .',,.:~'-;·,· ••• !·.~ .. ·,~·· .·,... ·:., . ., ~ 
.. '.: ,', ;-·' ·, I • • •.; ,•~ ' 
-,: ' 
:'i : . 
,!_, 'l.•: ,: :,·. . , ... ,,,.,.; ;:;·:·it··~---..... 
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work. We liked to play video games online, go fishing, talk about football, and I would help out 
at his house if he needed assistance on any odd jobs. 
Aft~r ~~ding so. f8! you _ntight thµ1lc that I .was jm~t. beµig a good_person.aQ.4 ~elping a guy in 
:,.1 .. ,.·.· .::- · :··. -: ~ · .~ ,·,~ ·,,·-~ ... ;.· . ;:.~ !.~-, .: ;'-·.··'•;•.: .. · ·· •(: ·: :··'.•. : 0 • ·; '· .:·· 
n.immg_his ~ife. ~pm,id ~d ll?,~g ~ ~~al.,mi:u;i ~mt otJ,iims.elfby ~t~g,µp ,hl,s ~019-:~<>o:tiflg_ . 
• • • : : • • • . • •: ; '. ' . . . - : ' : . I ' . . ., . • . •, .• . '' • I. . I ! ' , • . ~· •: . ,,t •' .. • . . ' • 
~~:D:1P~¥-}~ ~~ !~~~-w~e~/-,~,~}l~~t,f ~~?J~~P?t~,1 ~8?J?)e~'7~Jot?<?1te~_~;- .... ·.,:, . ,;,,._:,,; ... 
. . During cpH~ge,I kept in touch with him every now and then through video games and 
!',,;:· -j ·., j, ,: • '·. •• .. 
vi.~its J:i,ome. 9n hol~~~Y. br~~-- JI_q:weyer, thjs .last sUllllller wasn't quite_ the.same. W~ cUdn'ttalk 
·: : :: '::: _:.; i. ·, ; . : . . . : __ 1 :. 1,: i'.. . "i: .• :- . : : : ·-·:· • ~ ~:. • ' • : -!'.'. . :·... ' . : _: / . ; ; .. : . / ; ; .!. ·:= . : ; i: .· 
a "7~0.le lot,_ .Y".,e. w~re both ~usy_ ~d fisWngyv~.n. 't p~~~yet sp. 'Ye _hadµ~t. llad a.~~~ce to _go .. _ .. 
• . , • t , .. • , • •,_ , • ; • • , , , . : • • · • • · , _ • • , r :' '• , • • • ~. • .' • • · • : J • ... , • • • / • • • : • ·: • • • • • • i : ' • • • • • ' • 
~ovv. I ~°'Y .~ath.e _drifted ~way b_ecause 9f_th~ r~~nt d~ath <Jf pi~ hrQth,~r .. A~ ;t4~ :tim~, ~ ~ew. _ .
. :···· :::.>~~, ,··:, :y'··· .· -· ,·.: .- • ... ; !·, .. - ·-·: .·.·-· ,' :· ., - .. -·· .. :- . ··- ::: ·'k"~_.•:-, ,·::' .. ·.··-1- .•. ,.,, .. -.. ·' ·; 
he 4ad been shook up a~p11t it and qold him ~P let µ,ie kp.o,w. any way .I could_h~lp._ aut,I w~ . 
I • ., , ' ' : ,! • ~ ~ • . • o • , , , : : : : • • _- , , • ~ • : • ~ , } -· : • _ • • • , • , • , ' • 1 , : • ; • 1 t • • ... - • • , ·- • ; • • , ! : . , , :_: '. : · • , . • , , 
~~~~~~J?N~ ~i,tp.~~~~ .'1~: ~~,';t ~~~~e. th~i. ~ec~H~~ ~f.hi,~, p~~ -~~: ~,d~(!,lm,~~ ~?~,~~ . . ., ,: 
. . ~ . • ! . . . . . ! •• ; • • : • ; ' . . • 
properly p~~ wi* _sqµie~i~g o(W~ -~.agni~d~'. I. <µdµ't ~Pw,th~ p.e ~as ~ti~l, s~ ,l;lp~etJater ,<>Il. 
•' • ' 1 : ' : ·.• :._ _. • ' I O ' • f '• • • 0 • ' • 0 •, ! • ~ _; • 0 • • : • • I ,• • '. • • i_ 0 • ; • • :- • • ' • ,• • ' ~ ': l • ._ • ! '•' ' • • • •, . - • ~ ' . ., • • • . 
~~r. Jhe ~ciqent m.4. it n~yer. ~rossed. ~Y. JJ14.t4 $.a{ ~s oJµJiab.i~ .wpµJ4. cqi,n~. p,~Ic. J :thiajc this t:··~- -:· :··.·_::.\.::::. :!~: . '· ,. i_~;- :-:: :_: .·;·:- :-·-.,! · ... :;,:--.. f. ;, ;,··,•,,:. ---~ ,-:· ·:··-·--. 1.;~..: :·=·--· ~~::··--~·:· .·-.;,_ ,: J,·' -'i'. 
is the reason that he go_t bac~ into ~e hon;ibl~ drugs th~ were tlte r~~on bel)ind his screw, ups in ~!-:- '-•::-:i;·,: ;;.·:·; : . -:.-·. ·-:.· _. ·:· :·: ,·._ .. :;~.-~--- ~.:-:- -· .:~_,_.·.:. ·_ · .. :: ._,t; ,; : ·,- -·· .. .:.:--:· _· .. : ·.-. . • 
his e8:flier years'. _I w,ish -~ coul~. h~y.e b~tm, ~ be~~~ fiien~t,;that.kn~-w. ~e-~ay ~!3 w.~. tl.u.t*ing an~ 
_:':'\:· .:i. :-:~: · ;.::- --~~ :: ,. ,l .;::,-,, .• ·:; ,; .-; ·_}:,:i _ _ :.::, ._ •.• · ;····· · i.: · 1.;. ..... -~.,.; ~/···! ~-:, .. , .. :·' ., .. : .•· -
b~n ,a, wayJ<?r_lµIl?- _to ~9pe_wi~ the si~ation.}_lm~'Y,it Jsjp. tl_i~ p~t ~P~. ap.~_:th,e _omy_ ~g I 
"/'"} -_i ..... ··.: •• -'~. ~ •• - .... :-·-J: :-'· •.· ::--'•, ~· .... · ·-··.:. ,- .... ,!• -·- : •:. :·'. •' :··' -·~-:·- ... --· 
c~ 90 ,~ Pf~rhe .. ~ets; ti].~ ~e~~~':1t~~ ne~4s ;and th.~ It~ ~~~ flllO.$.~tchanpe,. ~-~r.~y Y<>tµig 
. ; ; .- ~--', : , •": •:. • . , , .: ! , ·' ,_: -. • • 1 , , ._" . 0 , •. • -··-·: : ( • •, : , , -·: • • , : ~ ·-· • • ; .-. '. •• ·-; f .::-I!,''•' '!" ! ,t • ••• 1 • h··. , •• / .,. \ ' 
neeqs reltab. Ile 118;8 dpne ~s time_µi ptjs_on and ~e will dp it ag$.~fhe has tQ, bu~ the real focus. 
:..::-.~:'-_!.~- ;,1_;,·.; :, :·.:··: .''.::! .::.; ~ ,: -::,:-.: .•_: •. ;_. :,·._. ,:,;; ',--::·. ·--~---·t-:l :; ;,,;. ·: .-·:-:-·.-:.: ,·.··- \: . : ••: '.-t. ·-· _1_. ---
sh<>~~.1?~ on !~h.ab .. I .witnesse~ Cprey :(irstµap~ JQr ~ey!;'ral years .~4.. ~ ~.0.w ,th.e .. ~ he c~.Q.e . 
• ·,:.:-~.1 -· :· .. :.:,•,'. ~,:~;:; : ... _. ·:·' 1 -·~ -.: ;i ·-'. _.:. :_ i"_\~..t: .. •,; ,·,. · •. -. .. :- .... •:.•·: . .-.• ~- .. , • --· • ·:--··· ·--·-: .-. : ,. • 
He was on. the way to J)~coµtlng a vezyyalm1b.le .co~uQity m~mbei:, He was just a :(ew tools ,. 
. '. :'.' ', : •. '..I;'.;_,._,. :· ','· • • ,.• •. : .. • ~ ! ;, ; :, : : - . : . ·: f.:: ,• ! ; ' . ·,l ;, I:. : 'l ; , :-· • .. 1 .'-'.• :· •_-•._,,.I-."! .· . '. • I;.: . :'' ."j.' -, ; :~ : ·.• .. ' 
sho~ip pi~, to,ol.~~~JO h.elp)l~µt ~ftµdJ(i ,his _si:ttJatio~, »7h~ h~ .Calll~ t~ pne, or the .h~dest pm~ in 
"., • :: •--~~-. '•: ·.-.::,: ',• ,,;:,• : .. ~L '. •1 •-:::: ",', ')l '. ;" (• ,.!_ • •i '< :··•~,-·::.,. ~: 1:.1; "/" . . ',•: 4:_,• •. :I•·~•, .. :•., -, _'' 
his life. I believ~ tha:t if given ili,~etoo_l~ throt1gh rehf!,b .h~ wou.Icl.tak~.M.l advant.age of any 




given chance and become a great success story that could influence many lives. He definitely 
influenced my life and I hope I can play a small part in making his better through this letter. 
Corey and I don't see eye to eye on every aspect in life, but he is good man. The cdmes he is 
• • • ·_ :·' • • • • • • : : • • • ' ... : • : '. : .• - • - • :. f • • • .' • ,• :- ••• -.. : • - : : ' : ~ • • • : ; • : :' : •• ' ' ~: • : ' • • • ' ' • 
being accused of were the drugs doing and it makes me feel horrible to know the real Corey and 
to see the drugs wrestle him down again. I wish I could do more myself and the drugs wouldn't 
~e an issµe -~gain and the charges would be dropped. I know it's going to be a process, but I 
• : . ... . . • ; . . . 1 • ~ •. ·- . . 
believe in him and I hope this letter can help in some way. 
Thank you for taking the time to read through my experience with Corey Young. I encourage 
you to sincerely make the choices towards Corey's sentencing what you feel is best for the man's 
life. I still believe in him. 
Thank you agail) for your time it is much appreciated, , 
. . ·.. . .. -··· 
Stephen Van Patten 
. 1·:. '-' . 1·· ,, . ·: ;;.,i :·:, '1,. ~· • " : l 1 ··; • 
.. 
. • ! . . .... :.~ ., ·.-,·.-:_ 
• > ' ' "I ' )'_: •' -~' 
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/ 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
James E. Vogt 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
~ No.-t-t-,tb~--l t} FILED A.M._....a.._ _ _rPM ___ _ 
JUN 2 5 2013 
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
01!:PUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 










) ________________ ) 
Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014200 
STATE'S OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
CORRECTION OR REDUCTION 
OF SENTENCE, ICR 35 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, by and through James E. Vogt, Ada County Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney, opposes the Defendant's Motion for Reduction of Sentence. The Defendant 
has not cited any legally sufficient reason. The State urges the Court to deny the Defendant's 
motion, however if the Court does not deny the Defendant's Motion on the pleadings, then the State 
respectfully requests a hearing in the matter. 
DATED this /.- 'f day of June 2013. 
STATE'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S 
SENTENCE, ICR 35 (YOUNG), Page 1 
GREG H. BOWER 
. ogt 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CORRECTION OR REDUCTION OF 
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/ • 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this d4 day of JiJl ~ . 2013, I caused to 
be served, a true and correct copy of the foregoing Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Correction or Reduction of Sentence upon Jolene Maloney, Attorney at Law, 200 N 4th 
St. Ste. 302, Boise, ID 83702, in the manner noted: 
/By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first 
class. 
o By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for 
pickup at the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the facsimile number: 
STATE'S OPPOSffiON TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR CORRECTION OR REDUCTION OF 



























- - NO.---· FILE~A3:Qo _ A.fvl, ____ _. 
JUL O 9 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By JANINE KORSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014200V 
CR-FE-2012-0017734 
ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR 
REDUCTION OF SENTENCE 
In both cases, pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 35, Defendant Corey Dale Young filed 
motions on June 11, 2013 to reduce his sentence. The State filed an opposition to the motion on 
June 25, 2013. Motions under Rule 35 may be considered and determined by the court without 
oral argument or admission of additional testimony. I.C.R. 35(b). This motion does not require 
additional testimony or oral argument, and so the motion is fully submitted to the court for 
determination. 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
In CR-FE-2012-14200, Young entered guilty pleas pursuant to a plea agreement to the 
following felonies: Count III, Burglary, a felony under I.C. §18-1401; Count IV, Grand Theft, a 
felony under I.C. §§18-2403(1), 18-2407(1)(b) and 18-2409; and Count V, Eluding a Peace 
Officer, a felony under I.C. §49-1404(a)(b)(c). On February 28, 2013, a sentence was imposed 




























by a Judgment & Commitment. For Count III, Burglary, Young was sentenced to four (4) years 
fixed and zero (0) years indeterminate. On Count IV, Grand Theft, the Court sentenced Young to 
one (1) year fixed and thirteen (13) years indeterminate. On Count V, Eluding, Young was 
sentenced to zero (0) years fixed and two (2) years indeterminate. Young's driving privileges 
were absolutely suspended for Count V for three (3) years after being released from 
incarceration. Additionally, Young was ordered to pay restitution in the amount of $25,640.70, 
and court fees. Counts III, IV, and V are to be served consecutively for a total of five (5) years 
fixed and fifteen ( 15) years of indeterminate for a total unified sentence of twenty (20) years. 
The minimum punishment for Burglary is one ( 1) year fixed with the maximum 
punishment available to the Court for Burglary is ten (10) years of incarceration and $50,000 in 
fines. For Grand Theft, the minimum punishment is one (1) year, with the maximum punishment 
available is fourteen (14) years of incarceration and a $5,000 fine. The maximum punishment for 
Eluding a Peace Officer is five (5) years of incarceration, a $50,000 fine, with a one (1) year 
minimum absolute driver's license suspension and up to and three (3) years of suspended driving 
privileges. 
At the same time and pursuant to the same plea agreement, Young entered pleas and was 
sentenced to four other felonies in CR-FE-2012-17734. Young entered guilty pleas pursuant to 
the same plea agreement for the following felonies: Count I, Burglary, under LC. §18-1401; 
Count II, Grand Theft, under LC. §§18-2403(1), 18-2407(1)(b) and 18-2409; Count V, Burglary, 
under LC. §18-1401; and Count VI, Grand Theft, under LC. §§18-2403(1) 18-2407(1)(b) and 18-
2409. On February 28, 2013, a sentence was imposed by a Judgment & Commitment. For Count 
I, Young was sentenced to one ( 1) year fixed and zero (0) years indeterminate. On Count II, 
Young was sentenced to one (1) year fixed, and an indeterminate period of eight (8) years. For 




























Count V, Young was sentenced to one (1) year fixed and seven (7) years indeterminate. For 
Count VI, Young was sentenced to two (2) years fixed and an indeterminate period of zero (0) 
years. Each of these counts was to be served consecutively. Therefore, Counts I, II, V, and VI 
are to be served consecutively for a total of five (5) years fixed and fifteen (15) years of 
indeterminate for a total unified sentence of twenty (20) years. Young was also ordered to pay 
$15,446.16 in restitution, and court fees. 
The minimum punishment required for Burglary is one (1) year imprisonment. The 
maximum punishment available to the Court for each Burglary count is ten (10) years of 
incarceration and up to $50,000 in fines. For Grand Theft, the minimum punishment required is 
one ( 1) year imprisonment. The maximum punishment available for each Grand Theft count is 
fourteen (14) years of incarceration and a $5,000 fine. 
The Defendant was originally appointed a public defender to assist with his 
representation and a conflict public defender was assigned. Immediately after arraignment in 
District Court, the Defendant later privately retained counsel to represent him for the remainder 
of the proceedings in each case. The Defendant completed a guilty plea form which the 
Defendant signed indicating it was completed freely and voluntarily. The Defendant was 
questioned about his responses under oath. In answer to Question 49, "Are you satisfied with 
your attorney?," Mr. Young answered, "Yes." Another private counsel substituted in after 
sentencing and filed the Rule 35 motions. 
ANALYSIS 
Idaho Criminal Rule 35(b) allows a court to reduce sentence in its discretion. State v. 
Williams, 135 Idaho 618, 21 P.3d 940 (Ct. App. 2001). The determination to grant or deny the 
relief requested by a defendant is a matter committed to the court's discretion. I.C.R. 35; see 





























State v. Gardner, 127 Idaho 156, 164, 989 P.2d 615, 623 (Ct. App. 1995); State v. Hedgecock, 
147 Idaho 580, 586, 212 P.3d 1010, 1016 (Ct. App. 2009). The court in Hedgecock held, "If a 
sentence is found to be reasonable at the time of pronouncement, the defendant must then show 
that it is excessive in view of the additional information presented with the motion for 
reduction." Id. The Idaho Court of Appeals has held that a sentence imposed by a court is not to 
be deemed excessive if within the statutory maximum required by law. State v. Tisdale, 107 481, 
690 P.2d 936,939 (Ct. App. 1984). 
The Court has reviewed the motions and exhibits A through G submitted by Young 
which request leniency in sentencing. Young requests that the Court reduce his sentence to three 
years fixed and eleven years indeterminate because: (1) he is remorseful for his crimes; (2) he is 
attempting to pay restitution by working in the kitchen while incarcerated; (3) he was not 
satisfied with his representation at the sentencing hearing; and (4) he is attempting to start 
rehabilitation programs while incarcerated. Young submitted several letters from acquaintances 
who described his good character before returning to Methamphetamine usage. 
The Court has engaged in the analysis set forth in State v. Toohil, 103 Idaho 565, 650 
P.2d 707 (Ct. App. 1982). In Toohil, our Supreme Court articulated four objectives of 
criminal punishment: (1) protection of society, (2) deterrence of the individual and the public 
generally, (3) possibility of rehabilitation, and (4) punishment or retribution for wrongdoing. 
Moreover, it is clear, as a matter of policy in Idaho, that the primary consideration is ''the good 
order and protection of society." The sentence in this case is within the maximum punishment 
available for the crimes committed. 
In sentencing, the Court considered the brazen nature involved in the commission of each 
of the total of three counts of Burglary, three counts of Grand Theft, and an additional count of 




























Eluding a Peace Officer. The crimes to which Young pleaded guilty occurred on three different 
dates in September, 2012, with several crimes occurring each day. The property stolen from 
many different residences included firearms, jewelry, money, and computers, among other 
things. At least three of the residents in separate crimes confronted the Defendant and his other 
peers as they were stealing items, yet, the Defendant continued his course of criminal conduct 
after being confronted. The total restitution ordered to victims of the crimes committed in this 
short period of time was over $41,000.00. Pursuant to the plea agreement, other theft offenses 
were dismissed and the State did not pursue a Persistent Violator enhancement to each new 
felony. 
The Eluding charge came after the resident of one home called the police to report a 
crime where one of the men (not the Defendant) had pulled a gun on the homeowner. The police 
located the vehicle in which the Defendant and others fled. After that vehicle was stopped by 
police, Mr. Young exited that vehicle, fled on foot, stole another vehicle, and fled in the stolen 
vehicle. Mr. Young was caught by police only after Mr. Young had rolled the stolen vehicle. 
Young has an extensive criminal history beginning as a juvenile in 1990. His juvenile 
history includes property crimes, runaway offenses, and resisting and obstructing officers. Mr. 
Young was ultimately committed to juvenile corrections for property crimes. His criminal drug 
history begins with arrests in 1995. Mr. Young began his adult felony history in earnest with 
arrests in 1995 also. Mr. Young was convicted of two burglaries, escape, and theft by 
receiving/possessing stolen property in 1996. The court retained jurisdiction in these felonies 
and the defendant was then placed on probation, violated probation, and had his sentences 
imposed. In 1998, Mr. Young also received the benefit of a retained jurisdiction program after 
conviction of another burglary in Bingham County. 




























The presentence investigation details Mr. Young's behavior while imprisoned from 1998 
until he "topped out" in 2008 and the details include gang affiliation and reports of violence 
against other inmates in prison on repeated occasions. The Court also considered the social 
history in the presentence investigation and the substance abuse evaluation detailing events in 
Young's life that may have caused him to turn to drugs. The court also considered the numerous 
character reference letters submitted on Mr. Young's behalf with this Rule 35 motion. 
The Court has balanced the Toohil considerations for rehabilitation of the defendant 
while protecting society. The courts have given Young opportunities for rehabilitation. Previous 
courts have provided the opportunity for Young to receive the benefit of rehabilitation through 
juvenile corrections and retained jurisdiction programs. However, the court's primary concern is 
with community safety ... both safety of the community at large and safety of the community 
among which he is now incarcerated. Yet, even after the rehabilitative efforts of the Department 
of Corrections, Young continued a spree of brazen criminal conduct in this community which put 
the property of others, as well as their personal safety, at risk. 
At sentencing, Mr. Young had the opportunity to address the Court and spoke of how he 
was remorseful for his crimes. However, that remorse does not overcome how boldly he stole 
from others ... many times in front of the victim ... or the circumstances of eluding the police and 
stealing another vehicle at great risk of injury to himself, the officers in pursuit, and the 
community. The Court ordered Young to pay restitution to the victims, and his attempt to fulfill 
that order does not alter the reasoning of the sentence. The Court finds Young's dissatisfaction 
with his attorney insufficient to merit a reduction in his sentence. The Court appreciates Young's 
efforts to engage in rehabilitation programs while incarcerated and encourages more success than 
his previous terms in prison. However, at this point, the Court does not find release into the 




























community is in the best interest of justice. The Court's primary consideration must be the good 
order and protection of society and the sentence given in this case is reasonable and serves that 
primary purpose. 
For these reasons, the Court DENIES Young's Motions for Reduction of Sentence 
pursuant to I.C.R. 35. -~ 
DATED this _tf_, -d ,ay of July, 2013. 
Lynn~ 
District Judge 
ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR REDUCTION OF SENTENCE - PAGE 7 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
2 
3 
I hereby certify that on this l.O±hay of July 2013, I mailed (served) a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
4 




7 Maloney Law Office, PLLC 
200 North 4th Street, Suite 302 
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I Y"° 
Inmate name t'Dre.y t>ttle </"'"~ 
IDOC No. l./1J 10'8 · 
Address ,jr ~ I" C.. "l::. (Yl ,D,-:<-/ -z."3 
e, {J ' {b P 1( :ws:::oq 
P.,o\<w@ l 1::.0. ~3lo1 
Defendam • 
N0·--4H~=,,,-----FILEO 
A.M _ __:_4-__ r>M, ____ _ 
DEC -1 2015 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MAURA OLSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE fou c·th JUDICIAL DISTRJCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF__._/+__,_· --'')~...L..f/--'---_ 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











CaseNo. cR-·Ff~c)otl- ool4)..00 
MOTION FOR CREDIT 
FOR TIME SERVED 
~v\e- ~5 f;ub ( c.) 
COMES NOW, ( 0\<2-y Yovt~ 'Defendant in the above-entitled matter, and 
pursuant to Idaho Code 18-309 hereby moves the Court for an Order, as follows: 
That the Court issue an Order, granting the Defendant credit for all local, county and state 
time served in conjunction with this charge, and the resulting sentence imposed by the Court. 
Further that all time shall be appropriately credit to the Defendant. 
This Motion is further based upon the records and files in this matter. 
DATEDthis ficQJaayof (JO\J ,20l5_. 
Motion for Credit For Time Served- 1 
Revised: l 0/13/05 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the ~ ~f _N_o_v ____ , 20 15, I 
mailed a true and correct copy of this MOTION FOR CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED for the 
purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via prison mail system 
for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
3" e>.r,e:, \/08 t County Prosecuting Attorney 
<h\JD Wes+ ~,on+ £;+,ee+ t?:ootv1 2i \Cl I 
I 
Motion for Credit For Time Served- 2 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
8310~ 
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Inmate name tor0( Q4~~Uo~ 
IDOC No. _._~ ....... i, acxlD~1 ____ T_ 
Address "=>:J;C. :::x::- m I Q, 4. -~ 
e ,Q, B:.cx ~ro '1 
e:,o\~; X: 0 ' 'S 37 07 
Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE ~vcth 
• 
FILED NO. ~ A.M. ___ ,_-iP.M ___ _ 
DEC -1 2015 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MAURA OLSON 
DEPUTY 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF r+ D JLJ 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Case No.(((. - ~f- .?..olJ- 00 Jl..../200 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
DEFENDANT 










STATE OF IDAHO 




C o c e y '( o u n ::9 , after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes 
and says as follows: f 5 7 do..'/f, were .:J~ven fo covr::r+ :J]I o.f th\S 
co.Se.1 6v+ no+ ±o couY1±S I1l 1 ::ll:, Leo ... v;Ylj 3 l '--I 
do-v5 thcx+ Gt~ l I need to loe cced;+eJ +ow~.d +~e 
I 
fixed por+\on o+ Mv 5eVJtfv1le.-t Mv C.uSe ~'S procedvcoJ\y 
T I 
5~1!'1;ta< +o Sfafe__ V, OweoS, 5vp,CA, "'l=ri ow-e.nS +-be. 
d',St,\c.+ c.ovc+ ~evi+enc-ec\ +he de+eV'dCuQ+ on rv1ul+;ple LOVVLtS 
QfJer1¥l9 eo.c..b +o fUYl conSec.v+:vely +o ovie, cw1of-ber 
and Cone ur(:evi+ly w; tb av10+ b-e, vv+ of c ouV1ty Covvz+. 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT - 1 
Revised: l 0/13/05 
000139
-
·:r-vi itS fien+enc.,~~ o,des-,, +he cove+ Sto.+ed only +het+ rvt f, ~ 
Ou/:eY10 wo..S tu (ec.e~ve.. c..fed~t foe £y11e Se., vec!, Mc OwevtS lcd·eX 
+o, c.fe.d ~+ t> r -F (\'\e Ser d. S ec..\~ :n th + he hetd 
ovdy rec.e·,vec:\ c.1:d\t fo, ~fe_~vA3r1en+ +-;rie Served on one of 
+-he e j h+- C-on5et.v·Ev·e c ov nt-S, ·T be cl ;sh\c. t covr+ den~ed t~e-
M\)+;ovi Cl)'.d ;Y' do\, ~o~ 6r~c..;f,cttlo/ rio+ed ±bCI.+ ML 0WPV1~ shovlc\ 
rece~ve c_re.c\~t on on\y ore o.£ ±be ~ht r ovry\-b, fUr. OWeY1S o.ppP.£ded 
and -H-e .5vf,eMe Co,a:± \.lo.cCAted +be d~s+r\cf Court~ orc\ec. 1J1e covf-t-
k ~ + -r.e, \8-":JoC, re 1/,,e.S + C\ de.feVI~ t'\1" r c..ei e ere i .fur 
4-
rce.j~jeY'1en± ·KMe Secve.d OY\ el,\(_,b of' h~S Qffe Vl Se SJ \)le.+ke \ :b> be Secve.d LO nlVf\i('>'l+'y 
or Con~ec.u+~ve.ly,"\' \58 :!:dcxko ct+-~ 31../ :>1 P, 3d C\+ 33. 
The. Cov-r+ va.c.cd--ec\ -the 0rJes ):.e~y\vij +he r1o+~on +of credH- +or 
+~r1~ Se(ve..J ClV\d fe.Mct:t,~€-d fu, p,oce:eJ;vi&S to gccrvr+ +ke tAff fOfC'\Qte 
c.,e.A~+. .So cceA\-t r,e. +be ~\4 J.o.ys +o +k ~.xed fod)~VI of C?J- Set1teY1ce, 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT - 2 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the .~ffof_f\_)~o~V ______ _ 
20-12._, I mailed a true and correct copy of the DEFENDANT'S AFFIDAVIT via prison mail 
system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
~----"'-=-l.,_/t)'--"-f--'-S_· _V.........,,,o__,.g-+-_county Prosecuting Attorney 
ch O D w es+ ~,on+ S +,ee+. fzoor-i 3 19 1 , 




AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT - 3 
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MAR D 5 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clefk 
By MARTHAlYKE 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014200 
9 COREY DALE YOUNG, 
! 
























On the 28th day of February, 2013, before the Honorable Lynn G. Norton. District 
Judge, personally appeared James Vogt, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County of Ada. 
State of Idaho, and the Defendant with his attorney, Jared Martens, for the pronouncement of 
judgment in this case. 
The Defendant has been convicted upon a plea of guilty to the offenses of COUNT 
III: BURGLARY, FELONY, 1.C. §18-1401; COUNT IV: GRAND THEFT, FELONY, LC. 
§§18-2403(1), 18-2407(1)(b) and 18-2409; and COUNT V: ELUDING A PEACE 
OFFICER, FELONY, 1.C. §49-1404(2)(a)(b)(c) of the Information (Counts I and II having 
been previously dismissed pursuant to plea agreement). The Court asked the Defendant if he 
had any legal cause to show why judgment should not be pronounced against him. No 

































IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED that the Defendant is guilty as charged and convicted; 
that the offense for which the Defendant is adjudged guilty herein was committed on or about 
September 25, 2012. 
IT IS ADJUDGED that the Defendant is sentenced, pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ 19-2513, to the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction to be held and incarcerated 
by said Board in a suitable place for a period of time as follows: 
COUNT III: For a minimum fixed and determinate period of confinement of four ( 4) 
years; with the fixed minimum period followed by an indetenninate period of custody of up 
to zero (0) years, for a total term not to exceed four (4) years. 
COUNT N: For a minimum fixed and determinate period of confinement of one ( l) 
year; with the fixed minimum period followed by an indeterminate period of custody of up to 
thii1een (13) years, for a total term not to exceed fourteen (14) years, to run consecutive to 
Counts III and V. 
COUNT V: For a minimum fixed and determinate period of confinement of zero (0) 
years; with the fixed minimum period followed by an indeterminate period of custody of up 
to two (2) years, for a total term not to exceed two (2) years, to run consecutive to Counts Ill 
and IV. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, on Count V, the Defendant's driving privileges are 
absolutely suspended for a period of three (3) years, upon release from incarceration. DURING 
THIS TIME PERIOD, DEFENDANT MAY NOT DRIVE AT ALL FOR ANY REASON 
WHATSOEVER. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-309, the Defendant shall be given credit for the time 































IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant shall pay restitution in the amount of 
twenty-five thousand six hundred forty and 70/100 dollars ($25,640.70), and shall remit court 
costs (per count) of seventeen dollars fifty cents ($17.50); Criminal Justice Fee of ten dollars 
($10.00); P.O.S.T. Fee of fifteen dollars ($15.00); Victim Notification Fee (VINE), pursuant 
to I.C. §31-3204, in the amount of ten dollars ($ 10.00); ISTARS Fee of ten dollars ($ 10.00); 
Peace Officer Temporary Disability Fee of three dollars ($3.00); Victim's Compensation Fund 
in the an1ow1t of seventy-five dollars ($75.00); and Emergency Surcharge Fee of one hundred 
dollars ($100.00). 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant be committed to the custody of the 
Sheriff of Ada County, Idaho, for delivery forthwith to the custody of the Idaho State Board 
of Correction at the Idaho State Penitentiary or other facility within the state designated by 
the State Board of Correction. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this Judgment 
and Commitment to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of the Defendant. 








CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
~ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this S day of March, 2013, I mailed (served) a true 
3 
and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
4 
s ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
VIA-EMAIL 
6 
7 JARED B. MARTENS( )1_~ 3/e/ I.J) 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
8 
1615 W HAYS STREET 
9 BOISE ID 83702 
10 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
11 VIA - EMAIL 
12 DEPARTMENTOFCORRECTION 
13 VIA - EMAIL 
14 CCD SENTENCING TEAM-DOC 
1 5 VIA - EMAIL 
16 PROBATION & PAROLE-PSI DEPARTMENT 
1 7 VIA - EMAIL 
1s DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 











CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
By:~~~ 




Ada County Mugshot - Prosecutor's Office 
User: PRCURTKI 
Photo Taken: 201 2-09-25 18:52:00 
n nrc.rfav Ortoh i>r A. ?O 1? 
Name: YOUNG, CORY DALE 
Case#: CR-FE-2012-0014200 
LE Number: 117847 DOB SSN:
Weight: 140 H
Drivers License Number: Drivers License State: 
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JAN M. BENNETTS 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
James E. Vogt 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
!_,_/__,l\.._1_·5_F_1L~--~•1 ___ _ 
DEC 1 8 2015 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
Dy AR!C SHAt·!K 
CEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 










) ________________ ) 
Case No. CR-FE-2012-0014200 
STATE'S OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
CORRECTION OR REDUCTION OF 
SENTENCE, ICR 35 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, by and through James E. Vogt, Ada County Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney, opposes the Defendant's Motion for Reduction of Sentence. Defendant asks 
the Court to grant additional credit for time served based on the holding in State v. Owens, 343 P.3d 
30 (Idaho 2015). The Supreme Court specifically stated that its rule regarding Idaho Code§ 18-309 
in Owen was not to be retroactively applied to cases on collateral review. Id. at 36 ("[W]e apply this 
Court's new interpretation ofldaho Code§ 18-309's plain language only prospectively and to cases 
now on direct review."). As the instant case became final forty-two days after the filing of the 
Judgment on March 5, 2013, the State urges the Court to deny the Defendant's motion. However, if 
STATE'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR CORRECTION OR 
REDUCTION OF SENTENCE, ICR 35 (Young), Page 1 
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the Court does not deny the Defendant's Motion on the pleadings, the State respectfully requests a 
hearing in the matter. 
DATED this /lo day of December, 2015. 
JAN M. BENNETTS 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
(1i1A 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ___ day of December 2015, I caused to be served, 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Correction or 
Reduction of Sentence upon Jolene Maloney, PO Box 186 Idaho City, ID 83631; Corey Dale 
Young IDOC #48108, SICI M.D.-4-28, PO Box 8509, Boise, ID 83707 in the manner noted: 
~ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
o By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at the 
Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
Legal Assistant to James E. Vogt 
STATE'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR CORRECTION OR 
REDUCTION OF SENTENCE, ICR 35 (Young), Page 2 
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DEC 2 3 2015 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By JANINE KORSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STA TE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
COREY DALE YOUNG 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2012-14200 
ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR 
CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED 
On March 6, 2013, the Court entered a Judgment and Commitment whereby Defendant 
Young was sentenced to incarceration for two counts of Burglary and two counts of Grand Theft. 
The sentences were to run consecutively. Defendant was given credit for time served of 94 days. 
On Dec. 1, 2015, Defendant filed a Motion for Credit for Time Served, pursuant to I.C.R. 
35( c ), asking for an additional 282 days credit (i.e. an additional 94 days credit for each of three 
additional counts). Defendant filed his motion based upon the ruling of the Idaho Supreme Court 
in State v. Owens, which held, ''that (1) Idaho Code section 18-309's language unambiguously 
requires courts to credit a defendant any prejudgment incarceration served on each count." State 
v. Owens, 158 Idaho 1, 6, 343 P.3d 30, 35 (2015). 
On Dec. 18, 2015, the State filed an objection, arguing that State v. Owens does not apply 
retroactively. Indeed, in State v. Owens, the Supreme Court stated, "[W]e apply this Court's new 
interpretation of Idaho Code section 18-309's plain language only prospectively and to cases 
now on direct review." State v. Owens, 158 Idaho 1, 7, 343 P.3d 30, 36 (2015). State v. Owens 
ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED P. 1 of 2 
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-
was issued by the Idaho Supreme Court on February 9, 2015. Defendant's Judgment and 
Commitment was issued almost two years before that date. It does not appear that Defendant 
appealed his Judgment or that there is any ongoing appeal. Therefore, application of State v. 
Owens to Defendant's case would be retroactive. This is not permissible under the language of 
State v. Owens. 
Given that Defendant has not provided any other authority supporting his request for 
additional credit for time served, the Court DENIES the motion for credit for time served. 
ref 
DATED this 'Z3 day of December, 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this~ay of December, 2015, I mailed (served) a true and 
correct copy of the within instrument to: 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Interdepartmental Mail 
Corey Young #48108 
SICI MD 428 
PO Box 8509 
Boise ID 83707 
CHRISTOPHER RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED 
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JUL 2 1 2016 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By JANINE KORSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA . 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
COREY DALE YOUNG 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2012-14200 
CORRECTED ORDER DENYING 
MOTION FOR CREDIT FOR TIME 
SERVED 
On December 1, 2015, in both the present case and in Ada County Case number CR-FE-
2012-17734, Defendant filed motions for credit for time served. The motions were made on the 
same basis in both cases. On December 23, 2015, this Court issued an Order Denying Motion for 
Credit for Time Served in both cases. Due to a clerical error, the Court prepared orders in both 
cases, but the orders were filed in the wrong cases. Though both orders contained the same 
citation of authority and logic in denying the motions for credit for time served, the orders 
contained the wrong procedural background. Therefore, pursuant to I.C.R. 36, the Court hereby 
issues this Corrected Order Denying Motion for Credit for Time Served, which reads as follows: 
On March 5, 2013, the Court entered a Judgment and Commitment whereby Defendant 
Young was sentenced to incarceration for one count of Burglary, one count of Grand Theft, and 
one count of Eluding a Peace Officer. The sentences were to run consecutively. Defendant was 
given credit for time served of 157 days. 
CORRECTED ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED P. 1 
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On Dec. 1, 2015, Defendant filed a Motion for Credit for Time Served, pursuant to I.C.R. 
3 5( c ), asking for an additional 314 days credit (i.e. an additional 157 days credit for each of two 
additional counts). Defendant filed his motion based upon the ruling of the Idaho Supreme Court 
in State v. Owens, which held, "that (1) Idaho Code section 18-309's language unambiguously 
requires courts to credit a defendant any prejudgment incarceration served on each count." State 
v. Owens, 158 Idaho 1, 6,343 P.3d 30, 35 (2015). 
On Dec. 18, 2015, the State filed an objection, arguing that State v. Owens does not apply 
retroactively. Indeed, in State v. Owens, the Supreme Court stated, "[W]e apply this Court's new 
interpretation of Idaho Code section l 8-309's plain language only prospectively and to cases 
now on direct review." State v. Owens, 158 Idaho 1, 7, 343 P.3d 30, 36 (2015). State v. Owens 
was issued by the Idaho Supreme Court on February 9, 2015. Defendant's Judgment and 
Commitment was issued almost 2 years before that date. It does not appear that Defendant 
appealed his case, or that there is any ongoing appeal. Therefore, application of State v. Owens to 
Defendant's case would be retroactive. This is not permissible under the language of State v. 
Owens. 
Given that Defendant has not provided any other authority supporting his request for 
additional credit for time served, the Court will DENY his present motion as the relief he seeks 
cannot be obtained under State v. Owens. 
DATED this "2 \ day of July, 2016.
1 
Y)Vr1C pvoiunc tD De02-~r 2 ~ > 2--0)~ 
LynnG.~ge 





Inmatename 6£Jy#-/e f¼u"9 
IDOC No. r', /t> g · I 
Address· s-:g;..:r;::. 11712 -tl-Zf? 
A4 , ~-:, X: ,? s-c) j 
$o •'8-L / -:t::;e/, 8"° g 70 f 
Defendant/ Appellant 
~~= a . +-·~----
AUG 29 2016 
CHRISTQPHliF:I Q, RIQH Oltrk 
By MAUJ:IA OLSON I 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT .OF TIIB E?,t.ue, /6 . ruDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIB COUNTY OF __.__A_'P_fl. __ _ 













Case No. ~- 2 c//2 -/1/2. oo 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: TIIB ABOVE RESPONDENTS, S: z:.q. k.;. o,£ ,:a,/4 k c. 
AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, _______________ _ 
__________ AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED 
COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT 
1. TheabovenamedAppellant(s) 6~ 4~i.L. ,;{c. rz.J 
appeal(s) against the above named respondent(s) to the Idaho Supreme Court from (the final 
judgment or order, ( describe it) 
entered in the above-entitled action (proceeding) on the_ day of _______ _. 
20 _, Honorable Judge L v12a G, A), lf.ro '1 presiding. 
' / 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
Revised: 3/24/16 - . -- ·- -CR-FE-2012-14200 --· - ----..._, 
NOTA 
Notice of Appeal 
118307 
1111111111111111111111111111111111 m11 . 
./ ·.---------
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2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment or 
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 
_3.;;;.......;:..S--__.;::C,-.,;c..=.) __ [e.g. (ll(c)(l)), or (12(a))] I.AR 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to 
assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant 
from asserting other issues on appeal. 
c:>F 5./q/.e_ 1/,$. Ot,.J.{)V'\,r c2.~1,) l:.:J .z: e;?nq 40../- a(u.ct_ 
ek ~9ez.:ze. C?:J s· 'e./ ~~s.h~L:l , &e.. I: a R.er:'1 sn- b ~ 
- I 
,z¥,6a c 0 k ~ I?- 3~9 41,~S /J:s e dt2J/e £ ri-iy 
C4fx-f z: &2.-::?:1 /.-0 6-L7 ~ vp.., ~a 7 L?rLe__; '-1-4-5e rn.e <> ± r v 
>frMY AA.> ,.,A aC ek {;·,c-t.. d 1aoAt:A ll"- 6t- ,,_.., 7 
.see2~CR c o..., 411 e4.q~ r• cZ/4:.:J t-:,t efq /4 6 &.>ql.-(_ 
/?°-~ b O $ f>'3//42°f?-l-s '?"> 7 ('! /4 I 'rn r rlz /r: /d q > 
sA~Ml<J 6'.r h/4 /) e ;)C.,~ ::b- /'-,_ 1 r--1~4- if•~ ()kJ-.R../1, £ L<.Q f s-') 
4. (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? ____ _ 
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portio11:5 of the 
reporter's transcript: 




D The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 2S(a), I.AR. 
D The entire reporter's transcript supplemented by the following: 
D Voir Dire examination of jury 
D Closing arguments of counsel 
D The following reporter's partial transcript: ________ _ 
D The testimony of witness(es) _____________ _ 
D Conferences on requested instructions 
0 Instructions verbally given by court 
5. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R. 
D All requested and given jury instructions 
D Plaintiffs motion for continuance of trial 
6. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b )(1) 0 That the clerk of the district court or administrative agency has been paid the 
estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 




(2) D That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee because 
(c)(l) D That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk or agency's record has been 
paid. 
(2) D That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation 
of the record because ,._,~ ,. :,.-., c~A: "04 c:;k ( 4 :::1 d /49 t.t-L.. h ~ 
( d)(l) D That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(2) D That appellate is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because __ 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 
20, and the attorney general ofidaho pursuant to Section 67-1401(1), Idaho Code. 
DATED THIS~ day of du~ us/ 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
Revised 3/24/16 
,20 /b . 
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b42j "14(e_. C,/4 :11 ::1-), being sworn, deposes and says: 
~ I 
That the party is the appellant in the above-entitled appeal and that all statements in this 
. . 
notice of appeal are true and correct to the best of his or her knowledge and belief. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~ day of ae.,(A, '& j_ .Z" /( , 
....... , p ,,~ 
~'~~~.; .. ll~l\ 
f~~ir~~T~~)~~\ 
i ~Efll~ J 
,__s\;~--=~ 
Notary Public~ 
Commission expires: ~~ ~ \ (I):, l18t1C.:,""' 1· 
~ ~ . . ... ~" '"" •,, -1*······ ~~~ 
~,,,;:{ OF \1>,,,,,,4t CERTIFICATE OF MAILING ....... , .. ,, "' 
~.nt . ~c-r.S J-
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the~ day of / 4:?£.., , 20_Lf_, I 
mailed a true and correct copy of the NOTICE OF APPEAL via prison mail system for 
processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DMSION, APPELLATE UNIT 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
-~A'--1-C:P;._;4--'--_______ County Prosecuting Attorney 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5 
Revised 3/24/16 
I 
?i;? /.74' le- ¼ ~~ 
Appellant / 
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/.3 Ol ')..sz_/ .,Le:>( ' ,?'~ 7 •7 
Defendant-Appellant 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE ;;::;, "I -<--f-li 
NO. g FILF.0 
A.M, ___ _,__ _.P.M----
AUG 29 2016 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MAURA OLSON 
DE!PUTY 
JUDICIAL DISTRJCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ....,.,,,.....A ...... 6 ..,,,,.4,c=,_ _ _ 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 











Case No. ~ t<, Zocz_-/t/z..o o 




COMES NOW, 0 47 lft.2~ le_~ w ~ J , Defendant-Appellant in the 
above entitled matter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Defendant-Appellant's Motion 
for Appointment of Counsel for the reasons more fully set forth herein and in the Affidavit in 
Support of Motion for Appointment of Counsel. 
1. 
Corrections under the direct care, custody and control of W arden._..s,e..,.""" 
2. The issues to be presented in this case may become to complex for the Defendant-
Appellant to properly pursue. Defendant-Appellant lacks the knowledge and skill needed to 
represent him/herself. 




Motton & Affidavit 
118311 
Ill l llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll I Ill 
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3. Defendant-Appellant required assistance completing these pleadings, as he/she 
was unable to do it him/herself. 
4. Other: -----------------------
DATED this .d_ day of &,7 u s I- ,20 /'. 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 






-~-='-'-'--4____.._./;.;:;.,,o.-?-C,._fo_;o._'---=n'--'--'5-__,, after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes 
and says as follows: 
1. I am the A:ffiant in the above-entitled case; 
2. I am currently residing at the __ S_,_:;r:::. __ , <:... __ , _-:(:.--=-'---------
under the care, custody and control of Warden __ L_.'_l-_./-""""'~c=._-------
3. I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel; 
4. I am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real 
property; 
5. I am unable to provide any other form of security; 
6. I am untrained in the law; 
7. If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly 
handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel of the State; 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2 
Revised: 3/24/16 
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Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant-Appellant respectfully prays that this Honorable 
Court issue it's Order granting Defendant-Appellant's Motion for Appointment of Counsel to 
represent his/her interest, or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear the 
Defendant-Appellant is entitled to. 
DATED This .:!Ii_ day of duc:;u r /.-
7 
,20Lf.... 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me thi~ day 
of ~~\Js.\. ,2olb 
/ .. 
~ h.¥-_1' r .\ . l~·. ~,. ~c_,:· .... .. ··~-£ : : ; = : : ..... - : = 
: ~ . . I I 
\ \ 
11
l!B 1,\( -~· 
~ (I)~··· ... 
1,,. .... 1,.;,······· ~ ,~1:· OF\~ 
~ ........ .. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 3 
Revised: 3/24/16 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 2 "J day of c;Zu.::;0- s /.- , 20~ I 
/ 
mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL for the purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via 
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
/i.f/o.qrR-4-j hf VI~ (7r O{f., u__ 
_______ County Prosecuting Attorney 
~V-=4~.M/=h=~ ........... r-a~,~~'=~'_o_.".'.\_,_,~~~~',(;l.=~~0~¼+~~1-e.-L-2~,='v~1·s: 0 ~ 
/.,>• &~.>9 fl]ZLJ 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4 
Revised: 3/24/16 
000162
SEc:t=- UZP -L/-z.9 ~~ ·~oy ?~ '7 
Mailing Address (Street or Post Office Box) 
,6..:>,~ 1 ~, Y~J~7 






AUG 29 20t6 
CHFIISTOPHEFI 0. RICH, Clerk 
By MAURA OLSON 
DBPIJl'V 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE _7_ · __ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF __.__.A-..... t>_A-___ _ 
&~ ,(f'e;,te_ Vo 4 Case No. Cl(..-2.c,/ '- --/t:/Z.o·u 
~ Plaintiff, 17 
vs. 
Defendant. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR 
PERMISSION TO PROCEED ON PARTIAL 
PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Idaho Code§ 31-3220A requires that you serve upon counsel for 
the county sheriff, the deparbnent of correction or the private correctional facility, 
whichever may apply, a copy of this motion and affidavit and any other documents filed 
in connection with this request You must file proof of such service with the court when 
you file this document 
Eif>taintiff D Defendant asks to start or defend this case on partial payment of court fees, 
and swears under oath 
1. This is an action for (typeofcase)~£9 /Ccf.(.eD~l ~~ ~~ ~~)1 
believe I am entitled to get what I am asking for. 
2. ~ have not previously brought this claim against the same party or a claim based on 
the same operative facts in any state or federal court. D I have filed this claim against the 
same party or a claim based on the same operative facts in a state or federal court. 
3. I am unable to pay all the court costs now. I have attached to this affidavit a current 
statement of my lnmate account, certified by a custodian of. inmate accounts, that reflects the 
activity of the account over my period of incarceration or for the last twelve (12) months, 
whichever is less. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
CAO FW 1-14 6/8/2011 
CR-FE-2012-14200 
MOAF 
Motion & Affidavit 
118316 
Ill I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I I Ill 
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4. I understand I will be required to pay an initial partial filing fee in the amount of 20% of the 
greater of: (a) the average monthly deposits to my inmate account or (b) the average monthly 
balance in my ir:irpate account for the last six (6) months. I also understand that I must pay the 
remainder of the filing fee by making monthly payments of 20% of the preceding month's · 
income in my inmate account until the fee is paid in full. 
5. I verify that the statements made in this affidavit are true. I understand that a false 
statement in thi~ affidavit is perjury and I could be sent to prison for an additional fourteen (14) 
years. 
(Do not leave any items blank. If any item does not apply, write "NIN. Attach additional pages if more space is 
needed for any response.) 
IDENTIFICATION AND RESIDENCE: 
Name: ?~ ,,l:?4le_fA~7 Other name(s) I have used:____,t}/-.._4 ______ _ 
Address: $'~c_::r=. .m,p •-t/-2..Y /A~. {>:,><tf~'l Lfo/£!:..1:M~ 937,.,7 
r; , 
How long at that address? . 3: · z.. ·y-e 9,c.5 · Phone:._-=-/1\.:::,-/,~~>.;;..._------
Year and place of birth: /Z-7-- 7 T &kc (.Ao/- . v&,(, lJ 2-c... I ; , 
DEPENDENTS: 
I am ~gle D married. If married, you must provide the following information: 
Name of spouse:------------------------------
My other dependents including minor children (use only initials and age to identify children) are:~ 
INCOME: 
Amount of my income: $ ~ ( Ir per D week D month 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
CAO FW1-14 6/B/2011 
PAGE2 
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Other than my inmate account I have outside money from: --+/l~/4-'-'---------~, 
My spouse's income: $ ~ 
7 
per D week D month. 
ASSETS: 
List all real property Qand and buildings) owned or being purchased by you. 
Your 
Address City State 
Legal 
Description 
List all other pr~perty owned by you and state its value. 




Notes and Receivables __________________ _ 
Vehicles. __ --,--____________________ _ 
Bank/Credit Union/Savings/Checking Accounts __________ _ 
Stocks/Bonds/Investments/Certificates of Deposit'-------------
Trust Funds ______________________ _ 
Retirement Accoµnts/lRAs/401 (k)s. ______________ _ 
Cash Value Insurance ·--------------------
Motorcycles/Boats/RVs/Snowmobiles. ______________ _ 
Furniture/Appliances. ___________________ _ 
Jewelry/Antiqu~s/Collectibles. ________________ _ 
Description (provide description for each item) 
lVs/Stereos/Computers/Electronics. ______________ _ 
Tools/Equipment. ____________________ _ 
Sporting Goods/Guns. ___________________ _ 
Horses/Livestock/Tack. __________________ _ 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 





Other (describe), _ __.~'---'-,~O~~_,_ _______________ _ 




Rent/House Payment. ___________________ _ 
Vehicle Payment(s) ___________________ _ 
Credit Cards (List last four digits of each account number.) 
Loans (name of lender and reason for loan) 
Electricity/Natural Gas. ___________________ _ 
Water/Sewer/Trash ·--------------------
Phone ________________________ _ 
Groceries ·------------------------
Clothin . ..._ _______________________ _ 
Auto Fuel ·------------------------
Auto Maintenance. ____________________ _ 
Cosmetics/Haircuts/Salons. _________________ _ 
Entertainment/Books/Magazines. _______________ _ 
Home Insurance. ____________________ _ 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 









Auto Insurance, ____________________ _ -e-
Life Insurance, _____________________ _ 
Medical Insurance ·--------------------
Medical Expense ____________________ _ 
Other ------------------------
MISCELLANEOUS: 
How much can you borrow?$ c::e- From whom? ---e- .111/"A-
When did you file your last income tax return? -aD// Amount of refund: $ I}(~ 
PERSONAL REFERENCES: (These persons must be able to verify information provided.) 
Name Address Phone Years Known 
Signatur~ / 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
r---.._(\. ) 55. 
County of ~ ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me on this~ day of ~'-d~\,6 
............ 
-1 Residing at ~~ 
, ••- , Commission expires0-)§;.\ 
... ~ ~llBL\C.-4'.C 
.. ~~,; ........ ~~t 
r,#'''• OF ~ ,,~ .............. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
CAO FW 1-14 6/8/2011 
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Offender Number 0048108 
Offender Name: YOUNG, COREY DALE 







Idaho Department Of Correction 
Institution: SI 
Housing Facility: MN 
Tier: 4 
Payer/ Paid To Amount 
I hereby certify that these records are true ano1 Amount 
correct copies of official records or reports or entri8Sl 
therein of the Idaho Der.,ar,ment of Correction. 
Oat· 
Living Unit: 00 
Cell: 1 
Bed: 28 
Balance Loe Code 
• $0.00 
Balance Loe Code 
$0.00 
$0.00 






Idaho Department Of Correction 
Amount Balance Loe Code 
$0.00 
$0.00 
8/24/2016 07:01 PM 
000169
· lDOC TRUST ---------------------- OFFENDER BANK BALANCES ---------- 08/24/2016 = 
Doc No: 48108 Name: YOUNG, COREY DALE 
Account: CHK Status: ACTIVE 
SICI/MAIN PRES FACIL 
TIER-4 CELL-1 
Transaction Dates: 08/24/2015-08/24/2016 
Beginning Total Total current 
Balance Charges Payments Balance 
3.99DB 1454.13 1458.95 0.83 
================================TRANSACTIONS================================ 
Date Batch Description Ref Doc Amount Balance 
06/23/2016 SI0762941-173 099-COMM SPL 
I hereby certify that these records are true and 





IDOC TRUST ----------- OFFENDER BANK BALANCES ---------- 08/24/2016 = 
Doc No: 48108 Name: YOUNG, COREY DALE 
Account: CHK Status: ACTIVE 
SICI/MAIN PRES FACIL 
TIER-4 CELL-1 
Transaction Dates: 08/24/2015-08/24/2016 
Beginning Total Total current 
Balance Charges Payments Balance 
3.99DB 1454.13 1458.95 0.83 
================================TRANSACTIONS================================ 
Date Batch Description Ref Doc Amount Balance 
09/02/2015 HQ0725263-007 011-RCPT MO/CC 
09/03/2015 SI0725462-151 099-COMM SPL 
09/04/2015 SI0725727-012 218-SPL PRJCTS 
09/04/2015 SI0725741-013 218-SPL PRJCTS 
09/04/2015 SI0725764-002 218-SPL PRJCTS 
09/04/2015 SI0725769-010 218-SPL PRJCTS 
09/10/2015 SI0726397-221 099-COMM SPL 
10/07/2015 SI0729802-009 218-SPL PRJCTS 
· 10/07/2015 SI0729827-004 218-SPL PRJCTS 
10/07/2015 SI0729834-006 218-SPL PRJCTS 
10/07/2015 SI0729836-009 218-SPL PRJCTS 
10/07/2015 SI0729843-009 218-SPL PRJCTS 
10/08/2015 SI0730000-202 099-COMM SPL 
10/22/2015 SI0731591-163 099-COMM SPL 
11/04/2015 SI0733191-008 218-SPL PRJCTS 
11/04/2015 SI0733193-008 218-SPL PRJCTS 
11/04/2015 SI0733197-003 218-SPL PRJCTS 
11/04/2015 SI0733198-008 218-SPL PRJCTS 
11/12/2015 SI0734215-233 099-COMM SPL 
11/24/2015 SI0735697-142 099-COMM SPL 
11/30/2015 II0736086-012 072-METER MAIL 
12/04/2015 HQ0737032-012 011-RCPT MO/CC 
J.?./07 /2015 HQ0737243-017 011-RCPT MO/CC 
:!.2 /07 /2015 SI073"/ ~~c-ooa 218-SPL PRJCTS 
12/07 /20J.';j SI07372-88-007 ~.Lu CPT, PRJCTS 
·,, 12/07/2015 SI0737290-009 218-SPL PI:'...ICT.q 
. i2/07 /2-Q,15 SI0737292-005 218-SPL PRJCTS 
12/07/2015 SI0737310-013 070-PHOTO COPY 
12/10/2015 SI0737832-2aq 099-COMM SPL 
12/24/2015 SI0739593-187°0~~-COMM SPL 
01/08/2016 SI0741352-009 218-SPL PRJCTS 
01/08/2016 SI0741355-009 218-SPL PRJCTS 
01/08/2016 SI0741358-009 218-SPL PRJCTS 
01/08/2016 SI0741360-005 218-SPL PRJCTS 
01/08/2016 SI0741362-005 218-SPL PRJCTS 
01/14/2016 SI0742292-208 099-COMM SPL 
01/14/2016 II0742304-009 072-METER MAIL 
01/15/2016 SI0742465-002 070-PHOTO COPY 













































































































. IDOC TRUST=========== OFFENDER BANK BALANCES ---------- 08/24/2016 = 
Doc No: 48108 Name: YOONG, COREY DALE 
Accowit: CHK Status: ACTIVE 
SICI/MAIN PRES FACIL 
TIER-4 CELL-1 
Transaction Dates: 08/24/2015-08/24/2016 
Beginning Total Total Current 
Balance Charges Payments Balance 
3.99DB 1454.13 1458.95 0.83 
================================TRANSACTIONS================================ 
Date Batch Description Ref Doc Amowit Balance 
02/08/2016 SI0744892-005 218-SPL PRJCTS 
02/08/2~~6 SI0744894-009 218-SPL PRJCTS 
.Q~/08/2016 $~9744899-008 218-SPL PRJCTS 
02/08/2016 SI0744920-008 218-SPL PRJCTS 
02/11/2016 SI0745386-226 099-COMM SPL 
02/18/2016 SI0746062-166 099-COMM SPL 
02/25/2016 SI0747043-173 099-COMM SPL 
03/07/2016 SI0748435-007 218-SPL PRJCTS 
03/07/2016 SI0748439-008 218-SPL PRJCTS 
03/07/2016 SI0748443-007 218-SPL PRJCTS 
03/07/2016 SI0748447-006 218-SPL PRJCTS 
03/10/2016 SI0749177-230 099-COMM SPL 
03/24/2016 SI0751106-166 099-COMM SPL 
04/13/2016 SI0753512-005 218-SPL PRJCTS 
04/13/2016 SI0753519-007 218-SPL PRJCTS 
04/13/2016 SI0753525-013 218-SPL PRJCTS 
04/13/2016 SI0753535-011 218-SPL PRJCTS 
04/13/2016 SI0753541-014 218-SPL PRJCTS 
04/14/2016 SI0753794-206 099-COMM SPL 
04/28/2016 SI0755911-167 099-COMM SPL 
05/04/2016 SI0756978-012 218-SPL PRJCTS 
05/04/2016 SI0756982-014 218-SPL PRJCTS 
05/04/2016 SI0756986-014 218-SPL PRJCTS 
05/04/2016 SI0756990-013 218-SPL PRJCTS 
05/12/2016 SI0758019-217 099-COMM SPL 
05/19/2016 SI0758654-167 099-COMM SPL 
06/02/2016 SI0760188-153 099-COMM SPL 
06/07/2016 SI0761046-014 218-SPL PRJCTS 
06/07/2016 HQ0761049-004 063-COURT ORDR 
06/07/2016 SI0761056-013 218-SPL PRJCTS 
06/07/2016 HQ0761059-004 063-COURT ORDR 
06/07/2016 SI0761060-014 218-SPL PRJCTS 
06/07/2016 HQ0761063-003 063-COURT ORDR 
06/07/2016 SI0761064-014 218-SPL PRJCTS 
06/07/2016 HQ0761067-003 063-COURT ORDR 
06/07/2016 SI0761071-014 218-SPL PRJCTS 
06/07/2016 HQ0761074-003 063-COURT ORDR 
06/09/2016 SI0761579-252 099-COMM SPL 












































































































. Fl_~f?: ~yl0-4-2016 @ 9:50 Janine Korsen Deputy Clerk 
· · F~1:1rth J~-~ic_ial D_istrfq:, Ada .t;ounty 
CHRISTOPHER D. Rl'CH,·c!erk 
IN THE DISTRICT COUR_T OF THE folf e...l, t. JUDICIAL DI~TRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF _,4'-'---'-/>_4~---
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
















IT IS HEARBY ORDERED that the Defendant-Appellant's Motion for 
SAPD 
Appointment of Counsel is granted and __________ (attorney's 
name), a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, is hereby appointed to represent 
said Defendant-Appellant in all proceedings involving this appeal. 
Signed: 10/3/2016 08:59 PM 
DATED this_ day of ______ _, 20_. 
District Judge 
C()pies·to,:- PA, Defendant, SAPD 
Date: 10-4-201a Clerk: ~ 







IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
Supreme Court Case No. 44464 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
COREY DALE YOUNG, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the 
course of this action. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as 
CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBITS to the Record: 
1. Order for Delivery of Medical Records to the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
Pursuant to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and Idaho Code 
19-3004; ICR 17, Field Under Seal, filed October 11, 2012. 
2. Order for Delivery of Medical Records to the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
Pursuant to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and Idaho Code 
19-3004; ICR 17, Field Under Seal, filed October 11, 2012. 
3. Order for Delivery of Medical Records to the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
Pursuant to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and Idaho Code 
19-3004; ICR 17, Field Under Seal, filed October 11, 2012. 
4. Order for Delivery of Medical Records to the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
Pursuant to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and Idaho Code 
19-3004; ICR 17, Field Under Seal, filed October 11, 2012. 
5. Presentence Investigation Report. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 27th day of October, 2016. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
000174
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
COREY DALE YOUNG, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 44464 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
Date of Service: 
OCT 21 2016 
--------
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
LA WREN CE G. WASDEN 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH WDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
COREY DALE YOUNG, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 44464 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in 
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction and is a true and correct record of the 
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, 
as well as those requested by Counsel. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
29th day of August, 2016. 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
